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Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore 
(SERIS) 

Vision 

A leading solar energy research institute in 
the world, contributing to global sustainable 
development 

Mission

To develop and commercialise solar technologies 
suited for urban and tropical applications, and 
support industry development and the energy 
transformation towards higher solar adoption

National University of Singapore (NUS)

Feedback from Key Stakeholders 

Our congratulations to SERIS for yet another strong year of performance. SERIS has been integral 
in refreshing Singapore’s solar PV roadmap, which has enabled the Singapore government to set a 
bolder ambition in solar adoption. SERIS also plays a critical role in supporting the growth in domestic 
solar adoption through continued work on urban solar systems such as floating PV systems, building 
integrated PV systems, and Photovoltaic Noise Barriers (PVNB). Through its cutting-edge research, 
technical expertise and talent development initiatives, SERIS will continue to be integral to the building 
of the local solar industry and accelerating the solarisation of Singapore.

Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB) 

Mr Damian CHAN, Assistant Managing Director of the Singapore Economic Development 
Board (EDB) and member of the SERIS Supervisory Board ”

”
NUS undertakes multidisciplinary research on sustainable energy towards a low carbon energy 
system, and actively engages the community, industry and government in translating our innovations 
into viable solutions to some of the most pressing energy challenges in Singapore and the world. 
SERIS is integral in the University’s capacity to fulfil these aspirations, and equips our researchers and 
students with the knowledge and foresight required to face the rapidly changing energy landscape.

National University of Singapore (NUS) 

Prof CHEN Tsuhan, Deputy President (Research and Technology), NUS ”
”
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CEO’s Foreword

Public awareness of the threats of climate change increased 
strongly in 2019, driven in part by striking school children 
(“Fridays for Future” movement), the United Nations Climate 
Action Summit held in September in New York, and several 
devastating typhoons in Asia. In his 2019 National Day speech 
in August, Prime Minister Lee highlighted that Singapore is 
susceptible to the effects of climate change and especially 
vulnerable to rising sea levels, and warned that tackling the 
“50 to 100-year problem” of rising sea levels could cost the 
nation around S$100 billion or more. He stated that one of the 
steps to be taken would be to build dams along Singapore’s 
southern border, to protect low-lying coastal areas from 
flooding. Another step, announced in October by Minister for 
Trade & Industry Chan at the opening of the 2019 Singapore 
International Energy Week, is to ramp up the nation’s installed 
solar capacity by more than seven times from current levels to 
at least 2 GWp by 2030.

SERIS’ mission is to develop and commercialise solar 
technologies suited for urban and tropical applications, and 
support industry development and the energy transformation 
towards higher solar adoption. The institute is thus one of the 
pillars of Singapore’s efforts towards reducing its greenhouse 
gas emissions and carbon intensity. In 2019, through its 
R&D on solar cells, modules and systems, training of local 
talent, and provision of technical expertise to government 
agencies and industry, SERIS continued to play an important 
role in building the local solar ecosystem and supporting the 
solarisation of Singapore.

This report presents SERIS’ research clusters & groups and 
lists some of their achievements in calendar year 2019 and 
plans for 2020. It also describes the institute’s facilities & 
laboratories, services, and outreach activities.

SERIS’ R&D focus in 2019 was on its three flagship projects 
(tandem solar cells, BIPV, floating solar) and six targeted 
leadership areas, including low-cost high-performance silicon 
solar cells, PV modules for the tropics, high-performance PV 
systems for the tropics, variability management for PV grid 
integration, solarisation of Singapore/Urban solar, and PV 
quality assurance.

In 2019, the Silicon Cluster’s research focus moved to 
very-high-efficiency silicon solar cells on monocrystalline 
substrates, covering the full range of industrially relevant device 
architectures as well as homojunction and heterojunction 
technologies. This shift was in response to recent changes 
in the national and global PV industries - including REC’s 
establishment of a state-of-the-art 600-MWp heterojunction 
cell & module factory in Singapore.

Selected SERIS highlights in 2019 include R&D on advanced 
heterojunction silicon solar cells (in collaboration with industry 
partner REC), the demonstration of 23.5% efficient low-cost 
silicon solar cells utilising SERIS’ proprietary monoPolyTM 
passivated-contact technology (in collaboration with Meyer 
Burger in Europe), the development of a new industrial 
plasma-based deposition tool for monoPolyTM solar cells 
(jointly with Meyer Burger), the achievement (jointly with NTU) 
of 25.7% efficiency for a perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell, 
the publication of two industry-leading reports on floating solar 
(together with the World Bank), and the update of the Solar 
PV Roadmap for Singapore (jointly with partner organisations) 
which will be published in Q1 2020.

I would like to thank all SERIS staff, adjunct researchers and 
students for their numerous contributions and achievements 
throughout the year. SERIS sincerely thanks all its industry 
partners and supporters over the past 12 months, especially 
the National University of Singapore (NUS), the National 
Research Foundation Singapore (NRF), the Singapore 
Economic Development Board (EDB), the Energy Market 
Authority (EMA), our Supervisory Board, our International 
Advisory Panel, and other collaborators in the public and 
private sectors.

Climate change is real and an enormous threat to the well-
being of future generations and to world peace. Solar is 
the world’s largest energy source and solar conversion 
technologies are now mature enough and of sufficiently 
low cost to be deployed at scale in Singapore, ASEAN and 
globally. At SERIS and NUS, we will continue to work hard 
on developing low-cost high-performance solar technologies 
and systems, enhancing the local solar ecosystem, and on 
the solarisation of Singapore and ASEAN.

With sunny regards,
Prof Armin ABERLE
SERIS CEO
12 December 2019
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Highlights 2019

Dr Shubham Duttagupta (right) receiving the 2019 APVIA Technological 
Achievement Award (category “Universities/Institutes”) on behalf of 
SERIS, at the SNEC 13th (2019) International Photovoltaic Power 
Generation and Smart Energy Conference & Exhibition in Shanghai, 
China

Feb
• SERIS partners with Chinese company Ruxing Technology 

to develop tailor-made screen-printable metallisation 
pastes for SERIS’ monoPolyTM high-efficiency passivated-
contact silicon solar cell technology, targeting > 24% cell 
efficiency in pilot production.

Mar
• At the 2019 PVCellTech Conference in Malaysia, Meyer 

Burger (Germany) reports a new record efficiency of 
23.46% for SERIS’ monoPolyTM solar cell technology. The 
silicon layers of the polysilicon passivated rear contacts 
were deposited at Meyer Burger, using a newly developed 
inline PECVD machine based on SERIS IP.

May
• At the 2019 Intersolar Europe Exhibition in Munich, SERIS’ 

industry partner REC Group announces the Alpha Series, 
the world’s highest-power 60-cell solar panel reaching 
380 Watt-peak. The Alpha panels are manufactured in 
Singapore by REC Solar Pte. Ltd., using 120 half-cut 
heterojunction silicon cells and advanced connection 
technology designed by engineering experts from 
Germany and Singapore. SERIS is collaborating with REC 
Solar on advanced heterojunction solar cells for the Alpha 
Series.

• SERIS and NTU achieve 25.7% efficiency for a small-area 
perovskite/silicon 4-terminal tandem solar cell, using a 
perovskite cell from NTU and a silicon cell from SERIS.

• SERIS achieves 22% efficiency for p-PERC silicon solar 
cells using novel SERIS processing without rear polishing 
tool

Jun
• SERIS wins the 2019 APVIA Technological Achievement 

Award (category “Universities/Institutes”) of the Asian 
Photovoltaic Industry Association, for its monoPolyTM  

high-efficiency silicon solar cell technology. The award 
was presented to SERIS during the SNEC 13th (2019)
International Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart 
Energy Conference & Exhibition (SNEC2019), China.

• At the SNEC 13th (2019) International Photovoltaic Power 
Generation and Smart Energy Conference & Exhibition 
in Shanghai, SERIS’ industry partner Meyer Burger 
launches the sale of the mass production tools for SERIS’ 
monoPolyTM solar cell technology. The fabrication of 23% 
efficient silicon solar cells consists of 8 processing tools. 
The core tool (CAiA®) is a newly developed machine 
based on SERIS IP. It uses inline PECVD for the ultrafast 
single-sided deposition of doped silicon films.

Jul
• SERIS organises the 1st Building Integrated PV 

Conference & Exhibition – Solar Architecture towards 
Sustainable Cities

Aug
• SERIS forms its first spin-off company in Phase 3 to 

commercialise the in-house developed Quantitative 
ElectroLuminescence Analysis (QELA) technology which 
enables more efficient PV module life cycle management.

Oct
• The “Where Sun Meets Water: Floating Solar Handbook 

for Practitioners”, published by the World Bank’s ESMAP 
in collaboration with SERIS, was officially launched at the 
3rd International Floating Solar Symposium (IFSS 2019) 
held as one of the key events of the Asia Clean Energy 
Summit 2019, Singapore 

• SERIS wins the 2019 World Solar Congress (WSC), 
China, Research Partner Award, for its monoPolyTM high-
efficiency silicon solar cell technology.

Dec
• An update of the Solar PV Roadmap for Singapore has 

been jointly prepared by SERIS and partner organisations.

“Where Sun Meets Water: Floating Solar Handbook for Practitioners”, 
published by the World Bank’s ESMAP in collaboration with SERIS, 
was officially launched by Dr Thomas Reindl (SERIS) and Mr Rohit 
Khanna (World Bank, USA) at IFSS 2019
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SERIS Flagship Projects
SERIS has embarked on three flagship research projects over the next 10 years to strengthen and deepen its solar capabilities. 

Space is limited in Singapore and thus the solar PV systems 
installed here should have very high energy conversion 
efficiency, to maximise the amount of generated PV electricity. 
The efficiency of single-junction silicon solar cells is limited to 
about 29% under natural sunlight, whereby the world record 
is 26.7% at present. Much higher efficiencies can be realised 
by stacking a second solar cell with higher bandgap on top of 
the silicon cell, forming a tandem solar cell. The fundamental 
theoretical efficiency limit of a silicon-based tandem solar cell 
is 42.5% under sunlight (AM1.5G), whereby a practical cell 
efficiency limit of about 35% seems possible in future mass 
production (> 2030). Due to their excellent efficiency potential, 
silicon-based tandem solar cells are of very high relevance for 
Singapore’s solar sector.

In this flagship project, SERIS collaborates with the Nanyang 
Technological University (NTU) and the Singapore-MIT Alliance 
for Research and Technology (SMART). Both III-V materials 
and perovskite materials, in particular organic-inorganic halide 
perovskites, are being investigated for the top cells. In SERIS 
Phase 3 (i.e., by 31 March 2021), this flagship project aims 
to develop Si-based tandem solar cells with efficiencies of at 
least 25.6% (perovskite top cell) and 29% (III-V top cell).

(1) Flagship project “Thin-film on silicon tandem solar cells”
Dr LIN Fen, Prof Armin ABERLE, Dr Rolf STANGL

III-V top cells: These solar cells have an excellent track 
record for both efficiency and long-term stability. The world 
record efficiencies for III-V on Si tandem solar cells are 
presently 32.8% for GaAs/Si 4-terminal tandems and 32.5% 
for InGaP/Si 4-terminal tandems. The main challenges are the 
high cost and the low throughput of the fabrication process of 
III-V solar cells. For III-V solar cells to be suitable for tandem 
applications, it is important to remove (or thin down) the 
original substrates to allow sufficient infrared light to reach the 
silicon bottom cells. In this project, SMART is working on the 
development of III-V top cells for tandem applications, while 
SERIS aims to integrate the cells into tandem devices.

Perovskite top cells: These thin-film materials have 
reached very high PV efficiency (> 25% under AM1.5G) in 

the laboratory using low-cost processing methods and an 
opaque device architecture (i.e., a full-area rear metal contact). 
For 30% perovskite/silicon tandem cell efficiency, high-quality 
perovskite top cells with a bandgap in the 1.6 - 1.8 eV 
range and a high infrared transparency of at least 85% are 
required. In this project, since 2016, SERIS has been working 
in collaboration with NTU to develop highly transparent 
perovskite top cells for tandem applications. In addition, since  
2019, SERIS is also conducting R&D on perovskite top cells 
at NUS. These efforts are focusing on the establishment of 
fabrication and characterisation capabilities for perovskite 
solar cells within the SERIS labs. This includes the conversion 
of the former Organic Solar Cell Lab into a Perovskite Solar 
Cell Lab. In parallel, the development of low-temperature low-
damage deposited transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) for 
perovskite solar cells commenced in 2019, using an industrial 
sputtering tool.

Customised silicon bottom cells and tandem integration: 
The thin-film top cells available as yet for this project are rather 
small (about 0.1 to 1 cm2). Given these size limitations of 
the available top cells, SERIS has established processes for 
fabricating customised small-area silicon bottom cells (1 - 4 
cm2, using p-type PERC solar cells and n-type monoPolyTM 
solar cells) on 6 inch wide substrates, using SERIS’ R&D pilot 
line for industrial silicon solar cells. In parallel, SERIS has also 
worked on tandem integration solutions for both 2-terminal 
and 4-terminal configurations. For 2-terminal tandem cells, 
firing-stable tunnel junctions based on doped polysilicon 
layers were successfully developed in 2019.

Present status of thin-film on silicon tandem cells: As 
shown in the table, a perovskite/silicon 4-terminal tandem cell 
efficiency of 25.7% was realised in 2019 using a perovskite 
top cell from NTU and a monoPolyTM silicon bottom cell from 
SERIS. For III-V/Si tandem solar cells, the corresponding 
device efficiency was 25.2%.  

Single-junction Solar Cell Tandem Solar Cell

Cell Voc(mV) Jsc(mA/cm2) FF (%) Eff (%)

Perovskite top cell ( 3 x 3 mm2) 1060 21.5 77.5 17.7

monoPolyTM Si cell stand-alone 
(1 cm2)

669 39.7 81.1 21.5

monoPolyTM Si cell under perovskite 
filter

639 15.2 82.3 8.0 (add-on)

4-terminal tandem 25.7

Perovskite on Si 4-terminal tandem cell jointly developed by SERIS and NTU
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BIPV Innovations

Dr KHOO Yong Sheng

A team of scientists at SERIS is developing new and innovative 
BIPV products. Working closely with relevant industry players 
(PV scientists, PV manufacturers, architects, engineers, 
building contractors, developers), the aim is to develop  cost-
effective BIPV modules with high power density, which will be 
designed to seamlessly integrate with innovative construction 
process technologies such as Prefabricated Prefurnished 
Volumetric Construction (PPVC). 

The main objectives of this project are: 
• Design and develop cost-effective high-performance BIPV 

modules using shingling as the solar cell interconnection 
technology.

• Develop BIPV modules with adjustable appearance using 
digital ceramic printing on glass, providing architects 
freedom in design.

• Develop smart BIPV with module-level power electronics 
(MLPE), providing power optimiser, monitoring, and rapid 
shutdown functionalities.

• Integration of BIPV modules with precast and prefabrication 
building construction technologies for cost-effective, 
efficient and flexible deployment in the field.

(2) Building-integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV)
Dr KHOO Yong Sheng, Dr Veronika SHABUNKO 

Development of low-cost, high-efficiency BIPV modules and systems to replace conventional materials of the building envelope 
with PV products, including the facades, is critical for Singapore to increase the available spaces for the accelerated deployment 
of solar energy in a densely built-up urban environment. With an existing stock of more than 100,000 buildings and little land 
for utility-scale ground-mounted PV systems, the vast majority of Singapore’s PV capacity will be installed on, or attached to 
buildings. While roof-top PV systems are standard commercial practice, adding PV to the facade of existing or new buildings 
poses more challenges due to aesthetics and factors such as building regulations. 

BIPV Centre of Excellence 

Dr Veronika SHABUNKO

The Centre of Excellence (COE) for BIPV was established at 
SERIS in 2017 to testbed innovative BIPV technologies in a 
tropical environment and provide a collaborative platform with 
relevant stakeholders from the private and public sectors.

The BIPV COE participated in an international round-robin test 
for the establishment of standards and relevant procedures 
for the measurement of the Solar Heat Gain Coefficient 
(SHGC) for semi-transparent BIPV modules, together with 
AIST (Japan) and Fraunhofer ISE (Germany). Furthermore, the 
BIPV COE facilitated a joint meeting with representatives from 
IEC and ISO on harmonisation of technical standards related 
to BIPV.

Locally, the BIPV COE was also actively engaged with relevant 
government agencies such as BCA, EDB, HDB, NCCS, NEA, 
NETO and SCDF to establish regulations for BIPV and BAPV 
products, to enable an accelerated deployment of BIPV in 
Singapore.

The BIPV COE established the website www.bipv.sg as a 
knowledge sharing platform about BIPV/BAPV, including latest 
technologies, BIPV projects worldwide, BIPV publications 
and events, in order to keep local stakeholders updated on 
relevant BIPV-related matters.

As part of the 1st BIPV Conference held in Singapore in July 
2019, the “BIPV SG” community was established. “BIPV SG” 
aims to bring together early adopters, various governmental 
and regulatory bodies, and relevant stakeholders from private 
and public sector to take on a leadership role in advancing 
and promoting BIPV in Singapore. “BIPV SG” is meant to be 
an interactive platform to address barriers and find innovative 
solutions to overcome them in an inter-disciplinary manner, 
covering the full value chain from design, component selection, 
construction, installation to operation & maintenance of novel 
BIPV and BAPV solutions.  
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(3) Floating Solar Systems

Dr Abhishek KUMAR, Dr Thomas REINDL

Floating Solar is taking the solar industry by storm! It is now 
considered the third pillar of the solar industry, along with 
ground-mounted and rooftop PV. The cumulative installed 
capacity has surpassed 1.3 GWp in 2019, up from just 150 
MWp in 2016. Worldwide, it has the potential to unlock 
400,000 km2 on freshwater reservoirs alone, equivalent to 
Terawatts of Floating PV (FPV) deployment. FPV offers great 
opportunities, particularly for countries with land constraints 
but available water bodies, like Singapore, Korea or Japan. 
Another very promising market is the combination of Floating 
Solar with existing hydropower stations whereby the reservoirs 
can be used as a storage system, which helps to optimise the 
combined output (“hybrid” mode). This not only for the diurnal 
cycle (utilising mostly solar power during the day and hydro 
power at night), but possibly also for buffering the short-term 
variability from PV and compensating seasonal fluctuations 
(dry/wet seasons). There is great potential for such hybrid 
systems in the ASEAN region.

From a technical perspective, FPV installations in the tropics 
generally enjoy higher annual energy yields (due to the cooling 
effect from the water), and possibly also reduce the evaporation 
losses of the water (depending on the environmental and 
micro-climate conditions). 

SERIS has been leading Floating PV research in Singapore 
and worldwide. In close collaboration with PUB, Singapore’s 
national water agency and the Singapore Economic 
Development Board (EDB), SERIS has managed the design 
and construction, and is now operating, the world’s largest 
testbed for Floating PV at Tengeh Reservoir since 2016. The 
key features of the testbed are:
• Side-by-side performance comparison of 10 leading 

floating PV solutions from around the world.
• Measurement of around 500 parameters in real time, 

ranging from energy yield to electrical and mechanical 
parameters of the systems. 

• Comprehensive meteorological data acquisition, including 
irradiance, temperature, and wind speed. 

• Scientific-technical evaluations of the testbed, e.g. 
temperature differences due to the cooling effect of 
various floating structures, reflected albedo in reservoirs 
(for assessments of bifacial solar modules), and energy 
yield of FPV compared to typical rooftop installations.

• Deep understanding of the operation & maintenance 
requirements of FPV installations, including the 
mooring & anchoring system, cleaning routines (e.g. 
for bird droppings) and durability of floats and electrical 
connections in a constantly moving environment.

In 2019, one of the two new 100 kWp systems added is 
using ‘Singapore designed’ floats by HDB, with inverters 
also mounted on the floats. This first-of-its-kind system in 
Singapore has the advantage of lower transmission losses 
by converting DC to AC power closer to the PV modules. 
On the other hand, it requires more stringent water ingress 
protection for the inverters. To share the technical findings 
and key learning regarding electrical performance and safety, 
SERIS has started a working group on technical standards for 
Floating Solar, both at national level (supported by Enterprise-
SG) and at international level under IEC TC82 WG3. The 
enormous know-how gained from the R&D activities also led 
to technical consultancy projects with three industry partners, 
covering projects in Singapore, Myanmar and Thailand.

The FPV testbed has gained an increasing publicity and the 
team has hosted several ministerial and other VIP visits from all 
around the world. Furthermore, SERIS continued to grow the 
FPV community by organising the 3rd “International Floating 
Solar Symposium” (IFSS) from 31 Oct – 1 Nov, which is an 
integral part of the Asia Clean Energy Summit (ACES) and the 
Singapore International Energy Week (SIEW).

SERIS also continued to disseminate the knowledge to the 
international Floating PV community, policymakers and 
developers by publishing a series of reports commissioned 
by the World Bank Group. A comprehensive “Market Report”* 
was published in Jun 2019, providing details about the 
market and players, technical considerations, and the cost 
and economics of FPV. In Oct 2019, the “Handbook for 
Practitioners”* was published, which gives best practices 
for designing, constructing and operating FPV plants, while 
also addressing critical topics such as the permitting and 
environmental impacts of Floating Solar projects. The reports 
were widely acclaimed by industry and policymakers. 

In 2020, SERIS will further expand its leadership role in the 
following two areas:
• Near-shore floating systems, specifically for the sheltered 

waters around Singapore
• Multi-purpose floating PV structures 

The work will involve spearheading multi-agency collaborations 
to demonstrate a near-shore floating PV system and solving the 
technical challenges associated with the harsher conditions 
faced in the marine environment, such as high salinity and 
biofouling. Moving to near-shore “dead” sea spaces also offers 
more degrees of freedom and hence the opportunity to add 
more functionalities to the floating structures. Combinations of 
floating solar with fish farming and/or vegetable growing are 
perceivable. Likewise, the energy generated could be used for 
green hydrogen generation (for a future hydrogen economy) 
or seawater desalination. If cooling via seawater is taken into 
account, even floating data centres powered by floating PV 
could be a future option for high-tech hubs like Singapore.

* Reports available at: http://www.seris.sg/publications/scientific-
publications.html
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Targeted Leadership Areas at SERIS

Crystalline silicon solar cells dominate the global solar market (> 95% market share), and most experts are convinced that 
this will not change in the next 10 to 15 years. In its first 10 years, SERIS has established itself as one of the globally leading 
research institutes for industrial silicon solar cells, covering all major solar cell structures. In the coming years, SERIS will strive to 
maintain a leading position among the global competitors in order to increase the efficiency, reduce the cost, and/or enhance the 
long-term reliability and annual energy yield of silicon solar cells. The focus is on monocrystalline silicon substrates and device 
architectures enabling very high (> 25%) solar cell efficiencies.

Low-cost high-performance silicon solar cells: 

The tropics are blessed with very high annual solar irradiation values (kWh/m2) and very low seasonality, but the constantly high 
ambient temperatures and humidity levels represent a severe challenge for the long-term reliability of PV modules. Thus, since 
2009, SERIS has been developing double-glass silicon PV modules with enhanced reliability for the tropics, with a particular focus 
on potential-induced degradation (PID). SERIS has established itself as a PID Centre of Excellence through extensive research in 
the laboratory and in the field, as well as collaborations with world-renowned institutes and PV module manufacturers. Moving 
ahead, SERIS will continue to develop innovative PV modules for the tropics with improved efficiency and long-term reliability.

PV modules for the tropics:

Maximising the annual energy yield of PV installations and ensuring low degradation rates over time is one of the most effective 
ways of reducing the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) from solar PV. SERIS focuses on improving the annual energy yield and 
long-term reliability of PV systems through a holistic approach. Based on optimal design, careful component selection, a deep 
understanding of system degradation effects in the tropics and real-time analytical monitoring, SERIS has deployed several PV 
systems in tropical Singapore with both very high (> 90%) performance ratio (PR) and very low (< 1%) annual degradation rate. 
The excellent performance of these PV systems is supported by “smart operation” that also features AI-enabled preventive and 
predictive maintenance routines. 

High-performance PV systems for the tropics:

PV power is weather dependent and thus inherently variable. SERIS’ research in this area involves the development of a fully 
operational solar forecasting system, as well as impact analyses of the increasing share of variable solar power on the stability 
and resilience of the Singapore power grid. Based on that, suitable grid integration measures, for example making PV inverters 
an active part of the grid, demand-side management, and various types of storage systems are explored, including the concept 
of “virtual power plants” for PV operation. This could also lead to the development of Singapore-specific technical guidelines for 
PV grid integration. 

Variability management for PV grid integration: 

These activities address the specific challenges which Singapore faces due to its densely built-up environment. It includes 
3D city modelling of Singapore with detailed solar potential for each individual rooftop. SERIS is also developing innovative 
deployment solutions for PV systems in an urban environment, such as on facades, walkways or as fences or sound barriers, 
for example along highways or MRT tracks. In addition, SERIS will continue to provide strong support and technical advisory to 
Singapore government agencies and industry in implementing strategic initiatives such as the SolarNova programme. 

Solarisation of Singapore / “Urban solar”: 

Activities in this area aim to establish SERIS as the quality assurance institution for PV in Asia. The institute has developed a 
suite of offerings for both indoor and advanced on-site tests as part of the so-called “PV System Doctor” services. Through its 
“TruePowerTM” project, SERIS is developing an “energy rating” method for PV modules based on “actual energy generated” 
in different environmental conditions. SERIS is also actively engaged in international PV system standards development and 
certifications, which are relevant and beneficial for the market development in Singapore (e.g. “Tropical Test Conditions”).

PV quality assurance: 
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Introduction

The Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore (SERIS) at the National University of Singapore (NUS) is Singapore’s national 
institute for applied solar energy research. It commenced operations in 2008.

SERIS is supported by the National University of Singapore (NUS), the National Research Foundation Singapore (NRF) and the 
Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB). It has the stature of an NUS University-level Research Institute and is endowed 
with considerable autonomy and flexibility, including an industry-friendly IP policy.

SERIS conducts research, development, testing and consulting on solar energy technologies and their integration into buildings 
and power systems. The institute’s R&D spectrum covers materials, components, processes, systems and services, with an 
emphasis on solar photovoltaic cells, modules and systems. SERIS is globally active but focuses on technologies and services for 
tropical regions, in particular for Singapore and South-East Asia.

SERIS’ multi-disciplinary research team includes more than 140 scientists, engineers, technicians and PhD students. In addition, 
the institute has formal research links with 20 professors from NUS (“Adjunct researchers”). 

SERIS collaborates closely with universities, research organisations, government agencies and industry, both locally and globally. 
The collaborations with companies from the global solar sector span from small start-ups to industry leading heavyweights. 

R&D clusters:

SERIS at NUS (E3A building) SERIS at CleanTech Park (level 6 of CleanTech One building)

• Novel PV Concepts
• Silicon Materials and Cells
• PV Modules
• Solar Energy Systems
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Business Areas
SERIS focuses on three main business areas:
        1. Solar cells
        2. PV modules
        3. Solar PV systems

In each area, SERIS generates innovations for the solar industry ecosystem and the public sector. The institute’s 
application-oriented research and development is complemented by targeted fundamental research that forms the 
basis for a steady flow of innovations.

A wide range of activities at SERIS are aiming at accelerating the deployment of PV systems in Singapore, the ASEAN 
region, and globally. 

Measurement of the effective carrier lifetime of a solar wafer 
at the PV Characterisation lab at SERIS, NUS

SERIS has special expertise in the area of “Floating Solar” 
where it operates the World’s largest testbed of Floating 
PV installations and carries out technical and financial 
assessments around it.

Dynamic mechanical load test conducted on a solar panel at 
SERIS lab located at Cleantech One

The BIPV façade testbed at the NUS Campus, Singapore

• National Solarisation Centre
• Crystalline silicon solar cells
• Heterojunction silicon solar cells
• Thin-film on silicon tandem solar cells
• PV modelling and simulation
• PV characterisation
• PV module development
• PV module testing

• PV module recycling
• PV system technology
• PV grid integration
• Solar potential analysis
• Solar energy meteorology
• PV quality assurance
• Floating PV
• Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) 
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National Solar Repository of Singapore at www.solar-repository.sg

National Solarisation Centre at SERIS 
Centre Head: TAN Congyi

The National Solarisation Centre (NSC) under the Solar 
Energy Research Institute of Singapore (SERIS) at the 
National University of Singapore was established on 1st 
December 2013. The Centre aims to support the large-scale 
deployment of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems in Singapore 
through the provision of technical expertise to both the public 
and private sectors. The Centre also addresses market and 
technological barriers to the adoption of solar energy in 
Singapore, including:

• Lack of awareness among building owners of the cost 
effectiveness of solar electricity and the associated 
economic opportunities;

• Limited technical know-how among potential adopters 
about which roofs are suitable for PV systems, and the 
associated requirements;

• Constraints in a densely built-up urban environment with 
competing space usage; and

• Beyond 2020: Impact of a larger amount of variable solar 
electricity on the stability of Singapore’s power grid.

To achieve its objectives, the Centre coordinates the following 
activities:

• National Solar Repository
Regularly updating the National Solar Repository website 
(www.solar-repository.sg) as the central information 
platform where general knowledge about PV can be found 
and crucial data of PV systems operating in Singapore 
(such as location, size and performance) are maintained.

• Solar Potential Analysis
Assessment of solar potential for each building in 
Singapore through aerial view data, which will eventually 
be provided to the general public via an interactive web 
application.

• Floating PV test-bedding
Exploration of the use of inland water reservoirs for PV 
system deployment to provide additional solar capacity.

• PV grid integration study
Study of the impact of the high variability of solar power 
generation on Singapore’s electric power grid and 
application of lessons learned from best international 
practices.

Achievements/activities in 2019 include:

• Supported over a hundred solar feasibility studies for 
government agencies in the SolarNova programme

• Verifying renewable energy certificate (REC) transactions 
in Singapore for the local REC market platforms as an 
independent Qualified Reporting Entity (QRE), in order to 
enable RE100 companies and others in Singapore to fulfil 
their sustainability commitments.

• Assisted private companies in structuring their solar 
PV tenders to include best practices and attract quality 
installations

• Engaged closely with the Building and Construction 
Authority (BCA), Energy Market Authority (EMA), Urban 
Redevelopment Authority (URA), and the Civil Aviation 
Authority of Singapore (CAAS) on glare advisory for PV 
installations

• Supported government agencies such as the 
Energy Market Authority (EMA), the National Energy 
Transformation Office (NETO), National Climate Change 
Secretariat (NCCS) and National Environment Agency 
(NEA) on policies related to solar PV deployment

• Supported Enterprise Singapore in the development of a 
new technical report for the safe and effective deployment 
of floating solar PV systems in Singapore. 
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Finances

In FY 2019, SERIS expects to spend about SGD 13.9 million 
on manpower, SGD 8.7 million on operating expenses, and 
SGD 4.2 million on equipment (Figure 2). Other expenses 
amounting to SGD 3.5 million are expected to cover 

For Financial Year (FY) 2019, core funding from the National 
University of Singapore (NUS) and the National Research 
Foundation Singapore (NRF) and is anticipated at SGD 13.7 
million. The core funding is complemented by funds from 
industry contracts and grants from public competitive R&D 

Figure 1: Projected SERIS funding for FY 2019 (1 Apr 2019 to 31 Mar 2020, in SGD million).

programmes of approximately SGD 4.5 million and SGD 
10.5 million, respectively. These are projected amounts, as 
FY 2019 will end on 31 March 2020. The distribution of the 
projected SERIS funding of SGD 28.7 million for FY 2019 is 
displayed in Figure 1.

infrastructure, indirect research costs, and non-refundable 
GST (Goods and Services Tax). The infrastructure expenses 
are expected to be funded partially by SERIS’ accumulated 
reserves over the past years.

 
Figure 2: Projected expenses for FY 2019 (1 Apr 2019 to 31 Mar 2020, in SGD million).
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Headcount

SERIS occupies approximately 5,160 m2 of space in the E3A building on the main NUS campus, including offices, laboratories and 
laboratory support facilities. SERIS also rents about 1,720 m2 of laboratory and office space at its off-campus locations at CleanTech 
Park and JTC MedTech Hub, where the PV Module Development and Testing laboratories reside. In addition, SERIS utilises about 
3,540 m2 of rooftop space at NUS and CleanTech Park for experimental outdoor solar installations.

Laboratory, Office and Rooftop Space

SERIS’ rooftop facilities at Clean Tech Park PV System Monitoring laboratory at SERIS, NUS

At the end of calendar year 2019, the SERIS headcount was 
196, including postgraduate students and adjunct researchers 
from NUS. The figure below depicts that research personnel 
- including scientists, engineers, technicians, postgraduate 
students and adjunct researchers - constitute 83% of the 

total SERIS headcount. Employees from the project safety, 
controlling and development areas form 10% of the total 
headcount, while administrative staff represent 7% of the 
headcount.

Breakdown of SERIS headcount in November 2019
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SERIS comprises four research clusters and two central service 
units. The research clusters conduct research, development, 
testing and consulting on solar energy technologies and their 
integration into buildings and power systems. The two service 
units provide central services such as administration, facility 
support and QESH (quality, environment, safety & health) 
management.

The directors of the research clusters and service units report 
to the SERIS Senior Management, consisting of the CEO 
and the Deputy CEO. A Scientific Manager and the Head of 

Organisational Chart 

the National Solarisation Centre also report to SERIS’ Senior 
Management.

The SERIS CEO reports to the SERIS Supervisory Board. 
The Board monitors the institute’s activities and corporate 
development. It meets at least three times a year.

The SERIS International Advisory Panel (IAP) advises SERIS on 
strategic directions with respect to research and development 
activities. The panel meets at least once every two years.

SERIS Senior Management: 

Central Service Units:

Research Clusters: 

• CEO
• Deputy CEO

• Administration
• Technical Infrastructure and QESH (Quality, Environment, Safety and Health)

• Novel PV Concepts
• Silicon Materials and Cells
• PV Modules
• Solar Energy Systems
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The SERIS CEO reports to the SERIS Supervisory Board. The Board monitors the institute’s activities and corporate development. 
It meets at least three times a year.

Supervisory Board

Chairman of the Supervisory Board

Prof LIU Bin
Vice President (Research & Technology)
Office of the Deputy President 
(Research & Technology), 
National University of Singapore (NUS)
(since Sep 2019)

Prof Philip LIU Li-Fan
Vice President (Research & Technology)
Office of the Deputy President 
(Research & Technology), 
National University of Singapore (NUS)
(until Aug 2019)

Members of the Supervisory Board (in alphabetical order)

Assistant Managing Director
Singapore Economic Development 
Board (EDB)
(since Oct 2019)

Dr Lily CHAN 
Chief Executive Officer 
NUS Enterprise
National University of Singapore (NUS)
(until Mar 2019)

Director, Technology Translation and 
Alliance Development
NUS Industry Liaison Office
National University of Singapore (NUS)
(since Oct 2019)

Er Edwin KHEW Teck Fook
Co-Founder, Chairman and Director of 
AirCarbon Pte Ltd
Chairman of the Sustainable Energy 
Association of Singapore (SEAS)
Immediate Past President of The 
Institution of Engineers, Singapore (IES)

Assistant Chief Executive Officer, Trains, 
and Chief, Joint Readiness Inspection 
(READI), SMRT Trains Ltd 
Deputy President, The Institution of 
Engineers, Singapore (IES)

Mr Hugh LIM
Chief Executive Officer
Building and Construction Authority of 
Singapore (BCA)

Assistant Managing Director
Singapore Economic Development 
Board (EDB)
(until Sep 2019)

Chief Technology Officer 
REC Solar Pte Ltd
(since Sep 2019)

Director, Urban Solutions & 
Sustainability
National Research Foundation 
Singapore (NRF)
President, The Institution of Engineers, 
Singapore (IES)

Deputy Chief Executive
Energy Market Authority

Chief Operating Officer
REC Solar Pte Ltd
(until Mar 2019)

Mr Damian CHAN

Ms Irene CHEONG

Dr Richard KWOK Wai Onn 

Mr LIM Kok Kiang

Dr Shankar SRIDHARA

Dr YEOH Lean Weng

Mr Bernard NEE

Mr TER Soon Kim
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The SERIS International Advisory Panel (IAP) advises SERIS on strategic directions with respect to research and development 
activities. The panel meets at least once every two years.

International Advisory Panel

Prof Andrew BLAKERS
Director 
Centre for Sustainable Energy 
Systems,
Australian National University (ANU), 
Australia

Members of the SERIS IAP (in alphabetical order)

Mr Steve O’ NEIL
CEO of REC
Singapore & Norway
(since Apr 2019)

Prof Sarah KURTZ 
Professor
University of California Merced
USA

Prof Eicke WEBER
Professor Emeritus 
University of California Berkeley, USA 
Vice-President, International Solar Energy 
Society ISES

Dr Dan ARVIZU
Chancellor
New Mexico State University System 
USA

Chairman of the SERIS IAP
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SERIS Management Team (left to right): Dr WANG Yan, Mr Shakander Singh CHAHAL, Prof Armin ABERLE, Dr Thomas REINDL, Mr Peter LIM

SERIS’ Management Team consists of the CEO, the Deputy CEO, the Directors of the research clusters, the Director of SERIS 
Administration, and the Director of Technical Infrastructure and QESH. The team meets fortnightly to decide on the managerial, 
operational and strategic directions of the institute. 

Management Team

Management Team

Prof Armin ABERLE
CEO
Cluster Director, Silicon Materials and Cells 
Acting Cluster Director, Novel PV Concepts 
armin.aberle@nus.edu.sg

Secretary to CEO

Cecilia WONG Shuk Fan

TAN Mui Koon
Scientific Manager 
Corporate Relations

Corporate Relations

Kesha Jane DRYSDALE
Scientific Executive
Corporate Relations

Dr Thomas REINDL
Deputy CEO
Cluster Director, Solar Energy Systems 
thomas.reindl@nus.edu.sg

Mr Shakander Singh CHAHAL
Director, Administration
shakander.chahal@nus.edu.sg 

Mr Peter LIM
Director, Technical Infrastructure and QESH 
peter.lim@nus.edu.sg

Dr WANG Yan
Cluster Director, PV Modules 
yan.wang@nus.edu.sg
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SERIS’ Extended Management Team consists of the SERIS Management Team (see previous page), the heads of the 
various research groups/teams, and the head of SERIS Human Resources, and the head of Finance, Procurement & Project 
Controlling. The team meets every two months to discuss managerial, operational and strategic matters of the institute.

Extended Management Team

Assoc Prof Karl Erik 
BIRGERSSON
Head, Emerging Solar 
Technologies Group
mpebke@nus.edu.sg

Dr Rolf STANGL
Head, Machine Learning & Novel 
Solar Cell Concepts (since Jun 
2019)
Head, Novel Cell Concepts and 
Simulation Group (until May 2019)
rolf.stangl@nus.edu.sg

Dr Serena LIN Fen 
Head, Tandem Solar Cells Group 
lin.fen@nus.edu.sg

Team Leader, Perovskite Devices
Emerging Solar Technologies 
Group 
chmtanz@nus.edu.sg

Assoc Prof Jason YEO Boon 
Siang
Team Leader, Solar Fuels
Emerging Solar Technologies 
Group 
chmyeos@nus.edu.sg

Dr XUE Hansong
Team Leader, Thin-Film Device 
Modelling (since Aug 2019)
Team Leader, Novel Cell Concepts 
Simulation (since Aug 2019)
hansong.xue@nus.edu.sg

Dr HUANG Ying
Head, Multicrystalline Silicon Wafer 
Solar Cell Group (until Mar 2019)
simon.huang@nus.edu.sg

Dr Shubham DUTTAGUPTA
Deputy Director, SiMC Cluster
Head, Advanced Silicon Solar Cells 
Group
shubham.duttagupta@nus.edu.sg

Dr Naomi NANDAKUMAR
Team Leader, Solar Cell 
Innovations (since Oct 2019)
Advanced Silicon Solar Cells 
Group
naomi.nandakumar@nus.edu.sg

Dr John RODRIGUEZ
Team Leader, Passivated Contact 
Solar Cells (since Oct 2019)
Advanced Silicon Solar Cells Group
john.rodriguez@nus.edu.sg

Dr Thomas MUELLER
Deputy Director, SiMC Cluster
Head, Emerging Silicon Solar Cells 
Group
thomas.mueller@nus.edu.sg

Dr Davide FRACASSO
Team Leader, Hybrid and IBC 
Technologies (since Oct 2019)
Emerging Silicon Solar Cells Group
davide.fracasso@nus.edu.sg

Dr Jaffar Moideen YACOB ALI
Team Leader, Emerging 
Manufacturing Technologies
(since Oct 2019)
Emerging Silicon Solar Cells Group
jaffarmoideen@nus.edu.sg

Dr Nitin NAMPALLI
Team Leader, Heterojunction Solar 
Cells (since Oct 2019)
Advanced Silicon Solar Cells Group
nitin.nampalli@nus.edu.sg

Asst. Prof TAN Zhi Kuang

Dr Prabir Kanti BASU
Team Leader, Front-End R&D 
Support, Silicon Cell Production 
Technologies Group
prabir.basu@nus.edu.sg

Dr Jian Wei HO
Head, PV Characterisation Group
Team Leader, Advanced 
Characterisation
jw.ho@nus.edu.sg

Dr Vinodh SHANMUGAM
Head, Silicon Cell Production 
Technologies Group
Team Leader, Silicon Cell Technology 
Transfer
vinodh.shanmugam@nus.edu.sg

Dr Ankit KHANNA
Team Leader, Back-End R&D Support 
(since Jun 2019)
Silicon Cell Production Technologies 
Group
ankit.khanna@nus.edu.sg
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Dr Roland UTAMA
Business Development Manager, 
SiMC Cluster
roland@nus.edu.sg

Dr Kwan Bum CHOI
Team Leader, Solar Cell Testing
PV Characterisation Group
(since Apr 2019)
bum@nus.edu.sg

Samuel RAJ
Team Leader, Solar Cell Testing
PV Characterisation Group
(until Apr 2019)
samuelraj@nus.edu.sg

Dr KHOO Yong Sheng
Head, PV Module Development 
Group
yongshengkhoo@nus.edu.sg

Dr Mauro PRAVETTONI
Head, PV Module Testing Group 
(since Oct 2019)
Team Leader, PV Module Characterisation and 
Yield Simulation, PV Module Development Group
mauro.pravettoni@nus.edu.sg

Dr LUO Wei
Team Leader, PV Module Reliability 
(since Oct 2019)
PV Module Development Group
luowei@nus.edu.sg

Dr Jai Prakash SINGH
Team Leader, Advanced PV 
Module Technology, PV Module 
Development Group
jaiprakash.singh@nus.edu.sg

Kenneth GOH
Head, PV Module Testing Group 
(until Sep 2019)
kenneth.goh@nus.edu.sg

Dr Abhishek KUMAR
Head, Solar System Technology 
Group
abhishek.kumar@nus.edu.sg

TAN Congyi
Head, Urban Solar Group
Head, National Solarisation Centre
congyi.tan@nus.edu.sg

Dr Veronika SHABUNKO
Head, Centre of Excellence for 
Building-integrated PV
veronika.shabunko@nus.edu.sg

HOO Shan Shan 
Head of Finance, Procurement & 
Project Controlling 
shanshan@nus.edu.sg

Eddy BLOKKEN
Business Development
SES Cluster
eddy.blokken@nus.edu.sg

Janet GOH 
Head, Human Resources
janet.goh@nus.edu.sg

TAN Mui Koon
Scientific Manager, Corporate 
Relations
muikoon.tan@nus.edu.sg

Dr Muhammad Arifeen 
WAHED
Head, Solar Thermal Systems
(until Aug 2019) 
arifeen.wahed@nus.edu.sg

Dr Darryl WANG
Head, PV Quality Assurance Group
darryl.wang@nus.edu.sg
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A number of NUS professors (“faculty”) have official links with SERIS, as researchers and/or research managers. These “Adjunct 
researchers” supervise PhD and Master students at SERIS and perform joint R&D projects with one or more of the R&D clusters 
at SERIS. The research projects involving Adjunct researchers are partly or fully funded by SERIS. Adjunct researchers remain 
academic staff members of their respective NUS Departments and NUS continues to pay 100% of their salaries.

In 2019, the following Adjunct researchers from NUS have been working with SERIS:

Adjunct Researchers

Name NUS Department Research area / role at SERIS

Prof Armin ABERLE Electrical and Computer Engineering Photovoltaic materials, devices and modules 
/ CEO and Cluster Director

Assoc Prof Stefan ADAMS Materials Science and Engineering Modelling of nano-structured solar cells

Assoc Prof Andrew BETTIOL Physics Characterisation of photovoltaic materials 
and solar cells

Assoc Prof Karl Erik 
BIRGERSSON Mechanical Engineering

Modelling, optimisation and characterisation 
of solar cells; Modelling of PV modules / 
Head of Emerging Solar Technologies Group

Assoc Prof CHAN Yin Thai Chemistry Semiconductor nanomaterials for solar cell 
applications

Assoc Prof Aaron DANNER Electrical and Computer Engineering Application of ultra-thin films to high-
efficiency silicon wafer solar cells

Prof Peter HO Physics Organic photovoltaic materials, solar cells 
and solar modules

Prof HONG Minghui Electrical and Computer Engineering Fabrication and characterisation of solar cells

Assoc Prof Anjam KURSHEED Electrical and Computer Engineering Developing novel SEM based solar cell 
characterisation tools

Prof LOH Kian Ping Chemistry Organic photovoltaic materials, solar cells, 
and solar modules

Assoc Prof Ashwin 
KHAMBADKONE Electrical and Computer Engineering

Analysis and solutions for PV grid integration 
through energy system modelling and 
advanced power electronics & control for 
smart grids

Assoc Prof Thomas OSIPOWICZ Physics
Analysis of ultra-thin films using high 
resolution (magnet spectrometer) RBS and 
ERD

Assoc Prof OUYANG Jianyong Materials Science and Engineering Nano-structured solar cells

Assoc Prof Sanjib Kumar PANDA Electrical and Computer Engineering High-performance control of power electronic 
converters

Prof Seeram RAMAKRISHNA Mechanical Engineering PV modules

Assoc Prof Ganesh SAMUDRA
(until Jun 2019) Electrical and Computer Engineering Simulation and modelling of solar cells and 

underlying physical phenomena

Prof Dipti SRINIVASAN Electrical and Computer Engineering
Analysis of impacts of solar PV integration 
into the medium- and low- voltage power 
distribution systems

Asst Prof TAN Zhi Kuang Chemistry Perovskite devices; PV modules

Dr Stephen TAY En Rong
(since Apr 2019) Building Glare studies, co-location of PV with greenery 

and PV and urban heat island (UHI) effect

Prof WONG Nyuk Hien Building Solar and energy efficient buildings, 
interaction of buildings and environment

Assoc Prof Jason YEO Boon 
Siang Chemistry Solar fuels
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The SERIS Administration Unit is responsible for the institute’s finance, procurement, human resources, contract 
management, intellectual property (IP) and information technology (IT) functions.  Working closely with key offices at the 
National University of Singapore (NUS) and SERIS’ funding agencies – the National Research Foundation Singapore 
(NRF) and the Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB), SERIS Administration provides the full spectrum of 
administrative support to the institute’s research and development activities.

SERIS Central Service Units
Administration 

•  Manimaram S/O ASHUKUMAR 
• Muhammad Faizal Bin EHSAN
• Derick FOO Rong Sheng
• Gary JI Yanzhao
• Fion KONG Pui Fong 
• Nur Fattanah Bte MD KASIM 
• Noor A’ishah Bte MOHAMAD  
• NGUYEN Phuong Mai  
• Jocelle OZARAGA
•  Mitchell SENG Honghui

Heads 

Director

Shakander Singh CHAHAL

Janet GOH Kwee Bin  Human Resources 
HOO Shan Shan  Finance, Procurement & Project Controlling  

Team
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The unit consists of the Technical Infrastructure Group and the Quality, Environment, Safety & Health (QESH) Group. 
The Technical Infrastructure Group comprises a Technical Facilities Team that oversees all facilities at SERIS and 
provides infrastructure support, and a Silicon Solar Cell Laboratory Team that manages and operates the silicon solar 
cell laboratory including the maintenance of the lab’s R&D equipment. The QESH Group oversees all QESH matters, 
including the ISO 9001 Quality Management System, the ISO 17025 Laboratory Accreditation and the NUS Safety & 
Health Management System Certification.

Technical Infrastructure & QESH Unit

Team Leaders

Director

Peter LIM Young Leng

LOI Teck Shiun
LEE Buan Heng

Technical Facilities Team

Silicon Solar Cell Laboratory Team

Staff, Technical Infrastructure Group

Staff, QESH Group 

• Syed Nasser Bin ABDUL QUDDOOS

•  Anja Marion ABERLE
• Ma Luisa AGUILAR
• CHEANG Kong Heng
• CHEW Siow Choen
• Kenneth GOH (since Oct 2019)
• Mohd Asri Bin MOHD HAMDAN
• Muhammad Shaheer HARDIP 
• WONG Wei Lung



RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT 
ACTIVITIES
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Novel PV Concepts Cluster (NPVC)

This Cluster researches novel and emerging solar materials, devices and applications that have the potential to gain 
market entry within the next 10 years. Examples are perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells (SERIS flagship project), 
catalytic systems for hydrogen production from PV-powered water splitting, and the reduction of carbon dioxide to 
liquid fuels and chemical feedstocks.

Group Heads 

Cluster Director’s Office

Prof Armin ABERLE, Acting Cluster Director
Cecilia WONG Shuk Fan,  Cluster Secretary

Team Leaders

Assoc Prof Karl Erik BIRGERSSON, Emerging Solar 
Technologies
Dr Serena LIN Fen, Tandem Solar Cells
Dr Rolf STANGL, Machine Learning & Novel Solar Cell 
Concepts (since June 2019)

Asst Prof TAN Zhi Kuang, Perovskite Devices
Dr XUE Hansong, Thin-Film Device Modelling; Novel 
Cell Concepts Simulation (since Aug 2019)
Assoc Prof Jason YEO Boon Siang, Solar Fuels

Laboratory Manager

Adjunct Researchers, NUS 

• Prof Armin ABERLE, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Photovoltaic materials, devices and modules)
• Assoc Prof Stefan ADAMS, Department of Materials Science & Engineering (Modelling of nanostructured solar cells)
• Assoc Prof Karl Erik BIRGERSSON, Department of Mechanical Engineering (Head, Emerging Solar Technologies Group)
• Assoc Prof CHAN Yin Thai, Department of Chemistry (Semiconductor nanomaterials for solar cell applications)
• Prof Peter HO, Department of Physics (Photovoltaic materials, solar cells and solar modules) 
• Prof LOH Kian Ping, Department of Chemistry (Photovoltaics materials, solar cells and solar modules)
• Assoc Prof OUYANG Jianyong, Department of Materials Science and Engineering (Nanostructured solar cells)
• Asst Prof TAN Zhi Kuang, Department of Chemistry (Perovskite devices)
• Assoc Prof Jason YEO Boon Siang, Department of Chemistry (Solar fuels)

Thomas GASCOU
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NPVC Acting Cluster Director’s Foreword 

Prof Armin ABERLE
Acting Director, Novel PV Concepts Cluster

In 2019, the Cluster’s research focussed on thin-film on silicon 
tandem solar cells (SERIS flagship project, in collaboration 
with NTU and MIT-SMART), perovskite materials for solar 
cells and luminescent solar concentrators, thin-film device 
modelling, simulation and experimental investigation of novel 
solar cell concepts (new group formed in Jun 2019), and the 
PV-powered electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide for 
the production of liquid fuels.

Plans for 2020

• Improve the efficiency of silicon bottom solar cells to more 
than 35% under an infrared spectrum (750-1100 nm).

• Strengthen the fabrication and characterisation capabilities 
for semi-transparent perovskite solar cells.

• For small-area tandem solar cells, achieve more than 27% 
efficiency for perovskite/silicon and more than 28% for 
III-V/silicon (in collaboration with NTU and MIT-SMART).

• Screen suitable perovskite materials for future scale-up 
to large-area (> 200 cm2) perovskite/silicon tandem solar 
cells.

• Develop novel mathematical models for perovskite solar 
cells and perovskite/silicon tandem devices.

• Electrical impedance spectroscopy analysis of perovskite 
solar cells.

• Develop all-back-contact contact-passivated abcPoly 
silicon solar cells (in collaboration with SERIS’ Emerging 
Silicon Solar Cell Group).

• Augment the web-based PV simulation platform XSolar-
Hetero, by deploying machine learning models.

• Develop new and scalable catalytic systems for efficient 
electrochemical reduction of CO2 to liquid fuels and multi-
carbon products, for example alcohols and ethylene.

“Never stop trying new things. There is lots of room for discoveries and technological 
breakthroughs which could lead to strongly enhanced solar cell efficiencies and low-
cost solar fuels.”

Major activities/achievements in 2019

• Development of small-area (1 cm2) silicon solar cells with 
a PV efficiency of about 34% under an infrared spectrum 
(750 - 1100 nm). The devices were made on large-area 
Cz silicon wafers using SERIS’ monoPolyTM solar cell 
architecture. 

• Jointly with NTU, development of a small-area perovskite/
silicon tandem solar cell with 25.7% 1-Sun efficiency 
(AM1.5G, 4-terminal configuration).

• Further development of firing-stable tunnel recombination 
junctions using doped polysilicon layers, for application in 
2-terminal tandem solar cells.

• Commencement of R&D at SERIS on semi-transparent 
perovskite top cells, as part of SERIS’ Tandem cell flagship 
project. 

• Development of a 15.3% efficient semi-transparent small-
area perovskite solar cell at SERIS, giving a 22.1% efficient 
perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell (4T configuration). 

• Development of a 21.3% efficient hybrid silicon solar cell, 
in collaboration with SERIS’ Emerging Silicon Solar Cell 
Group.

• Development of a double-side contact-passivated biPoly 
silicon solar cell (19.4%), suited for tandem integration.

• Development of AlOx/poly-Si and SiNx/poly-Si passivated 
contacts with an enhanced carrier extraction selectivity as 
compared to SiOx/poly-Si.

• SERIS-internal deployment of XSolar-Hetero, a web-based 
PV simulation platform, enabling to upload & simulate 
measurements.

• Electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2) to 
methanol with Faradaic efficiencies of up to 10.5% and 
partial current density of -2.7 mA/cm2, using pulse-
deposited zinc on silver foam.

Organisational chart of the NPVC Cluster
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Group Head
Assoc Prof Karl Erik BIRGERSSON 
 
Team Leaders
Asst Prof TAN Zhi Kuang (Perovskite 
Devices) 
Dr XUE Hansong (Thin-Film Device 
Modelling; Novel Cell Concepts 
Simulation) (since Aug 2019)
Assoc Prof Jason YEO Boon Siang 
(Solar Fuels)

PhD Students
Cheryldine LIM Qiu Xuan, LOW Qi 
Hang, LUO Gong, Andrew NG Jun De, 
ONG Cheng Wai, ONG Woan Yuann 
Evon, TAN Hu Quee, 
Louisa TING Rui Lin, XIE Chen Chao, 
ZHAO Xinhai

Emerging Solar Technologies Group

This group researches promising solar materials, devices and 
applications that have the potential to gain significant market 
share in the next 10 years. Examples are novel fabrication 
methods and device architectures for perovskite solar cells. 
Another focus area is the modelling and simulation of emerging 
solar cells based on novel semiconductor materials such as 
perovskites. The group also develops catalytic systems for 
hydrogen gas production from solar driven water splitting, 
and the reduction of carbon dioxide to fuels and chemical 
feedstocks.

The Perovskite Devices Team aims to develop novel 
optoelectronic devices such as high-efficiency perovskite 
tandem solar cells, luminescent solar concentrators and 
wide-colour-gamut electronic colour displays. Recently, the 
team has succeeded in developing perovskite-on-silicon four-
terminal tandem solar cells with a high efficiency of 22.1%. 
This breakthrough in performance was enabled by the 
realisation of a 15.3% semi-transparent perovskite top cell, 
where the transparent conductive electrode was deposited 
using a new low-temperature sputtering technique. The team 
was also successful in developing robust perovskite-polymer 
nano-composites that do not degrade under high heat, 
humidity or light soaking conditions. A start-up company 
has been established to deploy these highly-luminescent 
nano-composites in the form of colour enhancement films for 
advanced electronic colour displays (see Figure 1).

The Solar Fuels Team aims to develop solar electricity powered 
electrochemical devices for the large-scale production of 
chemical feedstocks and fuels. Functional electrocatalysts that 
are based on earth-abundant elements such as copper and 
zinc are being developed for the reduction of carbon dioxide 
to methanol, ethylene, and other multi-carbon molecules. 
Elevated CO2 pressures are also being explored as an avenue 
towards commercially relevant current densities. The team 
has developed a catalyst, pulse-deposited Zn on Ag foam, 
capable of increasing the selectivity of methanol to 10.5% at 
an applied current density of -2.7 mA/cm2 (see Figure 2).

The Thin-film Modelling Team develops and solves novel 
mathematical models for thin-film solar cells. The team has 
successfully established a multiscale modelling framework 
that quantifies morphology-performance relations, power loss 
mechanisms and the PV efficiency of perovskite solar cells. 
In 2020, the team will focus on supporting perovskite on 
silicon tandem device development at SERIS, and exploring 
impedance models as diagnostic/prognostic add-ons for 
characterisation tool manufacturers.

Figure 1. NUS logo created by inkjet printing of luminescent 
perovskites

Figure 2. Pulse-deposited (PD) Zn on Ag foam developed by the 
team increases the selectivity of methanol to 10.5% at an applied 
current density of -2.7 mA/cm2
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Tandem Solar Cells Group 

This group focuses on the development of highly efficient 
(> 30%) multi-junction tandem solar cells for standard 
1-Sun applications. The bottom cell is a silicon wafer based 
device designed and optimised specifically for tandem 
applications. For the thin-film top cell, devices made from 
III-V materials and perovskite materials are being investigated 
via partnerships with external laboratories - the Singapore-
MIT Alliance for Research and Technology (SMART) and the 
Energy Research Institute @ NTU (ERI@N). In addition, as 
part of the SERIS flagship project on tandem solar cells, in 
2019 the group started its own R&D activities towards semi-
transparent perovskite top cells for tandem applications. The 
group’s major goal is to develop cost-effective high-efficiency 
Si-based tandem solar cells that can be integrated reliably into 
high-performance PV modules.

Key R&D areas in 2019
Silicon wafer solar cells for tandem applications
In a tandem device, the Si bottom cell only receives a truncated 
(i.e., infrared) solar spectrum with reduced intensity. The 
design requirement is therefore different from that of a stand-
alone 1-Sun single-junction silicon solar cell. Also, possible 
fabrication constraints as well as material limitations which 
may arise during tandem integration or top cell fabrication 
must be considered. In 2019, we realised ~34% efficient 
small-area (1 cm2) n-type monoPolyTM Si solar cells under an 
infrared spectrum (> 750 nm), fully fabricated at SERIS using 
industrial tools on 6-inch Cz Si wafers. 

Perovskite on silicon tandem solar cells
Using these significantly improved customised Si bottom cells, 
we demonstrated a 25.7% efficient perovskite on Si 4-terminal 
tandem solar cell using a semi-transparent perovskite top cell 
made by our partner ERI@N. To our knowledge this is the 
highest efficiency ever reported for such a tandem structure 
using a Si bottom cell fabricated using industrial methods on 
Cz Si wafers. 

For 2-terminal tandem cells, a firing-stable tunnel junction 
based on doped polysilicon layers was further developed with 
excellent electrical conductivity and passivation quality. The 
tunnel junction has also been proven in a working solar cell 
structure, currently pending actual 2-terminal integration.

Group Head
Dr Serena LIN Fen 
 
Research Scientists
Dr CHENG Yuanhang
Dr HUANG Mei
Dr LI Ho Wa

Research Engineer / Associate
Damien LIU Tianyuan

PhD Students
Samuel NG Xin Ren, Danny REN 
Zekun, Maung THWAY, TIAN Siyu

Schematic structure (left) and (right) measured spectral response 
and transmission of the 25.7% perovskite/Si 4T tandem device 
made by SERIS and ERI@N.

Perovskite solar cells for tandem applications
Research and development of perovskite top cells officially 
commenced at SERIS in early 2019, as part of a flagship 
project. In 2019, these efforts focused on the establishment 
of fabrication and characterisation capabilities for perovskite 
solar cells within the SERIS labs. This includes the conversion 
of the Industrial Wet Chemistry Lab into a Perovskite Solar 
Cell Lab. In addition, the development of low-temperature 
low-damage transparent conductive oxides for perovskite 
solar cells commenced using an industrial sputtering tool. 

Publicly funded projects
1. Towards 30% efficient thin-film on silicon tandem solar 

cells (EIRP-13; led by SERIS)
2. Large area monolithic perovskite-silicon tandem solar cells 

with efficiency greater than 30% (Solar CRP-01; led by 
NTU)

Plans for 2020 
In 2020, the Group will continue to work on both 4-terminal 
and 2-terminal Si-based tandem solar cells. We aim to further 
improve the efficiency of small-area tandem solar cells to > 
27% for perovskite/Si and > 28% for III-V/Si devices, and to 
work on solutions for tandem module integration. The group 
will also further strengthen the fabrication and characterisation 
capabilities for perovskite solar cells.
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Machine Learning & Novel Solar Cell Concepts 
Group 

Group Head
Dr Rolf STANGL
 
Team Leaders
Dr Rolf STANGL (Novel Cell Concepts 
Processing)
Dr XUE Hansong (Novel Cell Concepts 
Simulation)(since Aug 2019)

Scientists / Engineers
Gautam ANAND (consultant), Mehul 
GARG (intern), Dr HUANG Mei (50%), 
Rahul JAISWAL (consultant), 
Ranjani SRIDHARAN, Dr WANG Puqun

PhD Students
Gurleen KAUR, ZHAO Xinhai

The Machine Learning & Novel Solar Cell Concepts Group 
(formed in June 2019, via a transfer of several staff from 
the former Novel Cell Concepts & Simulation Group in the 
SiMC cluster) researches novel concepts for solar cells, with 
a particular focus on thin-film on silicon tandem devices. It 
consists of two teams: 

• The Simulation Team develops numerical computer 
simulations (metrology, devices, processes, energy yield) 
for perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells, using a variety of 
perovskite and silicon solar cell architectures (in cooperation 
with the Thin-film device modelling team of the Emerging 
Solar Technologies Group). It also develops a web-based 
PV simulation platform, enabling SERIS researchers to 
upload & simulate measurements, and to deploy machine 
learning on the collected data. 

• The Processing Team develops silicon solar cells for use 
as bottom cell in 2-terminal perovskite/silicon tandem 
devices. Examples include: (i) contact-passivated cells 
(biPoly cells, having passivated contacts on both sides 
and abcPoly cells, having both passivated contacts at the 
rear), (ii) hybrid cells, i.e. combining conventional contacts 
and passivated contacts, (iii) tunnel layer development for 
tandem solar cells, (iv) the development of novel processes, 
e.g. investigating the use of laser processing and inline 
plating for tandem cell fabrication.

Major R&D activities in 2019 

Contact passivation: Electron selective SiNx/poly-Si and hole 
selective AlOx/poly-Si passivated contacts were developed, 
with an enhanced carrier extraction selectivity as compared 
to the reference SiOx/poly-Si passivated contacts (deploying 
a high positive or negative charge carrier density at the SiNx 
or AlOx tunnel layer). We developed ultra-thin (as low as 4 nm) 
contact passivation layers suited for front-side deployment of 
contact passivation and for subsequent 2-terminal tandem 

device integration. A p+/n+ poly-Si/poly-Si tunnel junction was 
developed that is suited for device integration (for abcPoly 
cells as well as for biPoly bottom cells). Using LPCVD, a 
22.2% monoPolyTM cell (deploying contact passivation only 
at the rear) and a 19.4% biPoly cell was achieved (thereby 
fulfilling the main project milestones of the EIRP-07 project 
on contact passivation and successfully closing the project). 
Furthermore, 21.3% hybrid cells were realised, in cooperation 
with the Emerging Silicon Solar Cells Group. 

XSolar-Hetero: We internally deployed XSolar-Hetero, a web-
based PV simulation platform which allows our researchers 
to (1) upload measurements from the laboratory, and (2) 
simulate such measurements using uploaded process 
and device simulation programs. We are currently further 
developing the platform in order to (3) compare/fit simulations 
to measurements, and plan to (4) extend the platform to apply 
machine learning models to the collected data. The long-term 
aim is to enable an inline-compatible support of process and 
device optimisation by means of artificial intelligence.

Plans for 2020
In 2020, the group will (i) develop hybrid, biPoly and abcPoly 
silicon bottom cells for tandem devices, (ii) establish a 
perovskite/silicon tandem device modelling framework, (iii) 
develop first machine learning applications (e.g., automated 
PL image analysis) for the data uploaded using our web-based 
PV simulation platform XSolar-Hetero, (iv) augment XSolar-
Hetero by supporting the development and deployment of 
machine learning models.
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Silicon Materials and Cells Cluster (SiMC) 

Solar cells made from crystalline silicon wafers dominate the international PV markets and most experts believe that this 
will not change in the coming decade. Thus, continuous improvements of the manufacturability, manufacturing cost, 
long-term stability and, most importantly, the PV efficiency of silicon solar cells are the best strategy for further lowering 
the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) from PV systems. SERIS’ silicon solar cell programme focuses on high-efficiency 
devices based on monocrystalline substrates, covering the full range of industrially relevant device architectures as well 
as homojunction and heterojunction technologies.

Cluster Director’s Office

Prof Armin ABERLE, Cluster Director
Ann Mythel ROBERTS, Cluster Secretary

Dr Shubham DUTTAGUPTA, Advanced Silicon Solar Cells 
Dr HO Jian Wei, PV Characterisation 
Dr HUANG Ying, Multicrystalline Silicon Wafer Solar Cells 
(until Feb 2019)
Dr Thomas MUELLER, Emerging Silicon Solar Cells 
Dr Vinodh SHANMUGAM, Silicon Cell Production 
Technologies
Dr Rolf STANGL, Novel Cell Concepts and Simulation
(until May 2019) 

Dr Prabir Kanti BASU, Front-End R&D Support
Dr Kwan Bum CHOI, Solar Cell Testing (since Apr 2019)
Samuel RAJ, Solar Cell Testing (until Apr 2019)
Dr Davide FRACASSO, Hybrid and IBC Technologies
Dr HO Jian Wei, Advanced Characterisation
Dr Ankit KHANNA, Back-End R&D Support
Dr Nitin NAMPALLI, Heterojunction Solar Cells
Dr Naomi NANDAKUMAR, Solar Cell Innovations
Dr John RODRIGUEZ, Passivated Contact Solar Cells
Dr Vinodh SHANMUGAM, Silicon Cell Technology 
Transfer
Dr Jaffar Moideen YACOB ALI, Emerging Manufacturing 
Technologies

Adjunct Researchers, NUS 

• Prof Armin ABERLE, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (PV materials, devices and modules)
• Assoc Prof Andrew BETTIOL, Department of Physics (Characterisation of photovoltaic materials and solar cells) 
• Assoc Prof Aaron DANNER, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Application of ultra-thin films to high-

efficiency silicon solar cells)
• Prof HONG Minghui, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Fabrication and characterisation of solar cells)
• Assoc Prof Anjam KURSHEED, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Developing novel SEM based solar 

cell characterisation tools)
• Assoc Prof Thomas OSIPOWICZ, Department of Physics (Analysis of ultra-thin films using high-resolution RBS and ERD) 
• Assoc Prof Ganesh SAMUDRA, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Simulation and modelling of solar 

cells and underlying physical phenomena) (until Jun 2019)

Group Heads Team Leaders

Deputy Cluster Directors

Dr Shubham DUTTAGUPTA
Dr Thomas MUELLER
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SiMC Cluster Director’s Foreword 

Prof Armin ABERLE
Director, Silicon Materials and Cells Cluster

“There remains large untapped potential for further improvements of the efficiency 
of mass-manufacturable low-cost high-performance silicon solar cells. Our research 
assists PV manufacturers to take industrial silicon cells and modules to the next level.”

In 2019, the Cluster’s research focus moved to very-high-
efficiency silicon solar cells on monocrystalline substrates, 
covering the full range of industrially relevant device 
architectures as well as homojunction and heterojunction 
technologies. This shift was in response to recent changes in 
the national and global PV industries and involved the phasing 
out of SERIS’ multicrystalline silicon solar cell research. The 
SiMC Cluster was restructured with the evolution of several 
R&D groups/teams to better reflect their revised research 
agendas.

New organisational chart of the SiMC Cluster

Selected activities/achievements in 2019
• R&D on advanced heterojunction technology (HJT) silicon 

solar cells, in collaboration with industry partner REC
• 22.0% PERC cells (busbarless) and 21.6% PERC cells (5 

busbars) fully processed at SERIS
• Demonstration of 23.5% n-type monoPolyTM mono-Si solar 

cells utilising SERIS’ proprietary monoPolyTM passivated-
contact technology, in collaboration with Meyer Burger 
Technology in Europe 

• Successful collaborations with industry resulting in a new 
industrial PECVD deposition tool and advanced screen 
print metal pastes for the monoPolyTM technology platform

• FAB Alliance: Several collaboration projects with production 
equipment manufacturers, materials suppliers and cell 
manufacturers to improve the efficiencies of p-PERC and 
n-FAB silicon solar cell structures. FAB stands for Front 
And Back contact solar cells.

• Development of picosecond and femtosecond laser pulse 
ablation processes to achieve nearly damage-free local 
ablation of dielectric films on silicon solar cells 

• R&D on atmospheric plasma treatment and deposition for 
silicon solar cells

• R&D on low-cost inline plating processes for copper 
metallisation of solar cells

• R&D on inkjet printing processes for silicon solar cell 
masking and metallisation

• In-depth characterisation and data analysis in silicon solar 
cell manufacturing

• Contactless and rapid characterisation of diffused layers in 
silicon wafers

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Plans for 2020 
• Explore advanced or new passivated-contact schemes 

with the potential for > 26% silicon solar cell efficiency
• Achieve 24% efficiency for monoPolyTM solar cells made 

with a lean processing sequence (7 steps or less), in 
collaboration with industry partners

• Continue the close collaborations with production 
equipment manufacturers, materials suppliers and cell 
manufacturers to further improve industrial silicon solar 
cells 

• Conduct R&D on the market-leading high-efficiency silicon 
solar cells (n-mono HJ, n-mono PERT, p-mono PERC) and 
improve their efficiencies

• Demonstration of > 22% “biPoly” (bifacial application of 
polysilicon contacts) silicon solar cell  

• Develop a metallisation method for thin (~100 μm) silicon 
solar cells and demonstrate > 21% efficiency

SERIS’ 23.5% efficient monoPolyTM silicon solar cell
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Advanced Silicon Solar Cells Group 
Group Head
Dr Shubham DUTTAGUPTA 
Team Leaders
Dr Nitin NAMPALLI (Heterojunction Solar Cells)
Dr Naomi NANDAKUMAR (Solar Cell Innovations)
Dr John RODRIGUEZ (Passivated Contact Solar Cells)

Scientists / Engineers
John Derek ARCEBAL, Jamaal Kitz BUATIS, CHEN Ning (until 
July 2019), Percis Teena CHRISTOPHER SUBHODAYAM (since 
Apr 2019), Dr Neeraj DWIVEDI (until Jun 2019),  Michelle Liwanag 
ESBER, Thomas GASCOU, Dr LIAO Baochen (until July 2019), 
Dr LIN Fen, Maria Luz Loria MANALO, Balaji NAGARAJAN, 
Marvic John NAVAL, Pradeep PADHAMNATH, SEW Kaylynn, 
Dr Amit SINGH RAJPUT, TAN Chuan Seng, Bobby UNGOS, 
Dr Selvaraj VENKATARAJ, Jack VILLANUEVA 
Technician
CHOY Woon Loong

The Advanced Silicon Solar Cells Group focuses on the 
development of high-efficiency silicon solar cells. Our 
scientific-technical aim is to develop technologies that target 
the limit of silicon based single-junction cell efficiency while 
keeping the overall process cost-competitive. The research 
group collaborates with several solar cell/module, equipment, 
automation and material companies to jointly develop 
next-generation processes. Our research is conducted on 
large-area (≥ 6”) n- and p-type Cz silicon wafer substrates 
and targets both monofacial and bifacial solar cells. We 
use standard wafers (180 µm thick) as well as flexible thin 
wafers (<100 µm). Selected research topics of the group 
include new layers for silicon surface (& bulk) passivation, 
industrially relevant materials for carrier-selective contacts, 
next-generation transparent metal oxides, alternative 
(localised) doping technologies, light trapping, and advanced 
metallisation schemes.

Group Structure

Major R&D results in 2019
The continual development of SERIS’ industry-leading 
‘monoPolyTM’ n-type Front-And-Back contact (nFAB) bifacial 
solar cells dominated the group’s activities in 2019. Major 
achievements in 2019 were: i) the demonstration of up to 
22.8% (5BB) and 23.5% (0BB) efficient n-type monoPolyTM 

cells (Table 1) and module power of up to 345-W (Table 2) 
utilising SERIS’ proprietary monoPoly™ passivated-contact 
technology, made in collaboration with a major equipment 
supplier; (ii) successful collaborations resulting in a new 
industrial deposition tool and advanced metal pastes as part 
of the monoPolyTM technology platform; and (iii) initiation of 
R&D on advanced heterojunction solar cells. 

monoPoly™ passivated-contact solar cell technology
SERIS has established itself as an international leader in 
R&D of commercial passivated-contact silicon solar cells 
with screen-printed contacts. In collaboration with strategic 
industry partners, we have developed the monoPoly™ 
technology platform to address the cost-effective passivation 
and metallisation needs of the PV industry, now and into the 
future. 

Figure 1. Rapid progress in cell efficiencies for SERIS’ n-type 
monoPolyTM solar cells

Table 1. One-Sun I-V data of n-type monoPoly™ cells

Efficiency 
(%)

Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%)

0BB 23.2 707 41.1 79.7

5BB 22.8 701 39.8 81.8

Table 2. Summary of module I-V parameters for a 60-cell 
monoPolyTM module jointly made along with industry partner

Pmax 

[W]
Vmpp

[V]
Impp 
[A]

Voc

[V]
Isc

[A]
FF (%)

345.1 34.72 9.94 41.24 10.53 79.5

Our monoPolyTM cell research has progressed rapidly, with a 
learning rate of one cell efficiency point per year (Fig.1). Further 
development of this unique technology platform is projected 
to push the average cell efficiencies to well beyond 24%. 

Plans for 2020
• Demonstration of 24% efficient monoPoly™ solar cells 

made with a lean 7-step (or less) processing sequence
• Fabrication of monoPoly™ solar cells on both p-type and 

n-type substrates
• Demonstration of a highly efficient ‘biPoly’ (bifacial 

application of poly-silicon contacts) cell that leverages on 
the existing monoPolyTM technology

• Demonstration of alternative heterojunction contacts for 
advanced solar cells and modules

• Metallisation schemes for high-efficiency solar cells & 
modules based on thin silicon wafers

Advanced
Silicon Solar Cells Group

Dr S. Duttagupta

Solar Cell
Innovations

Dr N. Nandakumar

Heterojunction
Solar Cells

Dr N. Nampalli

Passivated Contact 
Solar Cells

Dr J. Rodriguez
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Emerging Silicon Solar Cells Group 
Group Head
Dr Thomas MUELLER
 
Team Leaders
Dr Davide FRACASSO 
(Hybrid and IBC Technologies)
Dr Jaffar Moideen YACOB ALI 
(Emerging Manufacturing Technologies) 
(since Oct 2019)
 
Scientists / Engineers
Edwin CARMONA, Maryknol Estrada 
DELOS SANTOS, Gabby DE LUNA, 
Jennifer Jordan EPISTOLA, Delio 
Justiniani PEREZ, Rowel Vigare 
TABAJONDA
 
PhD Students
TEO Boon Heng, Jaffar Moideen 
YACOB ALI (until July 2019)

The Emerging Silicon Solar Cells Group evaluates and develops 
advanced solar cell technology concepts and industrial 
manufacturing processes to realise highest-efficiency (> 26%) 
solar cells on large-area silicon wafers. The group operates 
several industrial high-throughput tools, including plasma 
deposition methods (CVD, PVD, atmospheric plasmas), inline 
plating, inkjet printing, femtosecond laser processing, and 
advanced metallisation. Examples of the groups’ inter-related 
R&D activities are:

Atmospheric plasma treatment or deposition: 
Atmospheric plasma deposition of thin films (e.g. SiOx) is 
being investigated to replace vacuum or wet-chemistry-based 
processes, for example for tunnel layer applications. The 
tool can also be used to modify the surface morphology of 
substrates, e.g. to improve the adhesion of metal layers plated 
directly onto the surface of TCOs (transparent conductive 
oxides) for application in passivated-contact solar cells. The 
tool is currently being investigated for suitability of fine-line 
metallisation and perovskite film deposition (in collaboration 
with SERIS’ Novel PV Concepts Cluster). 

Close-up photograph of the atmospheric Plasmatreat system 
modifying the surface morphology of a substrate
(Photo credit: Plasmatreat GmbH)

Low-cost copper metallisation: Advanced metallisation 
concepts such as inline plating and inkjet printing could lead 
to a cost reduction for industrial high-efficiency silicon solar 
cells. Substituting silver screen printing with copper plating 
for cell metallisation could significantly lower the cost of the 
solar cells. However, given the recent improvements in screen 
printing (robust fine-line printing screens and improved pastes), 
plating processes also need to be rapidly advanced to remain 
a viable alternative to screen printing. Such advancements in 
inline plating of different metals are a focus area of the group. 

Ion implantation: Selective implantation of boron atoms into 
poly-Si and a-Si:H(i) films is being investigated for highest-
efficiency silicon solar cells. Selective ion implantation provides 
a single-side doping process that simplifies the processing 
sequence of passivated-contact solar cells and offers control 
over the doping profile.

Inkjet printing: Inkjet printing processes are being evaluated 
for various purposes, including seed layer metallisation for 
subsequent plating, full-height finger metallisation, hot-melt 
wax printing for masking applications, and printing of novel 
metals and other materials. For example, inkjet printing can 
consume less than half of the amount of silver that is used in 
metal screen printing processes, without a drop in solar cell 
efficiency. 

Close-up photograph of a silicon wafer being inkjet printed with hot-
melt wax for masking purposes 

Passivating contacts for highest-efficiency solar cells: 
Process development of industrial solutions to form electron 
and hole selective passivating contacts, and interfacial tunnel 
materials, are under investigation. Methods of deposition 
include CVD, PVD and atmospheric plasma tools, and various 
ways of doping. Different solar cell concepts using contacts on 
both sides or only on one side (IBC), and one or both contacts 
formed as a passivating contact (hybrids) are being evaluated, 
including utilisation of passivating contacts in the bottom cells 
of double-junction devices (tandem cells). Development of 
industrial process sequences of highest-efficiency solar cells 
on large area for low-cost industrial manufacturing is hereby 
priority. 

Selected industry partners in 2019: Aurora Solar, FHR, 
Gridtential Energy, Honeywell, Innolas Solutions, Intevac, 
MacDermid, Meco Equipment, Meyer Burger, Plasmatreat, 
Singulus Technologies. 
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Silicon Cell Production Technologies Group 

Group Head
Dr Vinodh SHANMUGAM
 
Team Leaders
Dr Prabir Kanti BASU 
(Front-End R&D Support)
Dr Ankit KHANNA 
(Back-End R&D Support)
Dr Vinodh SHANMUGAM 
(Silicon Cell Technology Transfer)

Scientists / Engineers
Rosalie GUERRA, Jeffrey ISON, 
Rainer LEE Cheow Siong
Dr Donny LAI, LAI Long Yek, James, 
Dr LONG Jidong, MALLARAPA Selvraj 
Joseph Prem Raj, Jin SHUAI,  Firdaus 
Bin SUHAIMI, Dr Yan XIA, Dr Huang 
YING (until Aug 2019)

The Silicon Cell Production Technologies Group investigates 
materials and processes which can potentially be integrated 
in the mass production of silicon wafer solar cells in the near-
term future. Amongst the group’s key activities is lab-to-fab 
technology transfer to industry with on-site research support. 
The group is also responsible for the baseline processing of 
standard p-PERC and n-FAB (Front and Back contact) solar 
cells. 

Group Structure

The two R&D Support Teams provide operational support 
to various projects at SERIS by developing and maintaining 
baseline processes (including wet chemistry, diffusion, 
oxidation, plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition, 
laser processing and screen printing) for silicon solar cells. 
The Technology Transfer Team works closely with industrial 
solar cell manufacturers and materials suppliers (e.g. metal 
paste suppliers) to transfer technologies developed at SERIS 
to mass production. 

Highlights in 2019
Several collaboration projects with production equipment 
manufacturers, materials suppliers, and cell manufacturers 
to improve the efficiencies of p-PERC and n-FAB silicon 
solar cell structures, via SERIS’ FAB Alliance initiative. 
Major achievements in 2019 were: (a) Continuous efficiency 
improvement via in-house processing of p-PERC and n-FAB 
silicon solar cells, (b) Demonstration of a 22.0% efficient 
p-PERC solar cell and 23.0% efficient n-FAB solar cell using the 
SERIS silicon R&D pilot line, (c) Development of nanosecond 

Plans for 2020
• Further improve the efficiency of baseline p-PERC and 

n-FAB cells processed in SERIS’s R&D pilot line
• Successfully complete technology transfer to industry 

customers for the group’s current projects
• Continue the close collaborations with metallisation paste 

and screen suppliers to improve metallisation processes 
for industrial silicon solar cells

• Develop metallisation processes for monoPolyTM solar 
cells with ultra-thin poly-Si layers (10-100 nm).

and femtosecond laser pulse ablation processes to achieve 
nearly damage-free ablation of dielectric films on silicon solar 
cells, (d) Establishing screen-printed and fired metallisation 
for monoPolyTM cells with thin (< 100 nm) doped poly-Si 
layers, (e) Accurate determination of the metal recombination 
parameters at the metal-silicon interface, (f) Development of 
an improved process flow for n-FAB solar cells to solve high 
reverse current issues of these devices.

Forward-biased (top) and reverse-biased (bottom) 
electroluminescence images of n-FAB solar cells showing improved 
reverse-bias characteristics with improved cell fabrication process 
flows (a: baseline process flow, b: modified process flow 1, c: 
modified process flow 2)

Silicon Cell Production
Technologies Group

Dr Vinodh Shanmugam

Front-End R&D 
Support

Dr Prabir Kanti Basu

Back-End 
R&D Support

Dr Ankit Khanna

Silicon Cell
Technology Transfer

Dr Vinodh Shanmugam
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PV Characterisation Group 
Group Head
Dr HO Jian Wei
 
Team Leaders
Dr CHOI Kwan Bum (Solar Cell Testing) 
(since Apr 2019)
Samuel RAJ (Solar Cell Testing) 
(until Apr 2019) 
Dr HO Jian Wei (Advanced 
Characterisation)

Scientists / Engineers
Percis Teena CHRISTOPHER 
SUBHODAYAM (until Mar 2019), CHUAH 
Tuang Heok, HENG Ming Xuan Clarence, 
Dr XIN Zheng (Project Manager) 
 
PhD Students
Divya ANANTHANARAYANAN, Sagnik 
CHAKRABORTY, Amit Singh RAJPUT (until 
Aug 2019), Romika SHARMA

The PV Characterisation Group focuses on the research 
& development of innovative characterisation & analysis 
solutions for solar materials, cells and modules. It is equipped 
with a raft of measurement, diagnostics and analysis tools 
that enable the group to perform both high-quality standard 
measurements (such as 1-Sun solar cell efficiencies) as well 
as detailed characterisations and analyses to determine 
efficiency-limiting factors or evaluate solar cell manufacturing 
processes.

Group’s main research activities in 2019 
• In-depth characterisation and data analysis in silicon solar 

cell manufacturing
• Contactless and rapid characterisation of diffused layers in 

silicon wafers
• Modulated photoluminescence characterisation of carrier 

lifetime in silicon wafers and solar cells
• Contactless characterisation of resistive properties of 

silicon solar cells based on luminescence imaging
• Development of techniques for I-V measurement of 

silicon solar cells with novel metallisation designs such as 
busbarless and multibusbar patterns

• Advanced power loss analysis of silicon solar cells (SERIS’ 
“Solar Cell Doctor”) to determine losses in voltage, current 
and fill factor, as well as potential efficiency improvements

• Light and/or elevated temperature induced degradation 
(LID, LeTID) studies of silicon solar cells and related tool 
development

Group’s major R&D projects in 2019
• Future-ready crystalline silicon solar cell manufacturing: 

Device model and data driven process control to maximise 
efficiency and reliability distributions (EBD, Solar CRP 
project)

• Research of inline metrology related to silicon solar cell p-n 
junctions and doped layers (Industry research collaboration 
with Aurora Solar Technologies, Canada)

Highlights in 2019
• Release of “Module”, a powerful finite-element simulation 

program for PV panels by spin-off company Griddler LLP, 
in collaboration with SERIS. 

• Participation in the 9th International Broadband 
Intercomparison organised by the Joint Research Centre, 
EU (Jun 2019)

• Presentations at major international conferences, e.g. 46th 

IEEE PVSC (USA, Jun 2019), 29th PVSEC (China, Nov 
2019), 10th ICMAT (Singapore, Jun 2019)

• Hosting of the IEC TC82 WG8 (Solar Cells) Meeting (Nov 
2019)

Plans for 2020
In 2020, the Group will strengthen its current research activities 
on (i) innovative characterisation & analysis solutions related 
to high-efficiency silicon solar cells and (ii) high-granularity 
data analytics that are suitable for commercialisation.

Analysis of solar cell manufacturing data Contactless characterisation of resistive 
properties of silicon solar cells

Contactless IR chracterisation of sheet 
resistance of diffused Si layers
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PV Module Cluster (PVM)

Cluster Director’s Office

Dr WANG Yan, Cluster Director
Mabel LEOW, Cluster Secretary

Dr KHOO Yong Sheng, PV Module Development 
Dr Mauro PRAVETTONI, PV Module Testing 
(since Oct 2019)
Kenneth GOH, PV Module Testing (until Sep 2019)

• Prof Seeram RAMAKRISHNA, Department of Mechanical Engineering (PV modules)
• Assoc Prof Karl Erik BIRGERSSON, Department of Mechanical Engineering (Modelling of PV modules)
• Asst Prof TAN Zhi Kuang, Department of Chemistry (PV modules)

Group Heads 

Adjunct Researchers, NUS

The PV Module Cluster develops, tests and commercialises PV module technologies suited for urban and tropical 
applications. The Cluster operates laboratories at two off-campus locations: at CleanTech Park (ISO/IEC 17025 
accredited PV module testing laboratory and R&D laboratory) and at JTC MedTech Hub (PV module development lab). 

The Cluster consists of two groups: PV Module Testing Group and PV Module Development Group. The Development 
Group consists of three teams: Module Technology, Module Characterisation & Yield Simulation, and Module Reliability.

The Cluster’s main R&D activities are:
• Advanced characterisation methods for PV modules
• Development of cost-effective high-performance PV modules for the tropics
• Development of PV modules for various urban solar applications
• Potential-induced degradation (PID) studies, including short and long-term outdoor measurements in Singapore’s 

tropical climate conditions
• Pre-normative characterisation of PV modules, in liaison with the Technical Committee 82 of the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
• Development of accelerated ageing tests (modules & components)
• Failure analysis (root causes) and design optimisations
• PV module recycling

Dr LUO Wei, PV Module Reliability (since Oct 2019)
Dr Mauro PRAVETTONI, PV Module Characterisation 
and Yield Simulation 
Dr Jai Prakash SINGH, Advanced PV Module 
Technology

Team Leaders
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PVM Cluster Director’s Foreword

Dr WANG Yan
Director, PV Module Cluster

“We transform technology into reality.”

The PV Module Cluster is the natural link between SERIS’ 
upstream solar cell clusters (NPVC and SiMC) and the 
downstream PV system cluster (SES). It focuses on the 
reduction of the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) by chasing 
the following objectives:

• to develop baseline PV module fabrication processes for 
advanced solar cell structures

• to decrease the cell-to-module loss, thereby increasing the 
module power

• to develop new module designs and fabrication processes 
for cost reduction

• to optimise PV modules via computer simulation of their 
outdoor performance

• to improve module reliability and durability via degradation 
studies and failure mode analyses

• to develop PV products for urban applications in the 
tropics, for example BiPV modules

These objectives are strongly coupled with SERIS’ flagship 
projects:

• Thin-film on silicon tandem solar cells, led by the NPVC 
and SiMC Clusters: Cell-to-module loss analyses

• BIPV, led by the PVM Cluster: Optimisation of weight, 
transmittance, glare, aesthetics, and ease of system 
integration of BIPV products. 

• Floating PV, led by the SES Cluster: Module reliability and 
energy rating

Major activities/achievements in 2019
• PV modules for the tropics: 

1. Coordinated the first PV Noise Barrier (PVNB) trial at 
the West Coast Highway in Singapore, with strong 
support from the Singapore Land Transport Authority 
(LTA). 

2. Continued R&D on cost-effective high-power-density 
BIPV modules based on the shingling interconnection 
technology (Solar CRP public grant). 

• PV module testing: 
1. Completion of the 1st International Proficiency Testing 

for bifacial PV modules, with participation of the world’s 
major PV test centres. Final report to be ready prior to 
IEC TC82 plenary meeting in April 2020. 

2. Participation in a round-robin test to evaluate Light and 
Elevated Temperature Induced Degradation (LeTID), 
a recently discovered degradation process of silicon 
solar cells that is expected to be particularly relevant in 
the tropics. 

Key activities in 2020
• Continue R&D on cost-effective high-power-density 

BIPV modules based on the shingling interconnection 
technology (Solar CRP public grant) 

• Coordinate the first PV Noise Barrier (PVNB) trial in 
Singapore 

• Continue the coordination of the 1st International Round 
Robin for Bifacial PV Modules and target to complete the 
study in April 2020 

• Taking part to the 1st International Round Robin for curved 
PV modules

• Further pre-normative activities on: spectral and angular 
response of PV modules with structured ribbons; 
vehicle-integrated PV (VIPV); spectral transmittance and 
responsivity in the UV; newly discovered degradation 
mechanisms; indoor PV applications

• Continue R&D on the recycling of PV modules and 
components (i.e. inverter, battery, etc)

• Commercialise the Quantitative ElectroLuminescence 
Analysis (QELA) technology, an automated image 
processing tool for the measurement of spatial and 
temporal electroluminescence intensity changes, for PV 
module life-cycle management over their 25-year lifespan.
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PV Module Development Group 
Group Head
Dr KHOO Yong Sheng  
Team Leaders
Dr LUO Wei, PV Module Reliability 
(since Oct 2019)
Dr Mauro PRAVETTONI (PV Module 
Characterisation and Yield Simulation)
Dr Jai Prakash SINGH (Advanced PV 
Module Technology)

Scientists / Engineers
Ryan ALINSOD, Dr Karl Georg 
BEDRICH, CAI Yutian, Shreyas 
CHANDRAKANTHA RAO INNA, 
Dr LUO Wei, Srinath NALLURI, 
Dr TAI Kong Fai

PhD Students
Carlos Enrico Cobar CLEMENT, 
LIANG Tian Shen, SAW Min Hsian

The PV Module Development (PVMD) Group performs R&D 
on next-generation PV modules, in close collaboration with 
partners from industry. The group operates a PV Module 
Development Laboratory which houses state-of-the-art 
module manufacturing and characterisation facilities. PV 
modules of different sizes (up to full industry standard) can be 
fabricated and characterised. 

Selected R&D projects in 2019

Photovoltaic Noise Barrier: The PVMD group proposed and 
developed the first PV noise barrier (PVNB) prototype using 
vertically mounted bifacial modules (VMBMs) for deployment 
along the rail and highway networks in Singapore. Bifacial 
modules can absorb irradiation from both the front and the 
rear surface of the panel. Initial simulation results showed 
that, for certain orientations, a VMBM can produce similar 
amounts of electric energy per year (kWh/yr) in Singapore 
as an optimally mounted conventional PV module. The first 
PVNB trial will be carried out in Singapore around Q1 of 2020 
with the support of the Land Transport Authority (LTA). 

Figure 1. (Left) Simulated solar radiation received in Singapore by a 
vertically mounted bifacial PV module and a conventionally mounted 
monofacial module. (Right) Proposed PVNB trial along a stretch of 
the West Coast Highway.

Bifacial module PID: As Singapore has hot and humid 
conditions year-round, potential-induced degradation (PID) 
is an important research topic of the group. In addition to 
PID studies on conventional monofacial p-type modules, 
the group also extensively studied PID on bifacial modules. 
Investigations of p-PERC bifacial modules showed that both 
surfaces of these modules are susceptible to PID; the front 
was found to be susceptible to PID shunts, whereas the rear 
was prone to polarisation-type PID. Further studies showed 
that the rear surface PID effect could be healed via exposure 
to UV light. 

Bifacial module proficiency testing: In 2018, SERIS 
initiated the first international Proficiency Testing campaign 
for electrical characterisation of bifacial PV modules under 
standard test conditions. More than 20 test centres from Asia, 
North America and Europe are sharing their measurements on 
a selection of commercial bifacial PV modules. This exercise 
was concluded in 2019 and the results will be shared with 
both the IEC and the module manufacturers. 
 

Figure 2. International Profiency Testing of bifacial modules

Plans for 2020
In 2020, the PVMD group will continue to work on the 
development of PV modules for various urban solar 
applications, such as the PVNB project. As a Co-leader of 
SERIS’ BIPV flagship project, the group will develop cost-
effective high-power-density colourful BIPV modules within a 
publicly funded grant (Solar CRP-01). 

The group will also explore several new ideas for PV module 
recycling, with funding from the National Environment Agency 
(NEA). The focus will be on developing advanced recycling 
processes with significantly reduced operation costs (for 
example energy consumption).
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PV Module Testing Group 

Group Head
Dr Mauro PRAVETTONI 
(since Oct 2019)
Kenneth GOH (until Sep 2019)

R&D Project Executive 
Zuraidah Binte JA’AFAR, 
Mabel LEOW Siew Hwa

Engineers
Henry LIM Kian Meng, 
Daren POH Hoe Guan
 
Technicians
LOH Joon Ann, 
Abdul Razak Bin SAMAN

The PV Module Testing (PVMT) Group serves partners from 
the global solar industry in PV module certification testing 
(“full test”) as well as customised testing of PV modules and 
module components (“partial tests”). The ISO/IEC 17025 
accredited laboratory also offers high-precision ‘Golden 
module’ measurements for PV manufacturers. 

Highlights in 2019
• The module testing lab obtained ISO 17025 accreditation 

for all tests of the IEC 61215 and IEC 61730 standards
• Established outdoor testing of strings of PV modules using 

selected power electronics (e.g. micro-inverters, MPPT 
power optimisers, etc)

• Established I-V flash testing protocol for high-power high-
capacitance modules such as heterojunction technology 
(HJT) modules

• Testing of PV floaters under high-dosage UV exposure, as 
part of a proposed qualification testing protocol

• Light and elevated temperature-induced degradation 
(LeTID) studies of PV modules

• R&D on outdoor monitoring of PV modules vs indoor 
measurements

Plans for 2020
R&D activities will focus on supporting SERIS’ flagship 
projects on Floating solar, Building Integrated PV (BIPV) and 
Tandem solar cells. Such activities may entail the qualitative 
and quantitative performance analysis of PV modules, 
components and accessories.

UV exposure testing of a PV floater. Housing & Development 
Board’s invention on PV module, patent no. PCT/SG2019/050220, 
being tested at SERIS accredited laboratory.
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Solar Energy System Cluster (SES) 

Cluster Director’s Office

Dr Thomas REINDL, Cluster Director
Eddy BLOKKEN, Business Development Manager
Celine PATON, Senior Financial Analyst
Marinel DUNGCA, Cluster Secretary

Dr Abhishek KUMAR, Solar System Technology
TAN Congyi, Urban Solar
Dr Darryl WANG Kee Soon, PV Quality Assurance 

Dr Veronika SHABUNKO, Centre of Excellence for  
Building-integrated PV

Group Heads 

Centre Head

Team Leader

Dr Thomas REINDL (acting), Energy Meteorology

Adjunct Researchers, NUS 

• Assoc Prof Ashwin KHAMBADKONE, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Analysis and solutions for PV 
grid integration through energy system modelling and advanced power electronics & control for smart grids) 

• Assoc Prof Sanjib Kumar PANDA, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (High-performance control of 
power electronic converters)

• Prof Dipti SRINAVASAN, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Analysis of impacts of solar PV integration 
into the medium- and low-voltage power distribution systems)

• Dr Stephen TAY En Rong, Department of Building (Glare studies, co-location of PV with greenery and PV and urban heat 
island (UHI) effect)(since Apr 2019)

• Prof WONG Nyuk Hien, Department of Building (Solar and energy efficient buildings, interaction of buildings and 
environment)

The Solar Energy System (SES) Cluster focuses on making solar power a cost-effective and trusted source of electricity. 
The SES activities have a wide variety and span from remote monitoring to novel PV system deployments such as 
Floating Solar and forecasting of irradiance for better grid integration management. The cluster also addresses the 
specific challenges when deploying solar technologies in urban environments like Singapore and other megacities. 
The SES Cluster is involved in two SERIS flagship projects (BIPV, Floating Solar) and drives four of SERIS’ targeted 
leadership areas: High-performance PV systems for the tropics, variability management for PV grid integration, 
solarisation of Singapore / “Urban solar” and PV quality assurance.
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SES Cluster Director’s Foreword

Dr Thomas REINDL
Director, Solar Energy System Cluster

“The Singapore government raised the target for PV deployment to at least 2 GWp 
by 2030, a more than seven-fold increase compared to the installed capacity of 
260 MWp today, which is quite substantial. However, the target seems achievable, 
as long as oil and gas prices don’t fall well below today’s levels. This is important, 
as the cost of solar electricity in Singapore competes with those of conventional 
electricity. For larger rooftop installations (> 1 MWp), the cost of the generated solar 
electricity is already lower than the typical commercial electricity rates, and in many 
cases even lower than the wholesale market price. This makes investments in solar 
power systems attractive, and we are already seeing more solar players entering the 
market.”

The SES activities focus on making on-grid solar power a 
cost-effective and trusted source of electricity through:
• Increasing the availability of PV systems through identifying 

the most suitable deployment options and designing high-
performing PV systems;

• Increasing the reliability of PV systems through real-time 
monitoring and advanced & smart system testing;

• Increasing the predictability of PV electricity generation 
through forecasting of solar irradiance.

Major activities/achievements in 2019
For enhancing the availability of PV systems it is important to 
identify the most suitable locations for deploying PV systems 
in order to optimise the available space and maximise the 
annual energy yield:

• As part of the “Update to the PV Roadmap for Singapore” 
project (results to be published in early 2020), the team 
has developed an accurate yet efficient way to assess the 
solar potential on city scale using 3D modelling data. This 
includes both rooftop and façade areas, and the results 
can be filtered by a broad range of criteria.

• To accelerate the adoption of more rooftop PV installations 
in Singapore, SES has strongly supported the government’s 
“SolarNova” programme.

• The cluster increased its activities in the area of building-
integrated PV (BIPV), including the establishment of the 
“BIPV Living Catalogue” at the Tropical Test Laboratory (T2 
Lab, funded by CDL) together with the School of Design & 
Environment (SDE) at NUS.

• The BIPV Centre of Excellence organised the first BIPV 
conference in Singapore with over 200 participants from 
Singapore, the region and overseas, and also held the first 
meeting of the “BIPV SG” community. 

• SES expanded its scientific analyses of the results at the 
“Floating PV” testbed in Tengeh reservoir, leading to several 
industry contracts in the area of Floating PV. 

• The cluster held the 3rd edition of the International Floating 
Solar Symposium (IFSS) as part of ACES/SIEW 2019.

• SES was selected by a major industry player in the 
region for designing and implementing a 5 MWp 
testbed for different PV and storage technologies. 

For enhancing the reliability of PV systems, the team has 
added two sites under its climate-specific outdoor module 
and system testing programme, the “TruePowerTM Alliance”. 
One in China (temperate climate) and one in Singapore 
(tropics), where the TruePowerTM project now has its own 

dedicated site at Marina Barrage, in close collaboration with 
PUB, Singapore’s national water agency. Testing is carried out 
together with leading PV module manufacturers.

In the area of Floating PV, the team has started to share the 
key learnings from the 1 MWp testbed at Tengeh reservoir 
with the global community through two means: (i) dedicated 
reports in the “Sun meets Water” series published together 
with the World Bank Group (two major publications in 2019) 
and (ii) drafting standards for Floating PV installations on both 
national (Enterprise-SG) and international (IEC TC 82 WG3) 
levels.

Apart from the regular Testing & Commissioning activities, one 
of the major achievements in the area of quality assurance 
was the implementation of the “PV System Doctor” services 
for a large multi-MW scale PV project in Thailand. The in-field 
tests of several thousand PV modules and the results helped 
to substantiate the warranty claims of the system owner. 

For enhancing the predictability of PV systems, the main 
focus was on the implementation of the “Solar Forecasting” 
project, together with partners within NUS (ECE, CRISP) as 
well as outside (Meteorological Services Singapore, MSS, and 
the Experimental Power Grid Centre, EPGC). The project is 
funded by Singapore’s Energy Market Authority (EMA) and 
aims to integrate Solar Forecasting into the actual power 
system operation. The forecasting horizons range from 15 
minutes all the way to 7 hours, which require very different 
forecasting methodologies ranging from statistics, machine 
learning, cloud motions to complex numerical weather 
predictions (NWP).

Plans for 2020
• Further expand the activities in the two flagship projects: 

BIPV and Floating Solar
• Supporting governments and the private sector in solarising 

Singapore and the region with innovative, high-performing 
and reliable PV systems

• Starting commercial operation of the “PV System Doctor” 
service through a dedicated spin-off company
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Solar System Technology Group

Group Head
Dr Abhishek KUMAR 

Scientists / Engineers
Myint Khaing AUNG, Oktoviano GANDHI 
(since Oct 2019), GENG Hui (since Jun 2019), 
ISUKAPALLI Sravani (since Sep 2019), Ramprakash 
KATHIRESAN (since May 2019), Marek KUBIS, 
KYAW Zin Win, Dr LIU Haohui (until Oct 2019), 
Sholihin Bin SANI (since May 2019), SOE Pyae, 
TING Shi An, Lokesh VINAYAGAM, Dr Muhammad 
Arifeen WAHED, Dr ZHAN Yanqin, ZHAO Shengnan

Technicians
David KHUP, Jamil Bin ZAINAL 
PhD Students
Oktoviano GANDHI (until Sep 2019),
Christoph LUERSSEN

The Solar System Technology Group runs extensive research 
programmes on long-term outdoor PV module performance 
testing, analytical monitoring of PV installations, and 
degradation studies of PV modules & systems in the tropics, 
which are the scientific base for optimising solar PV systems. 
A particular focus of the group is “Floating Solar” which is now 
considered the 3rd pillar of the solar PV industry. The group 
has gained rich technical expertise while carrying out R&D 
activities and managing the operation and maintenance of the 
world’s largest testbed for Floating PV. The testbed compares, 
side by side, various leading floating PV solutions from around 
the world. It has been widely covered by local and global 
media. Furthermore, the group has unique and proprietary 
expertise in real-time monitoring, preventive maintenance of 
PV installations and PV grid integration.

Highlights in 2019
In 2019, the group focused intensively on the performance 
and energy yield research of the 1 MWp floating PV testbed at 
Tengeh reservoir in Singapore (see photo). Two new Floating 
PV systems were added, one with inverters on the float and 
another with a new design of floats developed by industry. 
In addition to the R&D work, the knowledge gained from the 
testbed was disseminated worldwide via two publications 
together with the World Bank Group. 

The group further developed SERIS’ proprietary PV monitoring 
system towards a cloud-based platform and continued to 
expand its network of PV stations in Singapore and overseas. 
Salient features of the system are: 
• Independent power output measurements, inverter 

readings, string-level monitoring
• Meteorological and specialised sensor readings (e.g. 

motion sensors for Floating PV)
• Ambient and module temperature measurements 
• Performance ratio (PR) calculations
• Real-time (“live”) irradiance data acquisition
• Live streaming of Fast Data (1 second) and Regular Data 

(1 minute) download
• Submission of live power and irradiance data compliant 

with the requirements of power system operators (PSO) 
under EMA, Singapore 

• Strict time synchronisation of +/- 150 ms

The team was also instrumental for SES being selected 
by a major industry player in the region for designing and 
implementing a 5 MWp testbed for different PV and storage 
technologies. In addition, the group has also advanced its 
proprietary concept for the smart operation & maintenance 
(O&M) of PV systems, which provides preventive maintenance 
routines and lowers the lifecycle costs of PV systems. 

Plans for 2020
In 2020, the group will continue its research on Floating PV, 
real-time monitoring and data analysis, further development 
of smart O&M solutions, and prototyping of novel PV 
deployment systems.

The world’s largest floating PV testbed managed by SERIS, located 
in Tengeh reservoir, Singapore.

SERIS’ PV monitoring lab receiving data from more than 70 locations 
in Singapore and overseas. 
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Urban Solar Group

Group Head
TAN Congyi

Scientists / Engineers
David LEE Soon Kiat, Monika, 
Dr ZHANG Ji 
 
PhD Students
Ivan POON Kin Ho, SUN Huixuan

Deploying solar technologies in an urban environment such 
as Singapore poses specific challenges such as space 
constraints, shading from other buildings, and finding cost-
effective ways of installing large numbers of rather small 
systems. The Urban Solar Group addresses these challenges 
by employing innovative, city-scale 3D mapping tools and 
optimisation of building layouts, while also working on urban 
morphologies that are designed for maximising the use of 
solar energy. The group also supports various Singapore 
government initiatives, such as the “SolarNova” programme, 
by providing technical expertise and training manpower, and 
the co-location of solar PV with green roofs.

Highlights in 2019
City-Scale Solar Potential Estimation
The Urban Solar Group supported the “Update of the PV 
Roadmap for Singapore” by providing in-depth solar potential 
estimation for rooftops in Singapore. This was achieved in 
collaboration with the Singapore Land Authority (SLA) which 
provided the 3D models (CityGML LoD2 Models from SLA 
Survey & Geomatics), and a team of researchers led by 
Assoc Professor Patrick Janssen from the Department of 
Architecture at NUS. A rigorous, efficient and flexible workflow 
was developed which enables detailed assessment of solar 
potential at the city-scale. The results can be filtered by a broad 
range of selection criteria, e.g. minimum annual insolation, tilt 
angle or contiguous surface area, which can influence the 
economic viability of rooftop PV deployment.

Working with various stakeholders to drive PV adoption
Solar photovoltaics has become an economically viable 
electricity generation technology in Singapore. However, 
there is still a gap between deployment potential and the 
knowledge of potential adopters of solar energy. The Urban 
Solar Group works closely with commercial stakeholders to 
raise awareness about solar energy and facilitate its adoption.

There is also an increased interest from overseas delegates 
in the growth and development of solar energy in Singapore. 
In June, the Urban Solar Group collaborated with colleagues 
from NUS to host a high-level governmental delegation from 
the Cà Mau Province in Vietnam. The delegation sought 
to gain insights into SERIS’ work and how the institute 
coordinates with different public and private agencies in 
promoting best practices and supporting feasibility studies 
for solar PV systems.

Besides raising awareness, the Urban Solar Group is 
also involved in initiatives to promote and improve the 
standardisation of PV systems and trading of “Renewable 
Energy Certificates” (RECs) in Singapore.

Plans for 2020
The Urban Solar Group will continue to work with various 
public and commercial stakeholders to promote and drive 
solar adoption in Singapore. The Group will further explore 
the co-location of PV with green roofs and try to assess the 
impact of large-scale PV deployment in Singapore on the 
“Urban Heat Island” (UHI) effect.

Tan Congyi encouraging young professionals to get involved in the 
development of standards for the solar industry.

Visualisation of annual insolation mapping for a residential area in 
Singapore.
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PV Quality Assurance Group

Group Head
Dr Darryl WANG Kee Soon

Scientists / Engineers
Dr KAM Zhi Ming, 
Vijay Anand KRISHNAMURTHY, Stanley 
PHUA Chee Siang,  Syed Adam 
RAVICHANDRAN (until Mar 2019), 
Dr Carlos David RODRIGUEZ GALLEGOS 
(since Aug 2019), Dr Mridul SAKHUJA (until 
Feb 2019), 
Aron ZHANG Yin, Lokesh VINAYAGAM

Technicians
Norhisham Bin HABDIN, 
Muhammad Fahmie Bin IDRUS, 
KOH Jun Yong 

PhD Student
Carlos David RODRIGUEZ GALLEGOS 
(until July 2019)

The perceived quality of a PV system includes a wide range of 
aspects from components, systems all the way to operation 
& maintenance (O&M) and its economic viability. The PV 
Quality Assurance (PVQA) Group has proprietary software 
tools enabling accurate energy yield projections, which are 
of vital importance to project developers as well as investors. 
Also acting as a lender’s engineer, the group offers economic 
assessments and a variety of technical services, ranging 
from independent third-party evaluation of system design & 
implementation via energy yield assessment for PV systems 
to feasibility studies and full due diligence evaluations. The 
group also carries out comparative research on PV module 
and system performance across different climate zones (within 
the “TruePowerTM” project). A key activity is the advanced on-
site fault diagnosis for under-performing PV systems as part 
of the “PV System Doctor” services, which are also sought 
after at the stages of pre-acquisition, commissioning and/or 
due diligence (prior to asset transactions).

Highlights in 2019
Feasibility studies, independent consultancy and testing & 
commissioning (T&C) services
The PVQA group participated in a competitive environment 
to provide feasibility studies, lender’s technical due diligence 
and T&C services for government & private sector solar PV 
projects across Asia. The group has carried out multiple 
feasibility assessments and T&C services across various types 
of installations from ground-mounted to rooftop and floating 
PV systems, with a total contracted portfolio exceeding 100 
MWp. Over the past 5 years, the group has also been actively 
engaged in independent consultancy and lender’s due 
diligence services for approximately 1.5 GWp of PV projects 
in 6 countries, including in the rapidly growing PV market in 
Vietnam. The group offers its clients a full range of services 
both in the initial and final phases of the project development, 
from yield assessments, system design optimisation, third-
party consultancy, project due diligence, to T&C services. 

“PV System Doctor” - pre-acquisition health check & 
advanced on-site fault diagnosis of PV systems
The SERIS PV System Doctor is a comprehensive on-site 
health check and fault diagnosis service that helps investors 

to verify the operational health of PV systems before an 
acquisition, and also helps owners of under-performing PV 
systems to maximise their bottom line by identifying the 
root causes so that immediate intervention can be carried 
out to minimise the revenue losses. The PVQA group has 
completed a total portfolio of 40 MWp in Thailand, Malaysia, 
Indonesia and Singapore since 2017, from large (> 10 MWp) 
solar farms to industrial, commercial, residential and off-grid 
PV systems. The service utilises advanced on-site and non-
destructive imaging techniques without removing the PV 
modules from the mounting structures, including string-level 
electro- and photoluminescence imaging as well as thermal 
and UV fluorescence imaging. The PV System Doctor team 
has carried out a major assessment on two solar farms in 
Thailand with total capacity of close to 30 MWp. The results 
from the in-field tests of several thousand PV modules helped 
to substantiate the warranty claims of the system owner.

TruePowerTM Alliance
The PVQA group also conducts comparative research 
on PV module and system performance and energy yield 
across different climate zones. In 2019, the team has added 
two new test sites: one in China (temperate climate) and 
one in Singapore (tropics), where the TruePowerTM project 
now has its own dedicated site at Marina Barrage, in close 
collaboration with PUB, Singapore’s national water agency. 
The other TruePowerTM sites are in Australia (desert) and 
Germany (temperate, however different climate than at the 
China site). Several of the world’s tier-1 PV manufacturers are 
currently collaborating with SERIS and are field-testing their 
modules within the TruePowerTM Alliance.

Plans for 2020
The PVQA group will continue to support the PV industry 
through rigorous quality assessments at all stages of a 
project, from pre-feasibility to design, implementation all the 
way to operations, in order to promote high-performing and 
reliable PV system deployment and support their bankability. 
The team also aims to start commercial operation of the “PV 
System Doctor” through a dedicated spin-off company.
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Energy Meteorology Team

Team Head
Dr Thomas REINDL (acting)

Project Manager
Tommy Kevin LEE

Scientists / Engineers
Dr James Matthew BRIGHT (since Nov 
2019), Dr HE Yaohua,  Dr Anupam 
KUMAR, David LIM Han Yang

PhD Student
Hadrien VERBOIS (until Aug 2019)

Quantitative knowledge of solar irradiance at a particular 
location – and how it varies on different time scales – is essential 
for planning, financing and managing solar energy systems 
and solar building features. As solar power systems increase 
in size and number, ever more detailed information is required, 
including irradiance studies, long-term PV system monitoring, 
and forecasts on short, medium and long timescales. These 
forecasts, which use statistical techniques for minutes to 
hours, and numerical weather prediction (NWP) codes for 
longer timescales, facilitate optimised grid management and 
provide vital input to the operators of smart grids.

The main focus of the team’s activities was on the 
implementation of the Solar Forecasting project (“Advanced 
solar power forecasting for safe and reliable PV grid integration 
in Singapore”), together with partners within NUS (ECE, 
CRISP) as well as outside (Meteorological Services Singapore, 
MSS, and the Experimental Power Grid Centre, EPGC). The 
project is funded by Singapore’s Energy Market Authority 
(EMA). The objectives are to further improve solar irradiance 
forecasting, develop solar PV power forecasting (and to model 
grid interactions) and to apply these in an operational context 
as part of the day-to-day operation of the Singapore power 
system. As Singapore’s power grid is one of the most reliable 
grids in the world, despite being geographically isolated, the 
new irradiance and power forecasting will be critical for a future 
grid with a sizable share of inherently variable solar power. 
The different forecasting horizons and required techniques are 
described in the figure below.

Highlights in 2019
• Implemented numerous statistical and machine-learning 

algorithms (singular, hybrids) for short-term irradiance 
forecasting from 15 to 60 minutes, with consistently 
improving forecasting accuracy.

• Developed cloud detection and cloud motion model for 
Singapore as inputs for radiative transfer calculations for 
the time horizon of 1-3 hours ahead.

• Assimilated various data streams into numerical weather 
prediction codes to further improve longer timescale 
forecasts and to develop methods to cycle these forecasts 
as quickly as possible.

Plans for 2020
Further improve the various models and start transferring 
the most promising ones into the actual power system 
operation centre. Furthermore, installation and integration of 
an advanced scanning LIDAR system for cloud detection will 
be implemented. The application of modern methods such 
as artificial neural networks to combine multiple techniques is 
planned to produce the best possible overall forecasts under 
Singapore’s tropical climate conditions.

Overview of different forecasting horizons and required techniques 
for the development of an operational solar forecasting system for 
Singapore.
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Centre of Excellence for Building Integrated 
Photovoltaics (BIPV)

Centre Head: Dr Veronika SHABUNKO 

Major highlights/achievements in 2019
Consultancy for coloured BIPV facades at the new PSA 
Super Low Energy Building at the PSA Tuas Mega Port:
The BIPV COE carried out technical consultancy for the main 
contractor and the PSA Corporation Limited for the proposed 
coloured BIPV facades at the new PSA Admin Building, which 
aims to achieve the targets set out in the latest BCA “Super 
Low Energy Buildings” (SLEB) Green Mark scheme. The 
project has been awarded a demonstration grant from the BCA 
GBIC (Green Buildings Innovation Cluster). A detailed technical, 
economic and aesthetic assessment was carried out to identify 
over 2000 square metres of areas suitable for BIPV/BAPV 
deployment on the West- and North-facing facades, for a total 
installed capacity of ~300 kW, see image below. 

Contribution to the “Update to the PV Roadmap for 

Singapore”
The BIPV COE, in close collaboration with the team of Assoc 
Prof Patrick Janssen from the Department of Architecture at 
NUS, carried out a holistic assessment of vertical spaces/
facades in Singapore suitable for deployment of BIPV/BAPV 
technologies. The 3D model of Singapore was provided by 
the Singapore Land Authority, SLA (CityGML LoD2 Models 
from SLA Survey & Geomatics), and led to the successful 
solar potential assessment of all vertical surfaces island-wide, 
see example below. 
In addition, a comprehensive review of novel BIPV/BIPV 

technologies, global developments, building applications, 
important standards & regulations, as well as the economic 

assessment of various BIPV technologies under different 
irradiance scenarios has been incorporated into the study. 

“Living Catalogue” for Building Integrated PV in the tropics
The BIPV COE designed the BIPV “Living Catalogue” on the 
NUS campus, showing and testing some of the latest BIPV 
technologies (see photo below), to address various technical, 
aesthetic and economic aspects of BIPV. It is part of the “T2 
Lab”, implemented together with NUS’ School of Design and 
Environment and funded by CDL.

Building Integrated PV Conference and BIPV Exhibitions 
2019 - Solar Architecture towards Sustainable Cities.
The BIPV COE organised the first BIPV Conference 
in Singapore, which complemented the 5th “Urban 
Sustainability R&D Congress” co-organised by the Ministry 
of National Development (MND). The BIPV Conference 
facilitated the exchange of information about latest BIPV 
technologies, global success stories, façade integrations, 
retrofits, advanced modelling tools, economic viability and 
BIPV standards.

New BIPV service brochure
The BIPV COE developed a new brochure detailing its 
R&D and service offerings for: i) Technical feasibility for 
BIPV projects; ii) Real-time monitoring of BIPV systems; iii) 
Financial assessment of BIPV technologies; iv) Testing of 
BIPV technologies in the tropics; v) BIPV Project Services. 
The BIPV service brochure is freely available at the SERIS 
(http://www.seris.sg/publications/service-brochures.html) 
and “bipv.sg” websites (https://bipv.sg/seris-brochure/).

Plans for 2020
The BIPV COE will continue to provide an interactive platform 
with various government agencies to address the identified 
regulatory barriers for BIPV adoption. It will also expand its 
activities in the “BIPV SG” community to drive and promote 
sustainable BIPV/BAPV solutions in Singapore. The team 
will furthermore support architects, engineers and building 
professionals through workshops and trainings about 
innovative BIPV technologies, and provide feasibility studies 
and techno-economic assessments of BIPV projects.

Proposed area for the coloured BIPV façade at the new PSA SLEB 
Admin Building at the upcoming Tuas Mega Port.

Example of solar potential assessment of Singapore’ CBD area to 
identify suitable vertical surfaces for BIPV deployment.

“Living Catalogue” with innovative BIPV technologies at NUS.
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Silicon Solar Cell Laboratories
The silicon solar cell processing laboratories at SERIS are located on levels 1 and 2 of the E3A building, NUS campus. Industrial 
tools with high throughput ranging from 100 to 3600 wafers per hour are utilised to enable industry-relevant solar cell R&D using 
monocrystalline silicon wafers of two sizes (M2 and M4, i.e. 156.75 mm × 156.75 mm and 161.7 mm × 161.7 mm).

SERIS’ batch wet-chemistry tools were custom-built by 
MediaMac, Singapore. They include process baths for 
standard silicon wafer cleaning sequences, various etching 
processes, and alkaline silicon texturing processes. The tools 
are compatible with 6-inch wide silicon wafers and process 
50 wafers per batch via manual handling. Wafers with 
thicknesses in the 50 to 200 micron range can be processed. 
The tools are used for standard wet-chemical processing as 

Silicon Cleanroom Lab 1A

well as testing of new chemical processes and additives (e.g. 
designed for enhanced alkaline texturing of Cz Si wafers). 
The tools feature process tanks made of various materials 
such as PP (polypropylene), PFA (perfluoroalkoxy), PVDF/
PTFE (polyvinylidene difluoride/polytetrafluoroethylene) to 
ensure compatibility with a wide range of chemicals. Most of 
the process baths are equipped with heaters and circulation 
pumps.

Batch wet-chemistry tools #1 - #3 (MediaMac, Singapore) 

Wet bench #1 for batch cleaning purposes Close-up view of batch-based baths with a capacity of 50 silicon wafers per bath

The isopropyl alcohol (IPA) vapour dryer, also referred to as 
Marangoni dryer, is a competitive alternative to air-knifes or 
spin-rinse dryers. A single drying chamber provides deionised 
(DI) water rinsing and IPA vapour drying in one free-standing 
unit. IPA vapour is generated inside a standard 1-gallon 
bottle, making a bottle change very easy and quick. The 
IPA vapour is introduced through the top cover of the drying 

tank, ensuring even vapour distribution. This reduces the IPA 
consumption and still provides surface tension drying across 
all silicon wafers. Ozone can be introduced to the drying 
process to eliminate trace organic impurities. The benefits 
of IPA vapour drying include very low IPA consumption, no 
watermarks, and no moving parts inside the drying chamber 
(which eliminates wafer breakage). Drying cycles are typically 
completed in 10 minutes.

Surface Tension Gradient (STG) Driers #1 - #3 (IPA vapour dryer / ModuTek Corporation, USA)

STG dryer #1 for surface tension gradient drying of a 
50-wafer cassette of silicon wafers

STG drier with open lid   
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The LINEA Pilot is an inline wet-chemistry tool custom-made 
for SERIS by Singulus-Stangl. The system’s versatile design 
makes it well suited for an industrial R&D pilot line for c-Si 
solar cells. It is used for several wet-chemical processes, 
including standard double-side etching and single-side 
etching for junction isolation. This setup is specifically 
designed to avoid change-over of chemicals and reduce the 
setup time for experiments, thereby increasing the flexibility 
of the system to rapidly accommodate various experimental 
plans. A key feature of the tool is its unique wafer transport 

mechanism. Wafers are transported on a chain and supported 
on small pins at the rear surface. This leads to uniform wet-
chemical processes without marks or stains on the front or 
rear wafer surfaces. This advanced transport system reduces 
process issues associated with traditional roller-type conveyor 
systems. The tool also includes an automatic chemical supply 
system and a waste collection system. An offline titration 
system is used to verify the concentrations of the chemicals 
used in the tool, which increases the stability and repeatability 
of the wet-chemical processes.

Inline wet chemistry tool (LINEA Pilot / Singulus Technologies, Germany)

LINEA Pilot tool Silicon wafers on the plastic conveyor system

The LINEA Lab is a lab-scale inline wet-chemistry tool 
designed for alkaline texturing and etching of mono-Si wafers. 
It is a manual dose system with excellent process flexibility. 
The system has an alkaline process bath and a hydrochloric 

acid (HCl) bath for subsequent neutralisation of the alkaline 
process. Several process parameters can be conveniently 
adjusted, including the chemical mixtures and concentrations, 
the bath temperature, and the wafer transport speed.

Inline wet chemistry tool (LINEA Lab / Singulus Technologies, Germany)

LINEA Lab tool Silicon wafers entering the tool for processing
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The Quantum tube furnace from Tempress Systems is a 
5-stack high-throughput furnace featuring two separate HD 
(high density) POCl3 (phosphorus oxychloride) diffusion tubes, 
two BBr3 (borontribromide) diffusion tubes, and one thermal 
annealing tube for dry and wet oxidations. The furnace has an 
integrated lift shuttle system for automated wafer handling. 
The furnace configuration allows all five process tubes to 
operate independently, with dedicated temperature and 
process controllers. With this furnace SERIS has the capability 
to perform industrial high-quality POCl3 and BBr3 diffusions for 
mono-Si wafers of up to M4 wafer size, dry and wet oxidation 

processes for dielectric passivation, oxide assisted drive-ins, 
and sacrificial oxide layers (for masking and other applications). 
The HD atmospheric pressure POCl3 process features high 
throughput, a small pitch, back-to-back wafer positioning, 
and a long flat zone. Using improved chemistry and hardware 
adaptions, an excellent sheet resistance uniformity is obtained 
for a wide range of targeted sheet resistances (up to 140 Ω/
square). In the back-to-back wafer arrangement, the POCl3 
and BBr3 processes have throughputs of 1200 and 500 
wafers per run, respectively.

Tube furnace #1 (Quantum / Tempress Systems, Netherlands)

5-stack Quantum tube diffusion furnace with integrated lift shuttle 
system

View into the load station of the furnace 

Silicon Cleanroom Lab 1B
APCVD (5K6-BSG-PSG-SI / Schmid Thermal Systems, USA)

Atmospheric pressure CVD tool in cleanroom lab 1B Silicon wafers entering the APCVD tool for thin-film deposition

Atmospheric pressure chemical vapour deposition (APCVD) 
is yet another method for depositing SiO2, phosphorus-
doped SiO2 (PSG), and boron-doped SiO2 (BSG) layers onto 
silicon wafers, in a single-sided process. The R&D scale 
3-chamber APCVD system installed at SERIS is capable 
of depositing BSG, PSG and SiO2 layers. The tool is highly 
flexible and enables precise control of the film thickness and 
dopant concentration. In a typical application, 2-12 wt% PSG 

films with a thickness of 30-70 nm are used as a phosphorus 
dopant source. Similarly, BSG films in the range of 2-6 wt% 
and 30-70 nm thickness are used as a boron dopant source. 
SiO2 is an effective diffusion barrier and can be deposited onto 
the doped films in a single pass. Production systems using 
belt transport (see photo) have a capacity of 1800 wafers per 
hour, while a roller transport APCVD system could potentially 
process up to 4000 wafers per hour.
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The 8500 series elevator batch furnace from Sierratherm 
(now Schmid Thermal Systems) is designed for precision 
processing in manufacturing operations requiring performance 
of highest quality and consistency. Rated up to 1050°C, this 
furnace features an ultra-clean low-mass refractory heating 
chamber. Multiple vertical heated zones, as well as power 
trimming to four element panels provide precise temperature 
stability and control throughout the process chamber. A 
sophisticated atmosphere inlet and exhaust system features 
four independently adjustable gas inlets and corresponding 
exhaust ports to efficiently extract burn-off effluents 
throughout the process chamber. All process parameters, 
including temperatures, flows, and exhaust levels, are fully 
programmable for recipe design flexibility and precision. The 
applications at SERIS include diffusion of APCVD coated silicon 
wafers, co-annealing of B and P implanted silicon wafers, 
high-temperature long-cycle air atmosphere applications, and 
in-diffusion of other finite dopant sources. 

Coin Stack Diffusion (CSD) furnace (8K24 / Schmid Thermal Systems, USA)

Coin Stack Diffusion (CSD) furnace for several thousand silicon wafers 
per process run

ICPECVD tool, loading station in the front, plasma chambers in the 
background

Automated wafer handling unit which enables a high throughput of up 
to 2400 wafers/hour 

SINGULUS and SERIS jointly designed an inductively coupled 
plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (ICPECVD) 
tool suitable for bifacial heterojunction and heterojunction 
hybrid solar cell architectures. In this unique configuration, the 
machine features two stations for top-side deposition and two 
stations for bottom-side deposition. In this setup it is possible 
to deposit, for example, a-Si:H(i) and a-Si:H(p+) layers on 
the front side and a-Si:H(i) and a-Si:H(n+) layers on the rear 
side of the wafer, without breaking the vacuum. This enables 

deposition of all PECVD layers required for heterojunction 
solar cells within a single process cycle, with high throughput 
and high yield. The machine’s inductively coupled plasma 
(ICP) source provides a high-density plasma with low kinetic 
ion energy, which is in the optimal range for high-quality 
silicon depositions without inducing plasma damage to the 
c-Si substrate. The high plasma density achieved in an ICP 
system, together with an automated wafer handling unit, 
enables the high throughput required for PV applications. 

Inline ICPECVD tool (SINGULAR / Singulus Technologies, Germany) 
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The ENERGi tool is a high-productivity ion implanter for 
doping crystalline silicon solar cells or silicon based thin-film 
layers. Ion implantation is an alternative doping method to the 
typically used thermal diffusion processes. Doped regions 
are formed by implantation of p-type dopants like boron or 
n-type dopants like phosphorus into the n or p-type silicon 
wafers or other silicon based thin-film layers, i.e. amorphous 
or polycrystalline silicon. The ENERGi has a fully automated 
platform and process capabilities for both phosphorus and 
boron implantation with a process throughput of 2400 wafers 
per hour per implant. The unique ion source produces a 
continuous flux ion beam and provides excellent doping 
quality at the lowest cost of ownership. High beam current is 
maintained even at low implant energies for phosphorus and 

boron doping, which provides the desired full amorphisation 
of the surface region. As c-Si solar cell process technology 
is driven well beyond 23% cell efficiency, and the solar cell 
structures are getting more complex (for example contact 
passivated solar cells, heterojunction hybrids, or interdigitated-
back-contact solar cells), there is a significant opportunity to 
simplify processing, and to reduce the number of process 
steps and thus manufacturing costs by using ion implantation. 
The process flow for solar cell fabrication is simplified due to 
single-sided blanket or selective doping without the use of 
sacrificial masking layers. The doped regions of the solar cells 
can be formed with superior lateral uniformity and with better 
repeatability compared to the standard thermal diffusion 
process. 

Ion implanter (ENERGi3 / Intevac, USA)

ENERGi ion implant tool in cleanroom lab 1B with automated 
cassette loading and unloading

Close-up view of the loading station with three parallel belts, which 
enables a high throughput of up to 2400 wafers/hour 

The R&D inline PECVD machine MAiA 2.1 from Meyer 
Burger, Germany provides a range of functional thin-film 
coating options required for implementing new technological 
approaches to increase the efficiency of c-Si solar cells. It 
is a quasi-continuously operating high-throughput PECVD 
reactor (> 1000 wafers/hour for some processes). The c-Si 
wafers are transported through the machine in a flat carrier. 
The deposition process uses a ‘remote’ plasma energised 
by 2.54-GHz microwaves, inducing lower damage to the Si 

wafers than the conventional parallel-plate approaches. The 
tool consists of three modules: load/buffer module (LM/BMI), 
process module (PM), and buffer out/unload module (BMO/
UM). The loading module is equipped with an infrared lamp 
array for rapid substrate heating to the process temperature 
(350-550°C). The buffer module is equipped with radiation 
heating plates. The process module with deposition zone 
includes an array of identical linear plasma sources. 

Inline PECVD tool (MAiA 2.1 / Meyer Burger, Germany) 

MAiA PECVD tool in cleanroom lab 1B for the deposition of AlOx , 
SiOx and SiNx films

Twenty 6-inch silicon wafers can be deposited per run
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The InPassion LAB ALD tool from SoLayTec is a pioneering 
R&D system developed for the deposition of Al2O3 films using 
spatial atomic layer deposition (ALD) technology, where 
precursors are separated in space rather than in time. The 
deposition of Al2O3 films aims to improve surface passivation 
of c-Si solar cells to boost cell efficiencies as well as pave 
the way for new and advanced solar cell concepts. Further, 
SERIS and SoLayTec jointly implemented an upgrade of this 
tool to include the deposition of intrinsic ZnO, Ga-doped 
ZnO and Al-doped ZnO thin films by spatial ALD for the 
development of transparent conductive oxides or transparent 
metal oxide applications in high-efficiency silicon solar cells. 

Spatial ALD tool (InPassion LAB / SoLayTec, Netherlands)

The spatial ALD system features two gas cabinets for the 
liquid precursors, a process deposition tool and an external 
abatement system. The deposition tool uses N2 for wafer 
transport by a double floating principle at atmospheric 
pressure and boasts a throughput of up to 100 wafers/hour 
(for film thicknesses of 10 nm). Deposition rates of up to 35 
nm/min can be achieved with low precursor consumption. 
Cassette to cassette loading is integrated into the system. For 
single-sided depositions, the film thickness can be adjusted 
for each wafer. This enables ultrafast ALD growth of functional 
thin films for industrial implementation in c-Si solar cells.

Spatial ALD tool Al2O3 coated Si wafer

The tube furnace TS81254 from Tempress Systems is a 
4-stack R&D high-throughput furnace featuring various 
process options: low-pressure chemical vapour deposition 
(LPCVD) of doped and intrinsic poly-Si films for passivated-
contact solar cell applications (double-sided deposition), 

doped and intrinsic silicon nitride deposition, oxidation for 
surface passivation applications, as well as co-annealing of 
implanted samples. The furnace has an integrated lift shuttle 
system for automated wafer handling. The four process 
tubes of the furnace operate independently, with dedicated 
temperature and process controllers. 

Tube furnace #2 (TS81254 / Tempress Systems, Netherlands)

Tube furnace #2 in cleanroom lab 1B for low-pressure CVD 
deposition of intrinsic and doped poly-Si and SiNx films 

Close-up view of the load station showing all four process tubes 
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The ILS LT is an R&D laser processing workstation designed 
for high-precision applications in the PV sector. The machine 
features three individual laser sources to provide excellent 
flexibility: a 2-W UV continuous source, a 20-W green ns 
source, and a 30-W fs source that can be tuned to operate at 
either UV, green or IR wavelengths. This configuration enables 

Silicon Cleanroom Lab 2A
Versatile Laser System (ILS LT 124 / Innolas Solutions, Germany)

several process applications for high-efficiency silicon solar 
cell applications, including contact opening, selective 
mask processing or edge/junction isolation, wafer drilling, 
wafer cutting, and laser marking for tracking purposes. An 
automated loading system enables a high throughput of 500 
wafers/hour. 

Innolas ILS LT laser system with cassette loading and unloading 
station

View inside the laser process station, with either fixed optic and x-y 
table movement or scanner optics for M2/M4 silicon wafers 

The wobbler system used for depositing CdS and ZnOS buffer 
layers for CIGS solar cells or other liquid precursors for c-Si wafer 
applications 

The wet-chemical coating system (Wobbler) from Singulus 
Technologies, Germany is used for depositing very thin and 
highly homogeneous layers (such as CdS or ZnOS) onto thin-
film absorber layers, for example to form the heterojunction of 
CIGS solar cells or liquid precursors for perovskite solar cells. 
The system is capable of handling glass substrates with sizes 
of up to 30 cm × 30 cm. Unlike the conventional chemical 
bath deposition process, which requires several litres of 
chemicals, the wobbler requires small amounts of chemicals 
(200 ml) for the deposition of thin films. It also offers a lot of 
flexibility with regards to changing the process recipes.

Wobbler (Singulus Technologies, Germany)

Hybrid scribing system for P1, P2 and P3 pattering of thin-film PV 
mini-modules

Hybrid scribing machine (MPV-LMM / MDI, Japan)

The hybrid scribing system from MDI, Japan is used for P1, 
P2 and P3 pattering and preparing of thin-film mini-modules 
of sizes up to 30 cm × 30 cm. The machine features both 
laser and mechanical scribing methods to prepare thin-film 
mini-modules and mimics the scribing processes commonly 
used in CIGS PV production. The system is equipped with a 
laser source for metal scribing (P1 step) and two dedicated 
mechanical heads for thin-film diode scribing (P2 step) and 
front TCO scribing (P3 step). Both laser and mechanical 
scribe line widths can be varied from 30 to 60 µm. The system 
is capable of handling both glass substrates and flexible 
substrates.
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Silicon Metallisation Lab 2B

The Meco inline plating tool at SERIS is a versatile system 
for pilot-scale (throughput > 100 wafers/hour) R&D on plated 
metallisation of solar cells. The tool is equipped with a vertical 
wafer transport mechanism and process channels for nickel, 
copper, tin and silver plating. Plating of nickel and copper may 
be carried out in either the light-induced plating (LIP) mode or 
the electroplating mode. A novel contact flipping mechanism 

enables an inline transition between LIP and electroplating. 
The tool is also equipped with process channels for inline 
resist removal and seed layer etch back to pattern plated 
metallisation on advanced cell structures like heterojunction 
cells and all-back-contact cells. Additionally, by exploiting the 
vertical transport mechanism, the Meco tool at SERIS can 
be used for simultaneously plating both surfaces of bifacial 
solar cells.

Inline Plating Tool (DPL-CPL 110 / Meco Equipment Engineers, Netherlands)

Inline plating tool Wafer loading from a horizontal cassette loading belt to the vertical 
wafer transport system used for the inline plating process

SERIS’ industrial screen printing line ‘Eclipse’ from DEK/ASM 
Assembly Systems has a throughput of 1200 wafers/hour per 
print. The fully automated line has a cassette loader to feed 
Si wafers into the Eclipse printing station. After printing, the 
wafers pass through a dryer (Heller) and are then collected in 
another cassette loader. The print line has three individual print 
stations. Station 1 is used for printing of silver pastes, station 
2 for printing of aluminium pastes, and station 3 for printing 

Industrial screen printing line (Eclipse / DEK, UK)

of copper and masking pastes. Each print station includes 
an automated weighing station that measures the weight of 
the metal paste printed onto each wafer (without the need to 
handle the wafers manually for weight measurements). The 
print stations have an alignment accuracy of ±10 µm and the 
prints can be aligned to the wafer edges or specific patterns 
on the wafer. This enables print-on-print applications and the 
metallisation of selective-emitter solar cell structures. 

Eclipse screen printing line Screen printing process
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The SinTerra is an automated fast firing furnace from BTU/
AMTECH Systems. The furnace is equipped with automated 
cassette loading and unloading. The firing furnace has 6 
zones with infrared lamps for heating c-Si wafers within a 
temperature range of 300-1000°C. The furnace uses a belt 
with edge support for the wafers. This minimises belt marks 
on the wafers after firing. The furnace has the capability to 
independently control power to the top and bottom lamps 
of the high-temperature firing zones, which is beneficial for 
high-efficiency c-Si solar cell architectures like PERC solar 
cells and n-type bifacial solar cells. Ramp-up and ramp-
down rates can be precisely controlled in order to tailor the 
firing profiles.

Fast firing furnace (SinTerra / BTU, USA)

Fast firing furnace

The IP410 at SERIS is a versatile pilot-scale inkjet printer for 
solar cell metallisation, masking and patterning applications. 
The printer supports a wide range of functional inks, including 
solvent-based metal inks, hotmelt inks, perovskites, and 
UV curable inks. Multiple printing modules are available at 
SERIS to quickly switch between different ink types while 
avoiding cross contamination. An ink evaluation module with 
disposable cartridges is also available to test small volumes 
of experimental inks. Printing patterns are digitally defined 
and therefore can be quickly updated, which makes the inkjet 
printer ideal for process development and rapid prototyping. 
The tool is fully automated and includes cassette loading and 
unloading. Cassette loading and unloading is combined in a 
compact module with an innovatively designed robotic arm. 
This compact module allows the tool to maintain a relatively 
small footprint. 

Pilot-scale Inkjet Printer (IP410 / Meyer Burger, 
Netherlands)

Pilot-scale inkjet printer for masking with hotmelt wax or direct metal 
printing on silicon wafers 

Thermal evaporator for metal films

The SCT Thermal Evaporator is a lab-scale tool for depositing 
metal and other functional thin films (Al, Ag, etc) onto various 
substrates (silicon wafers, glass sheets, etc). The deposition 
chamber uses a cryogenic pump and can achieve very low 
pressure (< 10-6 Torr), ensuring high-purity metal films. The 
evaporator features dual resistively heated sources and a 
rotating substrate table to ensure uniform depositions across 
large-area substrates. 

Thermal Evaporator (SCT / System Control 
Technologies, USA)

The in-line RTP furnace from Smit Thermal Solutions, 
Netherlands enables high-temperature processing (up 
to 700ºC) of various substrates (glass, metal foils, silicon 
wafers) in a controlled environment at atmospheric pressure 
conditions. Substrate size is up to 30 cm × 30 cm. The system 
has four separate hot zones and is capable of uniformly 
heating a glass substrate to temperatures of up to 650ºC, 
without any breakage. The system can also be used for 
curing metallisation pastes (for example Cu) in a low-oxygen 
environment or to form a metal-Si alloy via silicidation. 

In-line RTP furnace at SERIS

Atmospheric pressure in-line RTP furnace (Smit 
Ovens, Netherlands)
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Inline multi-chamber magnetron sputtering machine for the 
deposition of metals, dielectrics and TCOs

The physical vapour deposition (PVD) sputtering platform 
is designed for medium-throughput applications like 
silicon solar cells and architectural glass. The machine was 
designed for depositing transparent conductive oxide (TCO) 
and transparent metal oxide (TMO) films onto M4-size 
silicon wafers (6 per run) or glass substrates of sizes up to 
30 cm x 40 cm. This state-of-the-art machine has dedicated 
chambers for the sputtering of metallic, dielectric and TCO/
TMO layers. The processing chambers are equipped with 
planar magnetron sources for DC and RF sputtering of 
metals, oxides and oxynitrides in the reactive mode, and 

with a cylindrical dual-magnetron source and planar sources 
for pulsed DC (“DC+”) sputtering of dielectrics and TCOs/
TMOs, with substrate heating up to 500ºC. It is also possible 
to deposit graded layers, or multi-layer stacks of up to six 
different materials, without breaking the vacuum conditions. 
As the platform is comparable with large-scale production 
machines, the processes developed in this machine can easily 
be scaled up to industrial production lines. Materials that can 
be sputtered include a variety of layers, including indium tin 
oxide, aluminium-doped zinc oxide, Ag, Al, Ti, Cu, In, ZnO 
and thin oxide and oxynitride tuned to specific requirements.

Inline multi-chamber sputter machine #1 (SV-540 / FHR Anlagenbau, Germany)

Close-up view of the vertical load carrier, here for 6 silicon wafers 
per run

Inline multi-chamber sputter machine #2 in lab 2B for sputtering of various thin films

Contact person: Dr Thomas MUELLER (thomas.mueller@nus.edu.sg)

The inline sputtering tool from FHR Anlagenbau, Germany has 
three planar magnetron sources, whereby two sources are 
connected to a DC power supply for DC sputtering of metal 
layers, while the third source is connected to an RF power 
supply for the deposition of dielectric films such as ZnOS. 

Substrates of sizes up to 30 cm x 40 cm or up to six M4-size 
silicon wafers per run can be processed at temperatures of up 
to 200ºC. The tool is also used for deposition of Cu and other 
metal seed layers onto silicon wafers for subsequent plating. 

Inline multi-chamber sputter machine #2 (Line-540 / FHR Anlagenbau, Germany)
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The PV characterisation laboratories at SERIS are equipped with a comprehensive suite of measurement tools to examine both 
material and device properties. The characterisation of optical and passivation layers, bulk materials, and solar cell metallisations 
allows better understanding of their influence on the PV efficiency. This complements device level measurements of silicon 
wafer solar cells, tandem cells, and single-cell mini-modules. Combining judicious characterisation with specialised simulation 
techniques permits deeper solar cell analysis to quantify performance limiting factors as well as predict the room for further 
efficiency improvements.

Photovoltaic Characterisation Laboratories

Materials Characterisation Laboratory

Materials Characterisation Laboratory

Contactless corona-voltage (C-V) measurement tool 
(SEMILAB, PV-2000)

This technique provides fast contactless measurement 
of interface parameters that affect the passivation quality 
of dielectric films for PV applications. The technique uses 
incremental corona charging of dielectrics and subsequent 
measurement of the surface potential with a vibrating capacitive 
electrode (‘Kelvin probe’). The metrological capabilities 
include the mapping of contact potential (in the dark or under 
illumination), band bending at the semiconductor/dielectric 
interface, fixed charge in the dielectric, and interface defect 
density.

μ-PCD lifetime mapping tool (SEMILAB, PV-2000)
The effective charge carrier lifetime directly influences the 
open-circuit voltage and the voltage at the maximum power 
point, two of the most important solar cell parameters. 
Microwave-detected photoconductance decay (μ-PCD) is 
a time-resolved method to determine and map the effective 
carrier lifetime of silicon samples with a spatial resolution of 
5 mm. Differential lifetime measurements at up to 20 Suns of 
bias light intensity can be performed in this tool. 

Non-contact sheet resistance probe 
(SEMILAB, PV-2000)
As a non-contact alternative to the omnipresent four-point 
probe, this instrument provides mapping of the emitter sheet 
resistance of silicon solar cells in the range of 10 to 1000 
Ohm/square.

Surface photovoltage measurement to determine 
surface passivation quality (SEMILAB, PV-2000)

This is a non-contact yet very sensitive technique which detects 
the surface photovoltage signal with UV and blue wavelength 
excitations, in order to determine the surface recombination 
velocity of a thin-film coated silicon wafer and infer the surface 
passivation quality of the coating.  For samples with a p-n 
junction below the probed surface, the output metric is related 
to the sample’s short-wavelength spectral response.

Eddy current based carrier lifetime measurement 
(Sinton Instruments, WCT-120)

The Sinton Instruments WCT-120 system is a standardised 
carrier lifetime tester for silicon samples that is widely used by 
research laboratories and PV companies around the world. 
The system measures the effective carrier lifetime of a silicon 
sample from its impedance and the incident light intensity. 
From the measured effective carrier lifetime, the system also 
provides the implied Voc and the emitter saturation current 
density J0. There is also the option to control the sample 
temperature in the range of 30-190°C.  
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Luminescence imaging (BT Imaging, LIS-R2)

Photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL) are 
the “X-ray scanners” of the silicon PV industry, capable of 
producing quick scans for routine inspections, or detailed 
two-dimensional data sets amenable to sophisticated 
computational analysis.  PL and EL images are maps of the 
excess charge carrier density, which in turn are influenced 
by the local junction voltage and effective carrier lifetime.  
These maps can be obtained in the order of seconds, on 

both partially processed silicon wafers as well as finished solar 
cells.  For cells, combinations of images enable the separation 
of factors that influence device voltage, such as series 
resistance and the saturation current density.  Because PL 
can be applied to a wafer at any stage of processing, it is also 
an ideal tool to track the evolution of the cell voltage potential 
as the sample goes through the individual processing steps.

PL as a tool to track the evolution of the cell voltage potential at different processing steps of bifacial silicon solar cells. The accompanying 
simulated images to the experimental data illustrate the approach to use computational device models to auto-fit to data and extract 
important device parameters.

Small-beam spectral response measurement 
system (IVT Solar, PVE-300)

External quantum efficiency (EQE) and total reflectance 
(R) measurements in the active area of the solar cell (i.e., 
between the metallisation fingers) enable detailed current 
loss analysis and the identification of areas of improvement in 
diffusion lengths and light management.  The PVE-300 allows 
quick and localised measurements of both EQE and R over 
a wavelength range of 300 – 1700 nm for various types of 
solar cells.

Raman microscope (RENISHAW, inVia) 
This Raman system integrates a microscope, spectrometer 
unit and other sampling accessories. It extracts material 
information by observing the inelastic scattering of laser light 
in the visible range. The laser light interacts with the crystal 
lattice vibrations within the material, causing losses or gains 
in energy (and hence wavelength changes in the scattered 
light) during the scattering process. A Raman spectrum as 
a function of wavenumber can be computed, where known 
peak positions from the literature allow the identification of 
materials. The relative peak intensities and peak shifts provide 
important information with regards to the measured material, 
such as strain and stress information.  
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Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Nicolet iS-50)

An FTIR spectrometer measures the amount of infrared light 
a sample absorbs at each wavelength due to change in 
dipoles of molecules during vibration. It is used to characterise 
the chemical composition of materials. Its purpose-built 
accessories and integrated software allow surface analysis 
of materials (i.e. solid, liquid or gas) using attenuated total 
reflection (ATR) as well as fully automated mapping analysis of 

samples with relatively high optical resolution (~ 0.07 cm-1).  It is 
ideally suited for the analysis of the composition of thin films like 
amorphous silicon, silicon oxide, silicon nitride and aluminium 
oxide. The instrument can be further equipped with a gold-
coated integrating sphere configured with a high-performance 
mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector for hemispherical 
diffuse reflectance and transmission measurement.

(Left) FTIR spectrometer with gold-coated integrating sphere installed for hemispherical transmittance and reflectance measurements in the 
mid-IR range. ATR and mapping accessories are also shown. (Right) Measured hemispherical reflectances (lines) of boron diffused n-type Si 
wafers with different sheet resistances. The smooth lines with squares are the corresponding simulated curves.

Four-point probe station with automated mapping 
capability (AIT)

Four-point-probe-based measurement is the industry 
standard for measuring of the sheet resistance of conductive 
materials. It is commonly used to characterise the dopant 
density in solar cell emitter layers as well as transparent 
conductive oxides.  The AIT tool is automated to provide four-
point probe measurements in the mapping mode.

Solar cell metal line and contact resistance 
measurement (IVT)
Among the various contributors to the total series resistance of 
a solar cell, the contact resistance between the metal electrode 
and the highly doped semiconductor layers figures prominently 
because it often has a large impact on the device efficiency. 
Its magnitude varies widely depending on the cell architecture, 
the metallisation technology used to form the contact, the 
carrier concentration in the highly doped semiconductor 
layer, the metallisation material used, and the processing 
conditions. The transmission line method (TLM) enables 
metal-semiconductor contact resistance measurements 
down to 1 mΩ-cm2. Different probe heads are available for a 
wide range of metallisation finger pitches, for measuring both 
screen-printed cells as well as evaporated metal contacts 
on test structures.  Busbar-to-busbar resistance and line 
resistance measurements are complementary techniques to 
determine metal grid resistance.

Non-contact bifacial sheet resistance measurement 
(Aurora, DM-121)
Measurement of the emitter and back-surface-field sheet 
resistance of solar cells is essential for process control. The 
DM-120 system performs this contactlessly using infrared 
light at high speed at a series of discrete points along the 
centreline of each wafer. 

Stylus profiler (Veeco Dektak 150)
This surface profiler measures surface steps, variation and 
roughness as a function of position by monitoring the vertical 
displacement of a stylus that is moved laterally across the 
surface of a sample. With a vertical resolution of 10 nm, vertical 
range of 524 µm, and lateral scan length range of 55 mm, it 
is an excellent tool for the determination of material etch rates 
and deposition rates, and the profiles of microstructures.

Measurement maps of the silicon wafer bulk resistivity (left) and 
thickness (right). 

Light and dark conductivity measurement system 
(IVT)
Light and dark conductivity characterisation provides very 
important parameters describing semiconductor thin films used 
in solar cell devices, such as the amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and 
microcrystalline silicon (µc-Si:H) films used in heterojunction 
silicon wafer solar cells. The activation energy can be extracted 
from dark conductivity measurements performed at different 
temperatures, enabling the determination of the Fermi energy 
for both undoped (or intrinsic) and doped films. Furthermore, 
the photosensitivity (a quality parameter of amorphous and 
microcrystalline silicon films) can be determined from the ratio 
of the light and dark conductivities.

Contactless sheet resistance measurement tool
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Electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) profiler 
(WEP, CVP-21)

ECV allows the extraction of the active doping concentration 
of doped semiconductors. It can be used to measure the 
phosphorus or boron doping profile of silicon wafers and 
silicon thin-films. Active dopant densities in the range of 1012 
– 1021 cm-3 can be detected with a depth resolution of 1 nm. 

Hall effect (Lakeshore, 8404)

As the standard method for the measurement of majority 
carrier concentration and mobility, the Hall system is routinely 
used to characterise transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) 
and semiconductor films.  It is suitable for samples with a 
wide variety of resistances (0.5 mΩ to 10 MΩ).

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy 
(Agilent, 7900)

An analytical technique that is used to measure elemental 
concentrations down to the parts per trillion (ppt) level, ICP-
MS is especially useful for measuring metallic impurities (e.g. 
Fe, Cu, Cr, Co, Ni, Mo, Zn etc) in silicon wafers or identifying 
impurities introduced during the device manufacturing 
process. Localised analysis can be performed by laser 
ablation of the sample in spot sizes ranging from 1 μm to 400 
μm.  Here, the sample surface is ablated with a high-powered 
laser, creating an aerosol that is swept by a carrier gas into 
the ICP-MS system. 

Modulated photoluminescence (SERIS)

Modulated PL is capable of measuring the charge carrier 
lifetime as a function of injection level for a variety of silicon 
wafer samples, including midstream processed samples, 
lifetime samples, metallised cells, and even single-cell 
modules.  It is a versatile tool that can track the evolution 
of carrier lifetimes in samples that are processed into cells.  
The tool has also been cross-calibrated with µ-PCD and eddy 
current based carrier lifetime measurement methods.  

Time-resolved fluorescence spectrometer (PicoQuant, FT300)

Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy is a technique 
used to study various transient events in fluorescent and 
semiconductor samples, e.g. charge carrier transfer and 
recombination, down to sub-nanosecond time resolution.  
For solar cell applications, this capability makes it ideal for the 
study of carrier lifetimes in direct-bandgap semiconductors 
like InGaP, GaAs, InGaN and perovskites. The setup presently 

employs two pulsed lasers providing optical excitation at 
520 and 760 nm. It may be upgraded with other excitation 
laser wavelengths to take advantage of the highly capable 
monochromator (spectral range about 250 to 1700 nm, with 
sub-nm resolution) and photomultiplier tube (detection range 
about 250 to 920 nm).

Time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) of a GaAs thin film showing 
the instrument response function (IRF), PL decay, and fitted model 
decay. The residual trace (bottom panel) indicates good agreement 
between the fitted and measured data.

Phosphorus dopant profiles in silicon measured with the ECV 
technique
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Microscopy Laboratory

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
(Carl Zeiss, Auriga)

This field emission SEM can achieve a resolution of 1 nm at 
acceleration voltages of below 1 kV.  It is ideal for imaging 
sub-micron morphologies, cell front textures, and micro- and 
nanopatterned structures.

Electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD)
(Bruker, e-Flash)

This feature enables the mapping of the crystal orientation of 
polycrystalline semiconductor films and wafers. It also allows 
the type of grain boundary between neighbouring crystalline 
grains to be inferred.

Electron beam induced current (EBIC)  
(Kammrath & Weiss)

EBIC is routinely used to scan a solar cell cross-section to 
determine the depth, location and uniformity of the p-n 
junction.  It can also be used with the electron beam impinging 
normal to the sample surface (top view), with the beam energy 
varied to create different depths of carrier generation, to infer 
the emitter’s carrier collection efficiency.

Energy dispersive X-ray 
(Oxford Instruments, Aztec X-MaxN)

The SEM is equipped to perform energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS) measurements for elemental mapping, 
which is useful for the determination of metal layers in the 
vicinity of solar cell contacts.

Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer 
(SEMILAB, SE-2000)

Ellipsometry measures the change in polarisation of 
light reflected by a sample surface. By comparing the 
measurements with an optical model, the technique enables 
the determination of the complex refractive index (n, k) and the 
thickness of thin optical coatings.  Further details like interface 
roughness, interface oxide, and layer stack resolution can also 
be obtained. The SE-2000 has an additional tilted sample 
stage, which is ideal for measurements of the pyramid facets 
of textured monocrystalline silicon solar cells.

Three-dimensional optical microscope 
(Zeta Instruments, ZETA-300)

The Zeta optical profiler is a 3D true colour imaging tool 
that can image large areas of a sample surface and provide 
accurate topography information contactlessly. It allows 
measurements of lateral dimensions, step heights and wall 
angles and is ideally suited to obtain high-resolution 3D 
shapes of metallisation lines and pyramid textures on silicon 
wafer solar cells.

The Zeta optical profiler is capable of obtaining detailed topographic information of structures on a solar cell, for example printed 
metallisation lines.

Scanning electron microscope
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Solar Cell Measurement Laboratory

High-precision solar simulator for I-V 
measurements (OAI, TriSOL)

This xenon lamp based solar simulator meets the 
specifications of the highest solar simulator class (‘AAA’), with 
a spectrum that achieves better than 12.5% spectral match to 
the AM1.5G solar spectrum.  It provides uniform illumination 
intensity across an area of 300 mm × 300 mm, making it well 
suited to the measurement of silicon cells, single-cell modules, 
and small thin-film modules under standard test conditions.

LED solar simulator for solar cell I-V measurements 
(WAVELABS, SINUS-220)

Two Class AAA solar simulators featuring state-of-the-art LED 
array technology provide spectrum tunability across 300-
1100 nm.  The built-in spectrometer and photodetector are 
designed to give real-time feedback to maintain intensity and 
spectral stability.  The LED intensity can be changed over a 
very large range, enabling I-V and Suns-Voc measurements 
to be performed from 1.2 Suns down to 0.1 Suns. Together, 
these solar simulators are capable of measuring solar cells 
with metallisation grid patterns ranging from traditional 
H-patterns to newer busbarless designs.

Spectrum of LED illumination spanning wavelength range of 350 nm to 1100 nm for I-V measurement of PV devices. Illumination spectrum can 
be tuned to achieve various user-defined target spectra, e.g. AM1.5, AM0, etc.

Large-area spectral response analyser 
(Enlitech, SR-156)

This system projects a large monochromatic beam which 
overfills the silicon wafer area for differential spectral response 
measurement up to 1-Sun bias light intensity. Solar cells with 
an area of up to 160 mm × 160 mm can be measured.  The 
external quantum efficiency (EQE) extracted from the spectral 
response curve enables the determination of the spectral 
mismatch correction factor to refine the prediction of a test 
solar cell’s short-circuit current under the AM1.5G spectrum.

UV-VIS-IR optical spectrophotometer 
(Agilent Technologies, CARY-7000)

As a solar cell converts light into electricity, knowledge of the 
interaction of light with the various layers and the bulk material 
in the solar cell device is crucial.  The CARY-7000 enables 
the determination of the specular and diffuse reflectance 
and transmittance of materials/devices in the 190-2500 nm 
wavelength range.  These measurements are routinely used to 
assess cell front texture quality, antireflection layer properties, 
and transparency of TCOs.  The CARY-7000 is also equipped 
with a sophisticated angular resolved reflectance accessory, 
which is useful for determining the angular distribution in 
reflectance in solar module components or cell front texture.

Advanced LED light soaking system (SERIS)
A custom-built LED-based light soaking system extends 
the capabilities of light soaking up to 5 Suns intensity and 
up to 300°C device temperature. These functionalities are 
particularly relevant for studying light and elevated temperature 
induced degradation (LeTID) - also known as carrier-induced 
degradation - in multicrystalline silicon solar cells employing 
the passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) architecture.

Light soaking system (SOLARONIX, Solixon A-70)

Light soaking is the pre-conditioning of a solar cell sample 
prior to device testing. It is usually conducted at an intensity 
of 1 Sun and at 25°C device temperature. In some cases (for 
example amorphous silicon thin-film solar cells), a higher light 
intensity may be used, or the sample may be placed on a 
heated surface to achieve a higher temperature.  Light soaking 
is important for solar cells that suffer from light-induced 
degradation (LID) effects, such as amorphous silicon thin-film 
solar cells (‘Staebler-Wronski effect’), boron-doped Cz silicon 
wafer solar cells (boron-oxygen related defects), and other 
degradation modes found in multicrystalline silicon solar cells.  

Contact person: Dr HO Jian Wei  (jw.ho@nus.edu.sg)

Area measurement tool 
(Sunny Instruments, MV-322)

This is a 2D and 3D measurement tool for mono- and 
multicrystalline silicon wafers and finished solar cells. The 
tool allows measurement of parameters such as the area and 
dimensions of the sample, as well as features (e.g. busbars 
and fingers of the metal electrode) on the sample’s surface.

SERIS’ customised large-area 
light soaking tool is capable of 
steady-state light intensities 
of up to 5 Suns and device 
temperatures of 25 - 300°C.
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PV module pilot line at SERIS. Left: Lab at CleanTech One; Right: Lab at MedTech Hub

Automatic solar cell stringer (Teamtechnik, TT1800)
This machine is used for automatically soldering metal ribbons 
onto solar cells and interconnecting solar cells into strings. 
Conventional stringers are able to interconnect solar cells 
with up to 3 busbars, whereas SERIS’ customised TT1800 
stringer is capable of interconnecting solar cells with 3, 4, 
5 or 6 busbars. Both full-size cells and half-cut cells can be 
processed. The TT1800 stringer enables SERIS to work on 
next-generation high-performance multi-busbar PV modules.

Lay-up station (P.Energy, LT200A)
This station is used for assembling the various layers of 
materials (glass, encapsulants, strings of cells, backsheets) 
which will be laminated together in a subsequent process. 
Another task of this station is to interconnect the various 
strings of cells, by soldering cross connectors.

PV module multi-step laminator (Bürkle, YPSATOR 
1222-5 HKV)
This advanced laminator was added to the lab at the end 
of 2018. It has individual chambers to perform different 
lamination steps, enabling more precise temperature control 
and ensuring good lamination quality of glass/glass modules.

In-line EL inspection system (pi4, MIS400L)
This machine performs electroluminescence imaging of PV 
modules to detect cracks and other defects in the solar cells.
  
String repairing station (P.Energy, RP12M) 
This station is used for manually repairing strings of solar cells 
if, for example, one cell in the string gets broken.

TLS cell cutter (3D-Micromac, microPRO TMS)
The advanced solar cell cutter with thermal laser separation 
(TLS) technology is able to provide cell cutting with minimal 
laser damage. The custom-built TLS cell cutter is able to 
cut silicon solar cells for half-cut and shingling PV module 
configurations, with minimal cell power loss. 

Located at CleanTech Park, SERIS’ 300-m2 PV Module Development Laboratory houses a fully equipped PV module pilot line 
for industry-scale PV module R&D and related services. The lab was recently expanded at MedTech Hub to host an advanced 
multi-step laminator for glass/glass PV modules.

Contact person: Dr KHOO Yong Sheng (yongshengkhoo@nus.edu.sg)

PV Module Development Laboratory
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Solar Simulators 

Electrical characterisation of PV modules can be performed 
on two of the best solar simulators on the market: 
• the 10-ms pulse Pasan SunSim 3B by Meyer Burger;
• and the 100-ms ModuleTest3 solar simulator by h.a.l.m. 

for slow-response high-capacity modules.

Standard 60 and 72 cell modules can be tested, with a ±1% 
uniformity over the testing area. Both measurement systems 
have active temperature controls for testing the maximum 
power either at standard test condition (STC) or at higher 
temperatures. Measurements at lower and higher irradiance 
are also possible, according to the relevant international 
standards.

“Golden module” measurements can be performed with a 
world-class uncertainty of ±1.5% on maximum power.

PV Module Testing Laboratory 
The PV Module Testing (PVMT) Group at SERIS offers testing of PV modules to customers from the PV industry. The PVMT 
Laboratory is accredited since 2012 to ISO/IEC 17025; in 2018 the Laboratory has expanded its accreditation to reliability and 
safety tests (IEC 61215, IEC 61730 and UL 1703), with special focus to the harsh degradation modes that occur in the hot and 
humid tropical climate of South-East Asia. The Laboratory has established collaborations with local and international PV module 
manufacturers, being a reference test centre for module characterisation and reliability in the region. The specialised services 
offered by the PVMT Group can be summarised as “SOLAR STEPS”, see the diagram below.

Equipment available at the PVMT Laboratory
The Laboratory has high-level instrumentation that makes it one of the best-equipped test laboratories in the world for PV 
module testing, and the top module testing laboratory in South-East Asia.

PV module characterisation

Module testing at STC
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Spectral responsivity and spectral mismatch 
correction for higher accuracy

The Laboratory is fully equipped to assess the optical 
characteristics of the module under test for both spectral 
responsivity measurements and spectral mismatch 
correction, providing best-in-class precision in the electrical 
measurements. 

Spectral irradiance of the solar simulators is routinely 
monitored with fast response spectrometers, capable to 
measure the 200 - 1700 nm spectral range.

Spectral responsivity measurement system

Light Induced Degradation, Hot-spot and 
Temperature Test

Module stabilisation against Light Induced Degradation (LID) 
and hot-spot endurance tests can be performed indoors 
on a continuous solar simulator. Both are important tests to 
assess the reliability of PV modules. 

The same simulator allows to determine the maximum 
reference temperatures of the various components and 
materials used in the PV module, in order to verify their safety 
according to the IEC 61730 standard.

PV module reliability and durability testing

Module stabilisation

UV Exposure Test

The UV preconditioning test is an ageing test aiming to 
identify any susceptibility to UV degradation. 

The module under test is irradiated with at least 15 kWh/m2 

to as high as multiple runs of 60 kWh/m2 UV irradiation. In a 
typical test flow, the tested module is then checked against 
damages (visual inspection, insulation, wet leakage, electrical 
characterisation if required).

UV exposure test
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Wet leakage test

Insulation Tests

Insulation test, wet leakage test, impulse voltage, reverse 
current, insulation thickness check: All these tests are 
performed to assess the electrical insulation resistance of a 
module. 

The insulation test is a “dry test”, aiming to assess module 
electrical insulation between active parts and accessible parts. 
A voltage of either 500 V or the maximum system voltage 
(whichever is greater) is applied to the module for 2 minutes 
and the insulation resistance is measured. 

The wet leakage test assesses the module’s electrical 
insulation in a “wet” environment, to verify that moisture from 
rain, fog, dew or snow does not enter the active parts of the 
module, and is thus particularly relevant for PV modules in the 
tropics. The test is carried out essentially as for the insulation 
test, except that the module is tested while immersed in a 
water solution of given resistivity. 

Both tests also act as “control tests”, as they are often 
performed after many of the other stress tests listed below.

Damages after dynamic MLT

Mechanical stress tests
Our equipment covers the following industry standard tests:

• Static Mechanical Load Test (MLT) of up to 5400 Pa;
• Dynamic MLT (cyclic pressures exerted on the module for 

1000 times at prefixed air pressure, to simulate the effects 
of the most extreme weather conditions (tropical storms 
and typhoons);

• Hail test – up to 30 m/s ice ball projectiles onto module 
under test, according to IEC 61215;

• Retention of the junction box – to assess the capability 
of the cables to junction box to safely withstand tensions;

• Module breakage – a destructive test, to ensure safety 
operations when replacing a broken module.  It entails 
a bag filled with steel balls to ‘pendulum swing’ into a 
module from known height.

Thermal reliability tests and LeTID

Climatic chambers are the workhorses in reliability and 
durability testing.  Tests such as damp heat, thermal cycling, 
humidity-freeze, hot and cold conditioning with PID options 
require the use of such equipment to vary the temperature and 
humidity in a controlled way over a wide range of conditions.

The Laboratory has recently started exploratory research 
against Light and Elevated Temperature Induced Degradation 
(LeTID), a novel degradation mechanism that is supposed 
to slowly deteriorate module performance in hot countries. 
Although no standard is currently available, the thermal 
chambers can be adapted to various degradation/
regeneration recipes according to the manufacturer’s needs.

Climate chambers for reliability tests
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Salt mist test

Contact person: Dr Mauro Pravettoni (mauro.pravettoni@nus.edu.sg)

Extended tests for the tropical region

The location in the tropics makes the PVMT laboratory an 
ideal location to conduct extended PV module testing relevant 
to South-East Asia. Specifically designed tests include: 

• Accelerated ageing tests with extended durations or 
toughened test conditions

• Comparative indoor and outdoor potential induced 
degradation (PID) testing

• Six different salt mist corrosion tests
• Hot-spot identification due to soiling
• Acid rain impact to the modules
• Assessing degradation of the encapsulants
• Testing of BOS components for floating PV
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As part of the “TruePowerTM Alliance”, which was initiated 
and is driven by SERIS, the institute operates high-precision 
outdoor testing facilities for PV modules and systems in 
different climate zones. For energy yield assessments, and 
eventually investment decisions, knowledge of the actual 
generated energy per year rather than the rated peak power 
under standard test conditions (STC) in the laboratory is 
much more relevant. However, the actual energy output 
depends strongly on the geographic location of the PV 
system. Therefore, SERIS has implemented outdoor testing 
facilities on both module and system level in the three most 
important climate zones: temperate (here: Germany, China), 
tropics (here: Singapore) and desert (here: Australia). Some 
of the world’s leading PV manufacturers are collaborating 
with SERIS and are field-testing their modules within the 
TruePowerTM Alliance.

SERIS applies its self-developed data acquisition system 
at the TruePowerTM sites. To date, through many years of 
working with clients and carrying out R&D projects, SERIS 
has achieved outstanding data acquisition rates of more than 
99%, proving the robustness and reliability of its equipment.

SERIS’ Outdoor Module and System Testing facility in Xinyang, 
China

SERIS’ Outdoor Module and System Testing facility in Bernburg, 
Germany

Contact person: Dr Carlos David RODRIGUEZ GALLEGOS (carlos.rodriguez@nus.edu.sg)

Outdoor PV Module And System Testing Facilities 
In Different Climates

SERIS’ Outdoor Module and System Testing facility in Alice Springs, 
Australia

The various PV module and system data (available in intervals 
as short as 10 seconds) include:
• Module temperature (measured at the backside)
• DC characteristics: Voc , Vmpp , Isc , Impp , Pmpp 
• Cumulative energy yield (DC and AC side)

In addition, every site location has a state-of-the-art 
meteorological station, using the following equipment:
• Pyranometer (horizontal and in-plane)
• Silicon sensor (horizontal and in-plane)
• Pyrheliometer
• Spectro-radiometer
• UV radiometer
• Ambient temperature
• Other meteorological sensors (wind speed & direction, 

humidity, rainfall)

SERIS’ Outdoor Module and System Testing facility in Marina 
Barrage, Singapore 
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Features of the live monitoring systems include:
• Real-time (“live”) data transmission for key PV system and 

meteorological parameters
• Full compliance with the real-time data requirements for 

EMA PSO
• 1-second resolution of various DC and AC parameters of 

PV systems, power quality parameters, and meteorological 
parameters, such as irradiances measured with different 
sensor devices and inclinations, module and ambient 
temperatures, relative humidity, wind speed, wind 
direction, air pressure, etc.

• ± 150 ms time synchronisation with SERIS’ time server
• Better than 99% data acquisition reliability
• Secure data communication via VPN over 4G network
• Live irradiance map for Singapore (spatially resolved). 

The map can be accessed online at the National Solar 
Repository (NSR) website, www.solar-repository.sg 

PV System Monitoring Laboratory 
The PV System Monitoring Laboratory at SERIS conducts real-time analytical monitoring of photovoltaic systems as well as 
meteorological parameters. SERIS’ proprietary award-winning monitoring system is based on rugged industrial-grade National 
Instruments hardware and LabVIEW software for remote data logging and remote control of SERIS-monitored PV systems and 
meteorological stations. The monitoring system is highly versatile and can be customised to meet specific project requirements. 
It has been deployed successfully in various projects across Asia-Pacific and Europe, and it fulfills the stringent EMA PSO data 
requirements for PV systems in Singapore.

• 1-minute sky images from different locations in Singapore, 
also available on the NSR website

• Solar irradiance forecasting algorithms with different 
forecast horizons (e.g. 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour and 
1 day ahead)

• 6-degrees of freedom floating platform motion monitoring 
system, designed especially for floating PV systems

• Tailored alarm system according to customer needs (such 
as inverter trips, grid outages, system underperformance), 
including SMS and email services

• High-quality online or screen visualisation for various 
target groups: operations managers, engineers, general 
public (for example through displays in corporate entrance 
areas). Daily summary reports of PV system status and 
performance data via email. 

The PV System Monitoring Lab’s video wall, displaying the live solar irradiance map of Singapore (also available at www.solar-repository.
sg), live sky images, real-time performance data of several rooftop PV systems, as well as real-time meteorological parameters from several 
remote stations deployed across Singapore.

Demonstration setup of a remote meteorological station (left) and a motion monitoring sensor for floating PV systems (right).

Contact person: Dr Abhishek KUMAR (abhishek.kumar@nus.edu.sg) 
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General purpose workshop
Mechanical and electronic tools and workspaces allow general 
construction and development of devices for diverse research  
purposes. Tools and components for analysis of PV systems 
and support of the SERIS network of meteorological and 
system monitoring stations occupy much of the lab space.

Maccor 4600 battery testers
The two battery testers in this lab have 64 channels available 
for the testing of all types of small- to medium-sized batteries. 
Battery voltages of up to five volts, and charging/discharging 
currents of up to one ampere can be applied. The testers are 
equipped with state-of-the-art testing functionalities such as 
impedance testing. 

National Instruments programmable multipurpose 
tester
The programmable multipurpose tester is a computer 
controlled platform for measurement and automation. It 
combines a chassis with interchangeable hardware modules 
which make it highly adaptable for different testing procedures 
of batteries and other electronic components.

Weller lead-free solder stations for SMD (Surface 
Mounted Device) soldering, equipment for testing 
and wiring
All types of surface mounted device components can be 
soldered with high-precision solder stations, and electrical 
circuits can be tested and verified after soldering. Large-scale 
monitoring stations are developed, assembled and tested in 
the laboratory before they are deployed at different project 
locations (in Singapore or abroad).

Computer stations for microcontroller programming
Microchip programming interfaces and debuggers are 
available for developing the firmware for embedded systems 
such as measurement equipment or solar charge controllers.

Long-term LED performance monitoring
The lab also houses a purpose-built testing system for 
monitoring the long-term light output and efficiency of light 
emitting diodes (LEDs). 

Electronics Laboratory 
SERIS’ Electronics Laboratory is a general purpose workshop and laboratory space that enables research and development 
in areas including meteorological observations, PV system monitoring, power electronics, battery testing, and programming of 
embedded systems. The following processing and testing equipment is available in this laboratory.

15 sky cameras developed for solar irradiance forecasting projects

Maccor battery testing station at SERIS’ Electronics lab with 64 
separate channels.

Contact person: Dr Carlos David RODRIGUEZ GALLEGOS (carlos.rodriguez@nus.edu.sg) 
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Calorimetric hot box (left part of top photo) with solar simulator 
(lamp in bottom photo) for the measurement of the solar heat gain 
coefficient (SHGC). For U-value measurements, the solar simulator is 
switched off and a climate chamber (middle part of top photo) is put 
in front of the sample.

SERIS’ Calorimeter laboratory enables high-precision measurements of the thermal performance of building façade assemblies 
and fenestration systems, including building-integrated PV systems (BIPV).

Calorimetric hot box
SERIS’ calorimetric hot box is a combined solar heat gain 
coefficient (SHGC or g-value) and U-value measurement 
system with the following features: 

• Measurement of large, thick, inhomogeneous and non-
flat envelope assemblies up to 1.5 m x 1.5 m in size (for 
example fenestration systems with protruding shading 
systems, light-redirecting devices or assemblies including 
BIPV systems)

• For measurements of the solar heat gain coefficient, the 
sample is exposed to simulated sunlight from a high-
powered lamp. The intensity, spectrum, divergence and 
spatial uniformity of the irradiance at the sample’s surface 
comply with international standards. Various radiation angles 
on the sample can be realised, enabling the measurement 
of the SHGC as a function of the angle of incidence. The 
thermal properties of the illuminated sample are measured 
by the calorimetric hot box shown in the photographs.  

• For U-value measurements, a climate chamber is put in 
front of the sample, maintaining the temperatures and 
surface heat transfer coefficients as required by various 
measurement standards (for example cool, warm or hot 
outdoor conditions).

 
SERIS’ calorimeter is superior to the more commonly used 
calorimetric hot-plate systems, which are limited to flat 
samples (as they need to be sandwiched between two plates). 
It is also superior to the optical determination and calculation 
of the SHGC with spectrophotometers, which is limited to 
small, flat and homogeneous samples (and which furthermore 
requires detailed information on the thermal properties of all 
components/layers of the sample). SERIS’ calorimetric hot 
box can measure samples ranging from 0.3 m x 0.3 m up to 
1.5 m x 1.5 m. The calorimetric hot box at SERIS is designed 
in compliance with the international standards ASTM 
C1363 (Test method for thermal performance of building 
materials and envelope assemblies by means of a hot box 
apparatus) and ASTM C1199 (Measuring the steady-state 
thermal transmittance of fenestration systems using Hot Box 
methods).

Calorimeter Laboratory 

Calorimeters are used to accurately measure the solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC or g-value) of complex façade or fenestration 
systems (including shading devices) and the overall thermal transmittance (U-value). Both values are direct indicators of the energy 
efficiency of building façades. A low g-value is preferred in the tropics in order to minimise solar radiation heat gain particularly 
through fenestration systems. High solar heat gains increase the temperature in the building and thus the air conditioning cost. 
In the tropics, moderately insulated building elements (U-value) are already sufficient to reduce the transmission of absorbed 
solar heat and ambient heat through the building envelope to acceptable levels.
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Large integrating sphere
The large integrating sphere (diameter 1.25 m) system at 
SERIS was built in compliance to DIN 5036-3 (Radiometric and 
photometric properties of materials: Methods of measurement 
for photometric and spectral radiometric characteristics). The 
system can accurately measure the optical transmittance and 
reflectance of materials in the visible wavelength range.

For commercially available spectrophotometers, the diameter 
of the integrating sphere is typically in the range of 6 to 15 cm. 
SERIS’ integrating sphere is much larger and thus the system 

Large integrating sphere system for the measurement of the visible light transmittance and reflectance of a wide range of materials 
and sample sizes

Contact person: Dr Veronika SHABUNKO (veronika.shabunko@nus.edu.sg)

has many advantages over standard spectrophotometers. 
First, it is able to measure large, inhomogeneous and non-
specular samples (for example frosted or patterned glass 
panes, or fabric shading materials). Second, it is able to 
measure the transmittance and reflectance of samples as a 
function of the angle of incidence of the visible light. The SERIS 
system is also able to determine the diffuse and specular 
components of the optical transmittance and reflectance.
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Perovskite Solar Cell Laboratory 
This 190 m2, class 100,000 cleanroom is dedicated to the fabrication and characterisation of perovskite solar cells. A three-
compartment glove box with a controlled N2 environment (less than 1 ppm O2 and moisture) houses coating and testing 
equipment such as a thermal evaporator for substrates up to 25 cm × 25 cm and a solar cell I-V tester.

Contact person: Thomas GASCOU (thomas.gascou@nus.edu.sg)

Solar simulator
A high-precision analytical tool for quality control and device 
characterisation, used in conjunction with a dedicated I-V 
tester. The customised setup enables to determine key solar 
cell parameters for a wide range of substrate sizes.

Compartmental glovebox 

Compartmental glovebox for synthesis, deposition, metallisation and 
characterisation of perovskites

Other equipment in the lab:
• Close space sublimation chamber
• Spin coaters
• Fumehoods
• EQE measurement setup
• Absorption measurement setup
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Liquid Coating Technology Laboratory
The laboratory is equipped for developing liquid-based functional coatings for solar applications. The equipment enables the 
synthesis of solutions, vacuum-free deposition of thin films, and their consolidation.

onto the substrates. An application of this low-cost plasma 
coating system, currently in development, is the deposition 
of near-stoichiometric silicon oxide films for applications in 
passivated-contact silicon solar cells.

Other equipment in the lab:
• Spray coater
• Dip coater
• Spin coaters
• Fume hoods
• Viscometer
• Furnace

Liquid Coating Technology Laboratory 

Atmospheric-pressure plasma tool

The Plasmatreat tool at SERIS is used for plasma treatment of 
various substrates in ambient conditions, i.e. at atmospheric 
pressure and room temperature. The tool ionises compressed 
dry air (CDA) or nitrogen (N2) to create a glow discharge within 
a plasma jet which is dispensed via a plasma gun. The plasma 
gun is mounted on a 3-axis robot and can be scanned across 
the entire surface of a full-size silicon wafer (156 mm x 156 
mm). The ambient plasma treatment has been demonstrated 
as a low-cost approach to desirably modify surface properties 
of silicon wafers at various stages of solar cell processing. By 
combining the Plasmatreat tool with a pumping-evaporator 
system that supplies liquid or gaseous precursors to the jet 
heads, a range of functional thin films can also be deposited 

Atmospheric-pressure plasma tool (FG 5001 plasma generator, Plasmatreat, Germany)

Contact person: Thomas GASCOU (thomas.gascou@nus.edu.sg)
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The expertise of the Solar Fuels Lab lies in developing catalytic systems for hydrogen gas production from water splitting, 
and the reduction of carbon dioxide to fuels and chemical feedstocks. The work spans from fundamental research on basic 
properties of the catalysts to developing prototype systems.

Headspace-Gas Chromatography (HS-GC) system

Simultaneous analysis of several volatile liquid products using 
a headspace-gas chromatography (HS-GC) system ensures 
the full range detection of all liquid products produced during 
an experiment (for example electrochemical reduction of 
carbon dioxide). 

High performance liquid chromatograph

High Performance Liquid Chromatograph (HPLC)

The HPLC is an analytical system employed to identify and 
quantify liquid products obtained experimentally. The system 
is meant to analyse small amounts of organic acids with the 

Solar Fuels Laboratory 

Contact person: Thomas GASCOU (thomas.gascou@nus.edu.sg)

Solar fuels laboratory 

Other equipment in the lab:
• Online gas chromatography system with valves
• Potentiostat
• Pressure and flow control system
• Polishing machine

use of a variable wavelength detector (VWD). Coupled with an 
automatic injector, this system can analyse up to 132 samples 
in one run, making the analysis easier and faster. 
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SERIS SERVICES
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SERIS operates state-of-the-art industrial high-throughput silicon solar cell processing equipment from leading manufacturers 
around the world to support the PV community. Selected examples of processing services for silicon solar cells offered by SERIS 
are listed below.   

SERIS’ silicon solar cell cleanroom laboratory 1B (left) and wet chemistry cleanroom lab 1A (right). 

Processing Services For Silicon Solar Cells 

Processing of industrial-size silicon wafers (M2/M4) 
 

Contact person: Dr Thomas MUELLER (Thomas.mueller@nus.edu.sg)

• Wet-chemical cleaning, etching, or texturing, both batch or 
inline (single-sided)  

• Diffusion of phosphorus (POCl3) and boron (BBr3) into c-Si 
wafers or poly-Si coated wafers

• Ion Implantation of P and B precursors into c-Si, a-Si, or 
poly-Si (full area or patterned) 

• ICPECVD deposition of a-Si, microcrystalline Si or other thin-
films (intrinsic, P or B doped)  

• PECVD deposition of dielectric films (SiNx, AlOx, SiOx, etc)  
• APCVD deposition of P or B doped SiOx layers
• LPCVD deposition of intrinsic or doped (P or B) poly-Si and 

SiNx films 
• PVD of thin films (metals, TCOs, TMOs)

• Laser processing using ns pulses (green), ps or fs pulses (UV, 
green, IR light)

• Screen printing of metal pastes (Ag, Al, Cu)
• Inkjet printing of various thin-film materials (metals, masking 

layers) 
• Deposition of metal layers (Ni, Sn, Cu, Ag) using plating or 

evaporation
• Oxidation, forming gas anneal, co-annealing, silicidation
• Atmospheric plasma treatment to modify the surface 

morphology or deposit SiOx films  
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Characterisation And Testing Of PV Materials And 
Solar Cells
An efficient solar cell maximises the conversion of photons in the sun’s spectrum into energetic charge carriers, and 
minimises undesirable recombination processes that reduce the cell’s current and voltage output. SERIS is equipped with 
a comprehensive suite of tools that can deduce the optical properties (related to photon to charge carrier conversion) and 
electrical properties (e.g. related to excess carrier recombination) of solar cells and materials.  Technology Computer-Aided 
Design (TCAD) process and device simulators, as well as large-area network model representations of the solar cells are 
used extensively, to trace the origins of the measurement features to the layers and structures of the cell, analyse them and 
predict the potential for efficiency improvements with respect to process or cell design changes. 

Sample testing and analysis 
(see also PHOTOVOLTAIC CHARACTERISATION LABORATORIES) 

Actual solar cells are large-area multi-dimensional devices 
with lateral variations in internal voltage, and consist of 
various layers across the thickness of the wafer. SERIS’ 
PV Characterisation Group is well equipped to analyse 
the nuances in various measurement data by matching 
them to detailed two-dimensional models. One of these is 
Sentaurus TCAD which typically solves the fully coupled 
transport equations in a cross-sectional unit cell, enabling the 
examination of problems ranging from the effects of different 
drive-in recipes on dopant solid diffusion and the resultant 
dopant profile on cell voltage, to the influence of rear contact 
opening pitch in PERC cells on the cell’s fill factor. Another 

PV product validation and improvement 

powerful tool is Griddler 2.5, a finite-element-method 
(FEM) simulator that constructs a metallised solar cell 
model from a two-dimensional plan-view perspective. 
This is capable of delineating various recombination 
mechanisms from photoluminescence images, for 
instance the influence of metal-induced recombination in 
a solar cell.  Contact us to learn more about our expertise 
in the development and use of these simulators to solve 
real-world solar cell problems.

Expert finite element simulations 

• Solar Cell Doctor: Detailed health check for silicon wafer 
solar cells 

• High-precision steady-state light I-V and full-area spectral 
response measurements

• High-precision active-area spectral response and diffusion 
length mapping

• Photoluminescence and electroluminescence imaging
• Mapping of impurity zones and defects in silicon wafers
• Specular and diffuse transmission and reflection 

measurements
• Dielectric coatings: Charge and interface defect density 

mapping
• Optical and dielectric properties of thin-film coatings by 

spectroscopic ellipsometry
• Scanning electron microscopy, including cross-sectional 

elemental analysis by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX), 

• Technical consultancy for industrial silicon solar cell 
development, process optimisation, metal grid design, 
production yield improvement 

• Analysis and simulation of advanced silicon solar cell 
concepts such as the heterojunction architecture, 
passivated contacts, local back-surface-field (PERC/
PERL), and bifacial configurations

p-n junction location by electron beam induced 
current (EBIC), and determination of crystalline grain 
orientation by electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD)

• Line scans and 3D surface profiles
• Carrier concentration and carrier mobility determination 

of transparent conductive oxides, conductive films 
and semiconductor layers by the Hall effect

• Steady-state and time-resolved carrier lifetime 
characterisation by photoconductance and 
photoluminescence based measurements 

• Better than parts-per-trillion impurity detection of 
transition metals by inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectroscopy (ICPMS)

• Dopant profile determination by electrochemical 
capacitance voltage (ECV) measurements

• Comprehensive evaluation of metallisation pastes in 
terms of printability, line and contact resistance, and 
metal recombination
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Two-dimensional front and rear plane representation of a solar cell in Griddler 2.5, showing the design of the metal grids, 
the finite element mesh in increasing detail, and the two-diode model associated with each section of the mesh. The 
large-area network representation by the software presents the capability to effectively model material and device spatial 
variations arising from the solar cell as well as incident illumination. 

Measured photoluminescence images of a finished solar cell, a precursor, and two precursors with special screen-printed 
metal test patterns on the front and rear side, as well as the corresponding photoluminescence images simulated by 
Griddler 2.5. By autofitting the simulated images to the experimental data, Griddler 2.5 uncovers the underlying metal-
induced recombination parameters. The graph on the right shows that good agreement is obtained between measured 
and Griddler simulated PV efficiencies. 
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By combining commonly available solar cell characterisation 
methods with easy-to-make test structures and partially 
processed solar cells from the production line, the Solar Cell 
Doctor loss analysis routine uses sophisticated computational 
methods to break down various cell loss mechanisms to 
generate process-related diagnostics.  Exemplary analyses 
of several silicon solar cells are shown below. Fitting of 

specific luminescence images permits the extraction of the 
spatial distribution of the saturation current density J01 of the 
passivated cell region and contact resistance. By creating an 
accurate representation of the solar cell under test, factors 
limiting the short-circuit current density, open-circuit voltage 
and fill factor can be identified. Design and process changes 
can also be evaluated in terms of their influence on cell 
efficiency.

Fitting of Griddler simulated luminescence images to experimental data allows the extraction of device parameters in this 
p-type multicrystalline silicon solar cell. This includes the spatial distribution of the saturation current density J01 of the 
passivated region and the contact resistance. 

Elucidation of the short-ciruit current density Jsc losses of a monocrystalline silicon solar cell by analysing spectral 
response and reflectance measurements. Knowing the shortfalls in Jsc facilitates better solar cell design and optimisation. 

Solar Cell Doctor: Detailed health check for silicon wafer solar cells
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Griddler prediction of incremental cell efficiency improvements due to specific process or cell design changes.

The accurate representation of a crystalline silicon cell allows the precise quantification of the various recombination currents at open circuit 
that affects its voltage, as well as the myriad of factors which influence the fill factor. 

Contact person: Dr HO Jian Wei (jw.ho@nus.edu.sg)

Equivalent J01 at Voc Fill Factor (FF) Drop Waterfall Diagram
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PV Modelling And Simulation 

Contact person: Dr Rolf STANGL (rolf.stangl@nus.edu.sg) 

PV Modelling And Simulation 
SERIS is operating a well-developed simulation infrastructure, which can assist solar cell optimisation in production lines. 
Various commercial and SERIS-developed simulation tools are available and can be executed on a powerful computer cluster. 
The PV Simulation Team develops and refines the in-depth modelling of a variety of solar cell architectures investigated 
at SERIS - including PERC, n-PERT, contact passivated (e.g., monoPolyTM, biPoly, hybrids), perovskites and perovskite/Si 
tandems. Via modeling of measured results (such as PL images or temperature and intensity dependent I-V measurements it 
is possible to extract hidden device parameters. We offer a detailed loss analysis for solar cells and PV modules, and predict 
the annual energy yield of PV modules and systems in different locations and climate zones. Examples of our activities are: 

Left: Extracting metal recombination parameters of screen-printed contacts by fitting simulated to measured PL images. Middle: Absorptance, 
reflectance and transmittance within a perovskite solar cell as a fraction of the incoming AM1.5G spectrum. Right: Probability distribution 
of extracted device parameters (analysing illumination and temperature dependent I-V curves) like bulk lifetime and surface recombination 
velocity (SRV) of MAPbI based perovskite cells, varying annealing temperatures and solvent ratios, for the high-performing process conditions 
(best 10%). The star corresponds to the best-performing point which, due to the high process variability, can differ from the most frequently 
observed points.

SERIS offers consulting and computer based analysis services 
to external customers. This is done in close cooperation with 
SERIS’ PV Characterisation Group. Services range from 
extracting specific parameters for different PV materials, 
performing a detailed power loss analysis for any type of PV 
cell or module, to the development of specific analysis tools 
and training on software.

Device simulation 
The TCAD software Synopsys Sentaurus (among other 
software) is used to model various types of silicon wafer solar 
cells (mono-Si, heterojunction, contact passivated), which 
can be simulated in one, two or even three dimensions. The 
Comsol-Multiphysics software is used to model perovskite 
solar cells. We are currently developing code to accurately 
describe two-terminal perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells.

Process simulation 
Synopsys Sentaurus allows the simulation of a number of 
processing steps used in the PV industry. For example, we 
have achieved a reliable calibration of the boron tube diffusion 
and ion implantation processes in use at SERIS.

Metrology simulation 
We have developed various programmes in order to reliably 
simulate the characterisation methods in use at SERIS. 

For example, we can simulate injection dependent carrier 
lifetime, bias and injection dependent quantum efficiency 
(EQE/IQE), injection and corona-charge dependent surface 
photovoltage, as well as injection and bias dependent 
luminescence imaging (EL and PL). This enables a self-
consistent parameter extraction using a multitude of different 
characterisation methods.

Energy yield simulation 
Our solar cell models can be interlinked with analytical 
models or circuit models in order to simulate PV modules 
and PV systems. These investigations focus on predicting 
module or system characteristics like I-V, EQE and, most 
importantly, annual energy yield calculations, considering 
actual illumination conditions (including shading) and a 
given location or climatic zone (arid, tropical, high altitude or 
temperate environment).

Loss analysis 
A quantification of the main power loss mechanisms in solar 
cells and PV modules is provided, in close collaboration 
with SERIS’ PV Characterisation Group. Furthermore, the 
efficiency potential of various solar cell and PV module 
technologies can be predicted. These services are available 
to external customers via the PV Characterisation Group.

• Device simulation      (mono-Si, heterojunction, hybrid, contact passivated) 
• Process simulation    (tube diffusion, ion implantation) 
• Metrology simulation    (I-V, EQE/IQE, carrier lifetime, EL/PL imaging, corona-voltage)
• Energy yield simulation    (PV modules and systems) 
• Optical simulations    (transfer matrix, ray tracing, path tracing, RCWA) 
• Loss analysis     (solar cells, PV modules) 
• Contact passivation    (various tunnel and capping layers)
• Tandem concepts    (perovskite and III-V on silicon)
• Web based solar cell simulation platform  (XSolar-Hetero)
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Development Of PV Modules 

SERIS operates a PV Module Development Laboratory 
where PV modules ranging from small single-cell modules 
for testing purposes up to full-size 72-cell modules can be 
fabricated. Services offered by the lab include: 
• Processing of individual module components into 

full prototype modules for subsequent testing and 
qualification

• Detailed characterisation of PV module components 
(glass panes, encapsulants, ribbons, backsheets, etc.)

• Partial processing of PV modules for process or 
component verification

• Quality and yield analysis of PV module components
• Identification of the root causes of PV module failure after 

certification tests

Selected research activities currently conducted in the PV 
Module Development Group include:
• Development of PV modules for various urban solar 

applications in Singapore (e.g. building-integrated PV 
modules (BIPV) and bifacial solar sound barriers along 
train tracks)

• Glass-glass bifacial modules - development of PV 
modules tailor-made for the tropical climate

• Indoor and outdoor studies of potential-induced-
degradation (PID) of PV modules

• Development of cost-effective and production-ready high-
performance PV modules using multi-busbar halved-cell 
technologies

• Recycling and repair of PV modules
• Comprehensive cell-to-module (CTM) power loss analysis

PV Module Doctor: Cell-To-
Module Loss/Gain Diagnosis 
We perform a comprehensive cell-to-module (CTM) analysis 
for silicon wafer based PV modules to minimise the CTM 
losses or maximise the CTM gain.  We also provide guidance 
on the selection of module materials and the optimisation 
of the module fabrication processes, as well as extensive 
characterisation services to materials manufacturers to add 
value to their product development and product optimisation. 

Selected elements of our PV module doctor service: 
1. Power loss analysis for active module area 

Quantify the reflectance loss, parasitic absorptance loss, 
and optical coupling gain of front encapsulation layers 
(glass, EVA, POE, etc.).

2. Light harvesting analysis from inactive module area 
Quantify the light harvesting from inactive areas of a PV 
module (e.g. cell-gap area, ribbon) using EQE line-scans.

3. Cell mismatch analysis
Quantify the loss occurring due to the difference in 
maximum power point currents (Imp) of the individual 
series-connected solar cells.

4. Resistive power loss analysis
Quantify the power loss in various components used to 
interconnect the solar cells, as well as leakage currents at 
various points in the module.

Cell-to-module (CTM) power loss analysis at SERIS 

Contact person: Dr KHOO Yong Sheng (yongshengkhoo@nus.edu.sg)
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PID Testing Of PV Modules 

Potential Induced Degradation (PID) has received 
considerable attention in recent years due to its detrimental 
impact on PV module performance in field conditions. As a 
pioneer in PID studies, since 2010 SERIS has been devising 

In Singapore, PV module temperature can exceed 60°C 
during daytime, whereby the annually averaged relative 
humidity is 81%. Thus, conventional PID testing as per IEC 
62804-1 (with 1000 or 1500 V bias voltage, 60°C and 85% 
R.H. for 96 hours) does not seem to be sufficient in tropical 
climates such as Singapore. SERIS has therefore set up an 
Outdoor Module PID Test Facility in Singapore to monitor PV 

SERIS’ Outdoor Module PID Test Facility 

Both indoor and outdoor PID testing of PV modules is offered by SERIS as a service to the solar industry.

Continuous power monitoring of two different modules subjected to PID testingSERIS in-situ PID test station 

Contact person: Dr LUO Wei (luowei@nus.edu.sg)

various indoor test methods to detect PID. For example, PID 
of PV modules can be continuously monitored in-situ using a 
SERIS developed dark I-V measurement chamber. 

modules for PID. In this set-up, a bias voltage corresponding 
to the module’s rated maximum system voltage is applied. 
Modules are also connected to load resistors to keep them 
at MPP, to simulate the real-life operation. In addition, 
module temperature, ambient temperature, relative humidity, 
wind speed, irradiance and leakage current are measured.  
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Testing Of PV Modules  

The PV Module Testing (PVMT) Laboratory started its 
operations in 2010 to serve the solar industry in the 
certification and testing of PV modules. Located in CleanTech 
Park, it has regularly embarked on equipment upgrades and 
system updates to remain relevant to the changing needs of 
the solar industry and is now moving towards establishing 
scientific partnerships with both the industry and research 
centres. In fact, in addition to the standard testing, research 
activities such as on Potential Induced Degradation (PID) 
and Light and Elevated Temperature Induced Degradation 
(LeTID) allow the Laboratory to address specific concerns 
of the customers. The PVMT laboratory is ISO/IEC 17025 
accredited by the Singapore Accreditation Council (SAC) for 
PV module testing according to the international standards 
for module qualification (IEC 61215) and safety (IEC 61730). 
The Laboratory offers the following tests to both industrial and 
research partners. 

Equipped with two large-area pulsed solar simulators, a 10 ms 
Pasan SunSim 3B and a 100 ms h.a.l.m. solar simulator, the 
Laboratory can characterise all types of commercially available 
modules at Standard Test Conditions (STC), including bifacial 
and heterojunction PV modules. This is particularly important 
for module manufacturers who need a set of “Golden 
Modules” to calibrate their own solar simulators on their 
production lines. Furthermore, both simulators at SERIS are 
equipped with a thermal chamber, allowing measurements at 
any module temperature in the range of 15 to 75 °C and at 
various irradiance levels. 

Defect and root cause detection are increasingly required 
as more and more PV systems are deployed in the field. 
The timely and professional reporting of the faults helps the 
stakeholders of PV systems to gather more information and 
address any performance degradation of their assets.

The Laboratory has resources that enable the electrical, 
mechanical, optical and spectral analysis of all commercially 
available PV modules. This allows to detect and locate a range 
of faults, and recommend corrective actions to the relevant 
stakeholders.

Golden modules measured by SERIS

Hot-spot endurance test of a solar cell in a module 

EL image showing defective solar cells (dark) in a module 

“Golden Module” measurements, temperature 
coefficients and irradiance dependence

Fault analysis: Empowering customers with 
knowledge
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Light and Elevated Temperature Induced 
Degradation 

Recently, a special case of light induced degradation 
occurring at elevated temperature and irradiance conditions 
has received great attention in the PV community: Light 
and Elevated Temperature Induced Degradation (LeTID). 
Although a robust scientific explanation of this effect is 
still missing, this controversial degradation mechanism is 
predicted to occur in the tropics and has alarmed module 
manufacturers and other stakeholders. The Laboratory, 
acting in perfect alignment with the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), is able to offer the most 
accurate tests presently known to detect LeTID and assess 
its possible recovery.

LeTID degradation behaviour at different module temperatures 
as a function of illumination time in hours. 
Source: Solarquarter.com 

Contact person: Dr Mauro PRAVETTONI (mauro.pravettoni@nus.edu.sg)
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Climate-Specific Assessment Of PV Module And 
System Performance 

As part of the “TruePowerTM Alliance”, which was initiated 
and is driven by SERIS, the institute operates high-precision 
outdoor testing facilities for PV modules and systems in 
different climate zones. For energy yield assessments, and 
eventually investment decisions, knowledge of the actual 
generated energy per year rather than the rated peak power 
under standard test conditions (STC) in the laboratory is much 
more relevant. However, the actual energy output depends 
strongly on the geographic location of the system. Therefore, 
SERIS has implemented outdoor testing facilities on both 
module and system level in the three most important climate 
zones: temperate (here: Germany, China), tropics (here: 
Singapore) and desert (here: Australia). Some of the world’s 
leading PV manufacturers are collaborating with SERIS and 
are field-testing their modules within the TruePowerTM Alliance. 

SERIS applies its self-developed data acquisition system 
at the TruePowerTM sites. To date, through many years of 
working with clients and carrying out R&D projects, SERIS 
has achieved outstanding data acquisition rates of more than 
99%, proving the robustness and reliability of its equipment.

Before being installed at any of SERIS’ Outdoor Module and 
System Testing facilities, each PV module undergoes power 
measurement at STC in SERIS’ certified PV Module Testing 
laboratory, pre-conditioning for 5 days (outdoor exposure) for 
silicon wafer based technologies (or as per manufacturer’s 
recommendation for the various thin-film technologies), 
followed by a second power measurement in the laboratory at 
STC. This procedure not only determines the initial degradation 
and/or stable power generation, but also leads to a reliable 
“actual” wattage of the module, which is then used as the 
“baseline” (rather than the “nominal” name plate value) for 
any energy yield data that relate to the installed PV capacity.  

The various PV module and system data (available in intervals 
as short as 10 seconds) include:
• Module temperature (measured at the backside)
• DC characteristics: Voc, Vmpp, Isc, Impp, Pmpp 
• Cumulative energy yield (DC and AC side)

In addition, every site location has a state-of-the-art 
meteorological station, using the following equipment:
• Pyranometer (horizontal and in-plane)
• Silicon sensor (horizontal and in-plane)
• Pyrheliometer
• Spectro-radiometer
• UV radiometer
• Ambient temperature
• Other meteorological sensors (wind speed & direction, 

humidity, rainfall)

For the case of the Outdoor Module Testing (OMT) facility 
in Singapore, customers can also select to get access to 
additional benchmark comparisons of up to seven different 
commercially available PV module technologies (several thin-
film technologies and several types of silicon wafer based 
technologies).

SERIS’ Outdoor Module and System Testing facility in Marina Barrage, 
Singapore 

SERIS’ Outdoor Module and System Testing facility in Alice Springs, 
Australia 

SERIS’ Outdoor Module and System Testing facility in Bernburg, 
Germany 

SERIS’ Outdoor Module and System Testing facility in Xinyang, China

Outdoor Module and System Testing Services 

Contact person: Dr Carlos David RODRIGUEZ GALLEGOS (carlos.rodriguez@nus.edu.sg)
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PV System Design And Evaluation 

SERIS can assist project owners and developers in the design of their PV systems for performance optimisation and to meet 
the highest quality standards, in particular for installations in the tropics. For example, SERIS has designed and commissioned a 
PV system that, since 2011, has been operating in Singapore with an exceptionally high performance ratio (PR) of almost 90%.  
SERIS’ project services start from initial yield estimations until the systems are fully operational and perform as originally planned. 

Typical PV system services offered by SERIS are tabled below.

Yield estimation Yield assessment Optimised system design for high 
performance 

Initial estimation of annual energy yield 
and performance ratio (PR)*, based on 
the following criteria:
• Location
• Module technology
• Inverter concept
• Tilt angle
• Azimuth

Yield assessment of annual energy 
output and PR*, based on the 
proposed system design (by client) 
and various data for the global 
horizontal irradiation from several 
sources (by SERIS). This includes 
shading analysis and quantification 
of system losses 

All “Yield assessment” services, plus: 
• Optimisation of the proposed 

system design (mechanical, 
electrical up to medium voltages) 
for high system performance, 
based on existing PR benchmarks

Third-party verification Project due diligence Full project partnership 

All “Optimised system design for high 
performance” services, plus: 
• Suitability of the key plant 

components
• Detailed review of system design 

(mechanical, electrical up to 
medium voltage) and cross-check 
against current best industry 
practices 
Optional:

• Review against given guidelines 
(statement of compliance)

All “third-party verification” services, 
plus detailed review of:  
• Track record of suppliers and 

turnkey providers
• Project structure and obligations 

of project parties
• Technical warranties
• Project management
• Operations and maintenance 

concept
• Project risks and mitigations
• Financial modelling
• Factory inspections

All “Project due diligence” services, 
plus: 
• Site visit prior to project closure
• Construction monitoring
• Final acceptance
• Operations and maintenance 

reviews
• Analytical on-site monitoring with 

calibrated equipment 
Optional:

• Sample testing of PV modules

* The performance ratio PR is the ratio of actual AC energy yield of a PV system over the theoretically expected DC energy yield. The latter is 
based on in-plane irradiance measurements as well as the module’s indoor power output under standard test conditions (STC).

Left: SERIS engineer performing on-site measurements during testing & commissioning. Right: PV system installed on the roof of a HDB 
residential block in Singapore where SERIS performed various PV system quality assurance services.

Contact person: Dr Darryl WANG (darryl.wang@nus.edu.sg)
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PV System Performance Monitoring 

We offer real-time analytical monitoring of PV installations - 
from small rooftop systems to large ground-based PV power 
plants in the multi-MW range. Our monitoring capabilities 
have recently expanded  beyond Singapore to Australia, 
Cambodia, Germany, Indonesia, India and Philippines.

Analytical monitoring consists of a detailed measurement 
of critical system parameters and their analysis through 
mathematical modelling and scientific-technical evaluation. 
The monitoring system provides instant output verification, 
failure detection and alarm triggers. The features of the 
system, which can be customised to individual requirements, 
include:

• 1-second resolution for various DC and AC parameters 
of a PV system, plus meteorological parameters such 
as irradiances measured with different devices and 
inclinations, temperatures (module, ambient), relative 
humidity and wind speed/direction 

• Tailoring of alarms according to the customer’s 
needs (e.g. upon inverter trips, grid outages, system 
underperformance, etc), including SMS service

• High-quality visualisation of measured data online or on 
screens for various target groups: operations managers, 
engineers, general public (e.g. through displays in 
corporate entrance areas)

• Automated daily download and data back-up routines 
through a secure virtual private network over 4G 
connection

• ± 150 ms time synchronisation with SERIS’ time server
• Highest data security through VPN connections

Upon a system failure, SERIS engineers receive a warning 
(e.g. via SMS), thus enabling a fast reinstatement of the PV 
system’s operation.

PV Monitoring Display Panel with live display of irradiance, sky images, 
and weather parameters 

Example of a monitoring system with electrical components (in the 
background) and sensors (foreground) 

Contact person: SOE Pyae (soepyae@nus.edu.sg)
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SERIS offers on-site PV system performance testing and 
commissioning services. This provides key stakeholders 
an independent verification of the actual system installation 
completeness and performance against original design 
drawings. Calibrated measurement equipment is used to 
record important system parameters on the DC and AC 
sides. The measurements can be corrected for prevailing 
environmental conditions, such as module temperature and 
irradiance. The inspection and test results are also referenced 
against local and/or IEC standards. Our services include: 

• System verification against design drawings
• Independent measurement of the system’s power output
• String-level DC measurements
• Low-voltage AC measurement
• Module temperature measurements
• Irradiance measurements
• Verification tests as per local and/or IEC standards

On-Site PV System Assessments 

SERIS offers thermographic analysis of PV installations, 
both at system and component level. This enables the 
detection of various forms of thermal stresses within a 
PV system. Thermal stresses can be symptomatic of an 
underlying issue with the PV system that may affect system 
performance or result in safety hazards. We typically focus on: 

• PV String and module temperature measurements: This 
helps to determine whether there are faulty modules in 
a DC string, or faulty solar cells within a PV module (left 
image). Unusual thermal behaviour of module junction 
boxes can also be detected.

On-site measurement of PV system performance during testing & 
commissioning 

Silicon PV modules in operation, with several solar cells having a 
significantly increased temperature (“hot spot”). Left: Photograph. 
Right: Thermographic image.

Thermographic analysis showing 
the overheating of a DC cable and 
a connector 

Thermographic image of 
components in a DC distribution 
box   

On-Site PV System Performance Testing and Commissioning  

Thermographic Analysis of PV Systems

• DC and AC cabling operating temperature measurements: 
Hotspots do not only occur in system parts that are 
exposed to sunlight, but may also be found within the 
wiring setup. Loose connectors and undersized cables 
can result in overheated parts (middle image). This lowers 
the PV system’s power output. 

• Component temperature measurements: Component 
failures do not only cause PV system downtime, but can 
also be a potential fire hazard. Proper fuse ratings and 
component selection targeted for hot climate conditions 
are crucial but often neglected. Thermographic analysis 
enables an in-depth analysis of component operating 
temperatures in DC field junction boxes all the way to AC 
distribution boards (right image).

Contact person: Vijay Anand KRISHNAMURTHY (vijayanand@nus.edu.sg)

Contact person: Dr Zhi Ming KAM (serkzm@nus.edu.sg) 
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PV System Doctor – A smart and systematic diagnosis for 
photovoltaic systems 

The “PV System Doctor” is an advanced and innovative O&M 
service developed and implemented by SERIS that provides 
a comprehensive “health check” for PV systems. The service 
aims at providing timely identification of under-performance 
of PV assets and proactively evaluating solutions to mitigate 
risks and prevent future financial losses. Target customers 
are typically PV system owners and operators, investors and 
insurance companies. The three main reasons for calling the 
PV System Doctor are:

• Regular health checks, i.e. periodic independent 
assessment of PV system performance and benchmarking 
against expected energy yield;

• Preventive maintenance, i.e. in-depth analysis of PV 
system performance, including on-site assessment of 
critical system components;

• Detection of actual system faults or suspected 
under-performance, i.e. independent evaluation of 
system faults and root-cause analysis of suspected 
under-performance of PV assets.

The PV System Doctor comprises the following professional 
services that can be employed by interested clients as an 
individual service or as a package: 

• Assessment of actual monitoring data of individual strings 
or the entire PV system 

• Advanced on-site diagnostics using innovative imaging 
techniques and IEC-compliant PV system checks

• Proposal for rectification measures for under-performing 
strings/systems, including their cost-benefit analysis

Description of services for advanced on-site 
diagnostics of PV systems 
Remote monitoring solutions can provide a quick insight into 
the quantitative performance aspects of the PV modules or 
the entire PV system. However, the root cause of losses in 
a system often remains a question unanswered without an 
on-site inspection. Therefore, it is essential for the “system 
doctors” to carry out certain on-site diagnoses to find the 
reasons for the under-performance and develop solutions to 
improve the health status of the PV systems. In addition to I-V 
curve analysis, visual inspection and thermographic analysis 
of PV systems, which provide initial hints about the module 
defects, SERIS provides in-depth diagnosis of various PV 
module faults such as potential-induced degradation (PID) 
and micro-cracks, which are often the root causes of power 
losses. SERIS’ PV System Doctor employs highly specialised 
mobile daytime luminescence and UV fluorescence imaging 
techniques to inspect the quality of PV modules either 
individually or as a complete string - without removing them 
from the frames or from the site. The daytime luminescence 
system is an in-situ non-destructive technique that provides 
information on material or electrical defects in PV modules or 
strings. The equipment is capable of performing both daytime 
electroluminescence (DEL) and daytime photoluminescence 
(DPL) imaging. The pictures in Figure 1 show a representative 
comparison of optical, infrared (IR) and DEL images of a 
silicon PV module with cracked cells, which were captured 
on-site at the same time under identical irradiance conditions 
for comparative analysis. It can be clearly seen that the 
DEL image provides a much greater wealth of information 
compared to the IR image, which does not show any 
abnormally high temperatures of the affected areas.

Figure 1. Representative comparison of (a) visual image, (b) infrared 
(IR) image, and (c) daytime electroluminescence (DEL) image of a PV 
module with severe micro-cracks.

(a) (b) (c)

Similarly, Figure 2 shows various types of defects captured 
using the daytime luminescence imaging technique in 
various PV systems built in the ASEAN region in the last 
5-10 years. The luminescence images (a, b) show potential-
induced degradation (PID) and streaks of dark lines near the 
busbars and fingers, which is the result of electrical shunts 
and electrical interconnection faults in the PV modules. The 
images (c, d) show localised dark cell (loss of active area) 
including cracked cells and non-functional bypass diodes. 
The on-site luminescence imaging techniques can detect a 
multitude of defects such as micro-cracks, electrical shunts, 
broken contacts and interconnects, and many more. Such 
defects lead to severe under-performance of the affected PV 
modules and eventually cause energy yield losses in the PV 
system.

In addition, UV fluorescence (UVF) of ethylene vinyl acetate 
(EVA) enables the detection of snail trails and cell cracks. 
Due to its ease of use, the UVF imaging technique can be 
employed to scan large parts of a PV system in a short period 
of time. Figure 3 shows that cell cracks and snail trails are 
clearly visible under UVF illumination, while these defects are 
very hard to detect via normal visual inspection. 

Figure 2. Daytime luminescence images taken at various PV system 
sites in the ASEAN region. (a) Image showing PID; (b) Image showing 
electrical interconnection faults; (c) Image showing cracked cell; (d) 
Image showing non-functional bypass diode.
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Figure 3. UV fluorescence imaging employed for the detection of cracks and snail trails in solar cells.

The possible root causes for sub-optimal performance of PV 
systems include component defects, design-related issues, 
and issues arising from a poor installation. What is often 
under-estimated is the severe financial impacts arising from 
under-performing PV assets.  

In spite of all the advanced diagnostic investigation techniques 
available, the current industry practice for PV module 
warranty claims is still based on validation using indoor I-V 
and EL measurements. To facilitate such validations, SERIS 
can perform indoor measurements at our state-of-the-art 
laboratory and correlate the findings between outdoor and 
indoor measurements. 

a) Example 1: A collective under-performance of one quarter 
of the installed PV modules (only reaching 50% of the rated 
power); Using a 1 MWp rooftop example in Singapore, Figure 
5(a) shows the impact of this module under-performance on the 
financial performance of the system and the energy output over 
its entire lifetime, as well as the positive impacts of rectification 
works.

Figure 5. (a) Negative financial implications in case when no rectification works are implemented; (b) Economic viability 
of the rectification works.

Figure 4. Comparison of indoor dark EL and outdoor DEL/DPL images
(Note: Indoor images were skewed to the angle of outdoor images for visualisation purposes).

b) Example 2: An under-performance triggered due to the pre-
mature failure of a component (modules or inverter) causing a 
drop in the performance ratio. If the power plant owner needs 
to pay for the replacement of the faulty modules/inverter, the 
output can be restored, however, the internal rate of return (IRR) 
remains sub-optimal. If the component warranty can be claimed 
successfully in a timely manner, then the output is restored and 
the IRR is also restored to the expected level, see Fig. 5(b). 
Such detailed cost-benefit analyses will be performed to decide 
whether or not potential rectifying measures are worthwhile 
from a financial point of view. 

Description of independent financial assessment services 

Outdoor imaging
EL

PL

Indoor imaging
EL@Isc

Contact person: Vijay Anand KRISHNAMURTHY (vijayanand@nus.edu.sg)

(b)

As an example, Figure 4 shows a comparison of indoor dark 
EL images versus acquired outdoor daylight DPL/DEL images. 
The indoor EL@Isc and indoor EL@0.1*Isc strongly resemble the 
outdoor DEL and DPL images, respectively. Given the known 
reproducibility of indoor EL images, the good correlation is a 
strong validation of the outdoor daylight EL and PL techniques. 

EL @ 0.1*Isc
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Specialised Services

SERIS operates a network of 25 irradiance stations across Singapore on a ~5 km x 5 km grid, enabling a live solar irradiance 
map for Singapore based on irradiance measurements. The live irradiance map developed by SERIS can be seen at 
www.solar-repository.sg. A screen snapshot is shown below. 

Real-Time Monitoring System of Irradiance 

Snapshot of a typical irradiance distribution in Singapore 

Parameters measured by SERIS at its fully equipped 
meteorological stations are:

• Global horizontal irradiance and diffuse horizontal 
irradiance

• Ambient temperature and relative humidity
• Wind speed and direction
• Air pressure

Features of the stations are 1-second resolution, automated 
daily downloads, graphical user interfaces, and precise time 
synchronisation. The real-time monitoring system can also 
be applied to other data acquisition needs (e.g. building 
monitoring systems, BMS). 

Contact person: Mark KUBIS (mark.kubis@nus.edu.sg)
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One very fast-growing market segment in the solar industry 
is “Floating PV” on reservoirs, lakes, and other under-utilised 
water bodies. Once implemented, these multi-million-dollar 
assets need to be properly monitored for their positioning 
on water, to instantly detect drifts or a possible sinking of 
the float. 

SERIS has developed a system which uses an inertial 
measurement unit to track motions of floating platforms 
along the six degrees of freedom. The features of the system 
are:

• Monitoring of translational movement in three 
perpendicular axes (surge, heave, sway);

• Monitoring of rotational movement about three 
perpendicular axes (roll, pitch, yaw);

• Additionally, acceleration rates are monitored for the 
various parameters, for extreme cases. 

Readings are processed by software designed in LabVIEW 
and displayed in numerical and graphical representation in 
SERIS’ control centre, allowing visualisation of the platform 
movements in real time as well as triggering an alarm 
system in case of emergencies. Such a system protects 
the assets by instantaneously evaluating if a floating setup 
is, for example, partially sinking due to a puncture in a 
buoyancy element, or if the anchoring system is damaged 
causing the setup to drift away. Additionally, conditions of 
extreme motion are detected and can serve as a warning to 
maintenance personnel, so that platforms are not accessed 
during those times.

Six-Degree Freedom Motion Monitoring for Floating PV System 
Applications 

6-degree freedom motion monitoring system developed by SERIS

Contact person: SOE Pyae (soepyae@nus.edu.sg)
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Glare Analysis of PV Installations 

With increasing PV systems deployment, potential glare from the glass surface of modules has raised some concerns. In 
Singapore’s context, glare predominantly occurs during the morning and evening hours when the sun is close to the horizon. 
Although PV modules are designed to reflect as little light as possible, glare can still occur in a few situations. Hazards caused 
by improperly sited systems might include distraction, or temporary disability (flash blindness).These potential hazards are even 
more crucial at locations where glare might affect operational safety, such as at airports or on highways. 

In view of this challenge, SERIS has developed an in-house capability to analyse the effects of glare at several observation 
points. This capability has been developed from a knowledge base that has its origin in SERIS’ involvement in government-
initiated studies on glare arising from particular PV installations in Singapore. In 2015, SERIS published a report on glare arising 
from PV modules in Singapore as part of the SolarNova programme. SERIS has also advised both the Building & Construction 
Authority (BCA) and the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) regarding actual glare cases arising from PV installations. In 
addition, close engagement with the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS) was established concerning solar PV projects 
in or near the Changi and Seletar airports. SERIS’ track record in relation to glint and glare consultations is listed below.

Track record:

With experience gained from glare-related projects under the SolarNova programme, coupled with extensive experience in PV 
systems, SERIS is able to provide glare analysis and recommend mitigation measures for developers concerned about potentially 
introducing glare through their PV system installations. This is conducted in close cooperation with various stakeholders (see 
Table 1), using the framework outlined in Figure 1. 

Data Inputs

Building Plans

Building Location

PV System Tilt

PV System 
Orientation

Fire Safety
Guidelines

Height Limit
Guidelines

Data Processing

In House 
Capabilities

Software Platforms

Knowledge 
Base

Glare Classification

Daily Schedule of 
Glare Occurences

Mitigation
Measures

Recommendations

Data Output

Figure 1. Glare analysis framework at SERIS. Customised solutions can be designed to suit the needs of individual clients. 

Contact person: TAN Congyi (congyi.tan@nus.edu.sg)

Stakeholder  Engagement

EPC Contractor  Obtain relevant PV layout diagrams 

Building Owner  Obtain relevant building plans 

Airport Operator  Understand the height and number of ATCTs*, and the runway position

Government Regulator/Authority  Discuss results from assessment and provide mitigation measures if needed 

Table 1: Interactions with stakeholders in a typical glint and glare analysis (Example: Proposed installation near an airport).

1.  Publications: 
i.  Diminishing the glare that obscures, September 2015, PV Tech 
ii. Circular Nr. URA/PB/2017/01-DCG, 24 January 2017, Urban Redevelopment Authority 

2. Project references for glint and glare analysis:
i.  Singapore – 5 locations
ii.  Malaysia – 7 locations
iii. Cambodia – 1 location

*ATCT: Air Traffic Control Tower.
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As multinational companies move towards sustainable goals 
and climate-friendly policies, the need for a platform to get 
access to Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) becomes 
more evident. This trend is accelerated by the RE100 
global initiative where some of the world’s most influential 
companies have committed themselves towards adopting a 
100% renewable energy portfolio. In 2016, this has led to a 
pilot project in Singapore with SERIS involved as the Qualified 
Reporting Entity (QRE) on the TIGRs registry. In this role, 
SERIS verifies the actual “green” energy generated, which 
then is converted into Renewable Energy Certificates before 
they can be transferred from the renewable generator to the 
client. A schematic of the scheme is shown in Figure 1. Since 
the pioneering announcement by Apple in 2016 to use RECs, 
the Development Bank of Singapore (DBS) and Microsoft 
have also announced their involvement in the REC scene in 
2017 and 2018, respectively. 

With local and multinational companies responding to 
national initiatives (Singapore Exchange (SGX) Sustainability 
Reporting) and global initiatives (GHG Protocol Scope 2), 
SERIS is the partner of choice for a Qualified Reporting Entity 
that provides the following benefits:

• Reputation of being a trust-worthy and reliable 
independent 3rd party in Asia

• Well connected in the various markets to possibly act as 
“match-maker” between interested parties

Verification of Renewable Energy Certificates for Sustainability 
Reporting 

• Selected in the past by various private sector players for 
independent verification services of “green electricity”

• Selected by several government agencies such as 
EDB*, HDB* and PUB* for independent services, 
including government flagship projects such as the 350 
MWp SolarNova Programme and the world’s largest 
Floating PV Testbed

• Operates the “National Solar Repository” (NSR) in 
Singapore, benchmarking PV systems across the 
country for many years

• Part of the National University of Singapore (NUS), one 
of the most reputable universities in Asia 

About TIGRs: 
The launch of the Tradable Instruments for Global Renewables 
(TIGRs) platform on 1st September 2016 presented the 
start of an exciting chapter in Singapore’s move towards 
establishing itself as the regional hub for renewable energy. 
With such a platform, the need for an independent verifier 
arises, and SERIS - having participated in the pilot project - 
has positioned itself as the qualified independent verifier to 
assist the needs of companies seeking for such a service.

* Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB), Housing 
Development Board (HDB), Singapore’s National Water 
Agency (PUB)

Figure 1. Schematic of the TIGRs/RECs ecosystem highlighting various stakeholders involved and the transfer of renewable energy 
certificates. SERIS also acts as independent 3rd party verifier for all other REC transaction platforms.

Contact person: Dr Darryl WANG (darryl.wang@nus.edu.sg)
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Magnetron Sputtering Of Metal And Transparent 
Conductive Oxide (TCO) Coatings For Industrial 
Prototyping  
Magnetron sputtering is a physical vapour deposition (PVD) 
process that is widely used in the coating industry to deposit 
thin films onto various substrates (glass, foil, steel, etc), for 
a wide range of applications. SERIS is offering magnetron 
sputtering services for small numbers of samples to allow 
clients from industry and academia to explore the use of this 
technology for their prototypes and products.

The PVD sputtering platform at SERIS is designed for 
medium- to high-throughput applications such as solar cells, 
architectural glass, and flat-panel displays. The machine 
can handle any flat substrate with a size of up to 300 mm 
× 400 mm, with a maximum thickness of 5 mm. Typical 
substrates would be glass and silicon wafers. This state-of-
the-art machine has dedicated chambers for the sputtering 
of metallic, dielectric and transparent conductive oxide (TCO) 
layers. The processing chambers are equipped with planar 
magnetron sources for DC sputtering of metals, oxides and 

oxynitrides in the reactive mode, and with a cylindrical dual-
magnetron source and planar sources for pulsed DC (DC+) 
and RF sputtering of dielectrics and TCOs, with substrate 
heating up to 400°C. This allows to deposit thin layers of 
metals, TCOs and dielectrics onto various substrates. It is 
also possible to deposit graded layers, or multi-layer stacks 
of up to six different materials, without breaking the vacuum 
conditions. As the platform is comparable with large-scale 
production machines, the processes developed on this 
machine can easily be scaled up to industrial production 
lines. At SERIS we use this tool for depositing metal layers, 
TCOs and multi-layers for Si and thin-film solar cells, as well 
as heterojunction silicon wafer solar cells. The features of our 
sputtering machine are listed in Table 1.

In addition to AZO and ITO, we are able to deposit a variety of 
other layers, including Ag, Al, Ti, Cu, In, ZnO and thin layers of 
metal, oxide and oxynitride tuned to customer requirements.

In-line multi-chamber magnetron sputtering machine at SERIS 

Parameter Details

Substrate Glass, Si wafers and foils 

Substrate size Minimum 50 mm x 50 mm, maximum 300 mm x 400 mm 

Substrate movement Linear and oscillating 

Substrate temperature Up to 400°C 

Power supply DC , DC+ (0 - 10 kW) and RF (0 to 2 kW)

Sputter targets Planar (Ti, Zn, Ag, Al, ITO) 
Dual cylinder (2 wt % Al doped ZnO)

Gas supply Ar, O2, N2, Ar+O2 (98% + 2%) 

Layers Ag, Al, TiO2, ZnO, AZO, ITO 

Contact person: Dr Selvaraj VENKATARAJ (s.venkataraj@nus.edu.sg) 

Table 1: Process capabilities of the in-line sputtering machine at SERIS 
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Testing Of Building Elements 
Testing of building façade elements, including building-integrated 
PV systems (BIPV) 
Façades account for almost 50% of the thermal load in 
buildings in the tropics and are related to many occupant 
comfort issues, such as visual comfort and thermal comfort. 
SERIS operates a well-equipped laboratory for testing of 
thermal and optical properties of building façade materials 
and assemblies, conducted according to the ASTM C1199, 
C1363, C1371, NFRC 300-2010, NFRC 301-2010 and DIN-
5036-3 standards. 

The laboratory provides the following services:
• Measurement of the solar and luminous properties 

of architectural glasses [visible light transmittance, 
solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC or g-value), shading 
coefficient (SC), U-value]

• Measurement of the emittance and solar reflectance of 
roof surface materials (e.g., paints, coatings, membranes) 
and calculation of the solar reflectance index (SRI)

• Measurement of the thermal insulation properties 
(U-value, R-value, thermal resistance, thermal 
conductivity) and the shading coefficient of building 
envelope materials and assemblies (e.g., windows, 
walls, insulating glazing units)

• Measurement of the visible light reflectance of façade 
materials (e.g. cladding panels)

• Calculation of the shading coefficient, visible light 
transmittance and U-value of window or door systems  

In the area of façade technologies, our services for industry 
partners and opportunities for collaborative research include:
• Determination of solar and luminous properties of glazing 

systems
• Determination of the SHGC (or G-value), SC and U-value 

of fenestration and façade systems, including BIPV 
systems

• Other services such as cool roof material testing and 
insulation material testing

Calorimetric hot box (left part of top photo) with solar simulator 
(right part of top photo) for the measurement of the solar heat gain 
coefficient (SHGC). For U-value measurements, the solar simulator is 
switched off and a climate chamber (middle part of bottom photo) is 
put in front of the sample

On-site testing of the air-tightness of buildings 
In energy audits, the so-called “blower door” tests are 
used to determine a building’s air-tightness. Reasons 
for establishing a proper building air-tightness include:  

• Avoiding unwanted heat gains through gaps in the 
building’s envelope

• Reducing additional energy consumption for cooling
• Preventing moisture condensation problems 

In this test, a blower door with one or two powerful fans 
temporarily replaces an actual door of the building under test. 
The fan pulls air out of, or blows air into, the building, thereby 
lowering or increasing the air pressure inside. Airflow through 
existing gaps in the building will be induced due to the 
pressure differences.  In combination with the use of a smoke 
pencil, air leaks can easily be detected. These tests measure 
the air infiltration rate of a building. They can also be used to 
measure airflows between building zones, to test ductwork 
air-tightness, and to localise air leakage sites in a building 
envelope. The blower door test is conducted according to 
the ASTM E-779, ATTMA and BS EN 13829:2001 standards.

Blower door measurement of a building’s air-tightness 

Contact person: Dr Veronika SHABUNKO (veronika.shabunko@nus.edu.sg) 
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Technical Consulting
SERIS offers a wide range of technical consulting services. They are based on the institute’s activities in application-oriented 
research and development, ensuring that state-of-the-art methods and know-how are applied in their provision. 

Selected topics for technical consulting include:  

• Solar cells
• PV modules
• PV systems

• Feasibility studies
• Technical due diligences
• BIPV systems

Dr Donny Lai advising on the comparative advantages between femtosecond laser ablation and nanosecond laser ablation during solar cell 
processing
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Customer Feedback

Facade consultancy, product and technology, these are 
the key attributes Singapore based Facade Global Master 
Pte Ltd rely passionately upon to define its grand mission, 
seeking greater impact for the future of the facade industry. 
We are determined to be the technology leader with particular 
interest in developing next generation “super building 
materials” defined as a product with more than a single 
function, like KROMATIX colored solar glass. Our policy is 
to partner with leading research organisations and SERIS 
contributed significantly to testbed our technology, and proof 
its performance in a tropical climate. I wish to express my 
heartfelt thanks and appreciation to everyone in SERIS for 
extending the most professional services and co-operation 
in pursuing our common goal to achieve deeper adoption of 
BIPV for Singapore. 

Philip Kwang
Managing Director
Facade Global Master Pte Ltd, Singapore

Sembcorp is one of Singapore’s leading solar energy players 
with close to 170 megawatts peak of rooftop solar projects, 
situated across more than 1,500 sites in the country. As a 
home-grown company that has also built up an established 
renewable energy portfolio internationally, we are committed 
to building sustainable future for all. Sembcorp’s move to 
grow its solar expertise is in line with its Climate Change 
Strategy as a group.  
 
Our partnership with SERIS has been key to achieving our 
goals. They have provided test and commissioning services 
for a number of our projects and have fully supported us 
entering new market domains within the solar industry. We 
are grateful for their support which has been significant  to 
de-risk our projects.

Jen Tan
Senior Vice President, Business Development - Solar 
(Singapore) Energy Division
Renewables & Environment Business
Sembcorp Industries Ltd, Singapore

As a market-leading manufacturer and supplier of metallisation 
pastes for PV products, Guangzhou Ruxing Technology 
Development Company Ltd. is excited to collaborate 
with SERIS to accelerate the development of commercial 
metallisation pastes for SERIS’ proprietary monoPoly™ 
technology platform and enable low-cost, mass production 
of above 24% efficient solar cells. After the success of our 
market-leading aluminium and back-silver paste for PERC 
solar cells, we stay committed to providing our customers 
with the best metallisation paste products to stay ahead of 
the technology and cost-reduction curve. We are confident 
that our partnership with SERIS positions us well to maintain 
a leading position in the market for years to come. We look 
forward to great successes together in the coming years.

Xu Shan
President
Guangzhou Ruxing Technology Development Co. Ltd., China

FacadeGlobaLMaster



OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
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Conferences, Seminars And Workshops 
Organised / Co-Organised By SERIS
Energy Competence for Sustainable Urban Development Conference, Singapore, 21 Feb 2019

Dr Thomas REINDL (Deputy CEO, SERIS, NUS) & Prof. Marc-Oliver 
OTTO (UUAS, Germany) welcomed the participants and shared the 
objectives and program of the conference.

SERIS co-organised the Scientific Conference at the world’s 
largest PV tradeshow in 2019, the SNEC 13th (2019) 
International Photovoltaic (PV) Power Generation and 
Smart Energy Exhibition & Conference in Shanghai, China. 
The Scientific Conference covered a wide scope of PV 
technologies, ranging from silicon feedstock, PV materials, 
cells, modules, systems and quality assurance to smart grid 
technologies. The program consisted of 2 plenary sessions 

SNEC 2019 Scientific Conference, Shanghai, China, 3-5 Jun 2019 

and 5 oral sessions, where PV experts from around the world 
shared the latest research findings with attendees via oral 
presentations (plenary, invited and regular talks) and a CTO 
dialogue panel discussion. The speakers included scientists 
from well-known universities and research institutes from 
around the world, as well as CTOs and technical experts from 
world-leading solar companies. 

The Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore (SERIS) 
and Ulm University of Applied Sciences (UUAS) co-organised 
a “travelling conference” to share information on renewable 
energy and solutions for a resilient electricity distribution, 
looking ahead to new services and applications, like storage, 
energy efficiency and e-mobility. The event was opened to 

local executives of (renewable) energy or smart grid related 
companies and stakeholders; product managers in energy 
storage, electrical grid, e-mobility and energy efficiency; policy 
makers; construction companies and asset management 
companies.

The “Energy Competence for Sustainable Urban Development 
Conference” was held at SERIS and attracted more than 50 
participants from academia and the local energy industry.

The SNEC 2019 Scientific Conference was co-organised by SERIS 
and chaired by Prof Armin ABERLE.
Photo credit: Asian Photovoltaic Industry Association (APVIA)

SERIS’ Dr Shubham DUTTAGUPTA giving his invited talk on 
“monoPolyTM technology platform for enabling passivated contacts in 
PERC/T production lines” at the Scientific Conference.
Photo credit: Asian Photovoltaic Industry Association (APVIA)
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Building Integrated PV Conference & Exhibition 2019: Solar Architecture towards Sustainable Cities, 
Singapore, 25-26 July 2019

The inaugural BIPV Conference & Exhibition was organised 
by SERIS’ BIPV Centre of Excellence and supported by key 
organisations in Singapore (EDB, EMA, NEA, NCCS, SGBC, 
BCA and REC Solar). The conference was held at NUS and 

attracted more than 200 participants. The 2-day program 
included a conference, an exhibition, a workshop, guided 
tours to SERIS lab facilities and a site visit to the T2 lab at 
Kent Vale, NUS.

International Floating Solar Symposium (IFSS), Singapore, 31 Oct - 1 Nov 2019

The 3rd International Floating Solar Symposium (IFSS) is one 
of the key events of the annual Asia Clean Energy Summit 
(ACES) and the Singapore International Energy Week (SIEW). 
The event was co-chaired by Dr Thomas Reindl (SERIS, 
Singapore), Dr Teresa Barnes (NREL, USA) and Philipp 

Schmaelzle (X, USA). The program comprised presentations, 
workshops and networking opportunities. Delegates from 
around the world participated actively in discussions and the 
sharing of best practices throughout the 2-day programme.

Dr Thomas Reindl, Deputy CEO of SERIS and Dr Teresa Barnes 
(NREL, USA) welcoming the delegates to the IFSS 2019.

“Where Sun Meets Water: Floating Solar Handbook for Practitioners”, 
published by the World Bank’s ESMAP in collaboration with SERIS, 
was officially launched by Dr Thomas Reindl (SERIS) and Mr Rohit 
Khanna (World Bank, USA) at IFSS 2019.

SERIS organised the 1st Building Integrated PV Conference & 
Exhibition – Solar Architecture towards Sustainable Cities, which 
attracted more than 200 participants.

The conference participants visited the T2 lab (the BIPV façade 
testbed), which is located at Kent Vale, NUS.
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6th InterMET Asia Conference & Exhibition, Singapore, 27 – 28 Mar 2019

Dr Thomas Reindl, Deputy CEO of SERIS gave a plenary talk on 
“Operational irradiance forecasting for advanced PV grid integration 
in Singapore” and also participated in the plenary discussion session.

SERIS set up a 36 square metre booth at the two-day ACES 
2019 exhibition, where it displayed some of its recent R&D 

Asia Clean Energy Summit (ACES) Exhibition, Singapore, 30 - 31 Oct 2019

projects as well as a selection of the institute’s consultancy 
services for the solar industry.

This annual event in Singapore was held in association with the 
World Bank-GFDRR. SERIS participated in one of the plenary 
sessions (“Operational forecasting systems in the urban 

environment”) and showcased its forecasting capabilities in a 
booth during the 2-day conference and exhibition.

SERIS booth at the 2-day InterMET exhibition showcasing the 
institute’s real-time live irradiance map and sky camera-based  
forecasting method. 

SERIS booth at ACES 2019, showcasing some of its latest R&D 
projects – including solar cells, modules and forecasting demo. 

SERIS researcher interacting with visitors at the ACES exhibition.

SERIS Booths at Exhibitions

Dr Zhang Ji, Senior Research Fellow at SERIS, gave a talk on Solar 
Potential Analysis in a technical session of ACES 2019.

Dr Darryl Wang, Head of SERIS’ PV Quality Assurance Group, gave a 
talk on the PV System Doctor service in a technical session of ACES 
2019.
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Outreach Activities To Non-Scientific Communities 
SERIS regularly engages in outreach activities targeting non-scientific communities and schools to increase the awareness 
of solar energy research in Singapore. Besides organising laboratory tours and talks for visitors from Singapore and abroad, 
SERIS researchers also participate in sustainable energy exhibitions to demonstrate solar research capabilities at SERIS and 
to inform about the progress of solar energy research in Singapore. Below is a collection of photos from selected outreach 
activities organised by SERIS in 2019. A full list of our outreach activities can be found in the Facts and Figures chapter of this 
annual report. 

Youth Environmental Summit (YES) 2019, Singapore, 25 Jan 2019

SERIS hosted a group of teachers from ASEAN countries who were 
participants of the YES 2019 event.

The teacher delegation visited SERIS’ PV System Monitoring Lab 
to gain an insight on how SERIS conducts real-time analytical 
monitoring of photovoltaic systems as well as meteorological 
parameters.

NUS Open Day, Singapore, 09 Mar 2019
             

SERIS participated in the NUS Open Day with a booth to reach out to 
potential NUS undergraduates and their families, and to promote the 
use of solar energy technologies. 

SERIS’ engineer Mr Rainer Lee explaining the fabrication process of 
a solar cell to a visitor.

Visit by Indonesian high school students, 
02 July 2019 

The students visited SERIS PV Module Lab at Cleantech One. Dr Mauro Pravettoni, a Senior Research Fellow at SERIS, sharing his  
expertise on solar energy and applications with the college students 
(Photo credit: Jurong Pioneer Junior College, Singapore).

Visit to Jurong Pioneer Junior College, 
Singapore, 07 Aug 2019



FACTS AND FIGURES

Photo credit: Asian Photovoltaic Industry  
          Association (APVIA)
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Awards And 
Achievements 
Jun 2019: SERIS wins the 2019 APVIA Technological Achievement 
Award (category “Universities/Institutes”) of the Asian Photovoltaic 
Industry Association, for its monoPolyTM high-efficiency silicon solar 
cell technology. The award was presented to SERIS during the SNEC 
13th (2019) International Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart 
Energy Conference & Exhibition (SNEC2019), China 

Jun 2019: SERIS’ PhD student Gurleen Kaur wins a Best Poster 
Presentation Award for poster titled “Ultra-thin LPCVD SiNx/n

+poly-Si 
passivated contacts – a possibility?” at the 46th IEEE Photovoltaic 
Specialists Conference, USA

Jun 2019: SERIS’ PhD student Hadrien Verbois wins a Best Poster 
Presentation Award for poster titled “Hybrid model for intra-day 
solar irradiance forecasting in tropical regions” at the International 
Conference Energy and Meteorology (ICEM) 2019, Denmark

Sep 2019: Dr Stephen Tay, Senior lecturer, Department of Building, 
School of Design & Environment at NUS and adjunct researcher at 
SERIS, was awarded the Young Green Building Advocate Award in 
the SGBC-BCA Sustainability Leadership Awards 2019, Singapore

Oct 2019: SERIS’ PhD student Ms Gurleen Kaur was awarded the 
2019 BP Advancing Energy Scholarship to attend the One Young 
World Summit in London, United Kingdom. She was also featured as 
‘one of the eleven young leaders tackling the need for cleaner energy’ 
by BP at One Young World summit. 

Oct 2019: SERIS wins the 2019 World Solar Congress (WSC), China, 
Research Partner Award, for its monoPolyTM high-efficiency silicon 
solar cell technology

Media Coverage 

Press Releases 

9 Feb 2019: “Bright future for floating solar panels in South-east Asia” 
in The Straits Times 

12 Feb 2019: “The potential of floating solar power” in The ASEAN 
Post

15 Feb 2019: “SERIS partners Ruxing Technology to enable above 
24 percent low-cost monoPoly™ solar cell production” in EurekAlert!

15 Feb 2019: “Why floating solar panels are on the rise” in World 
Economic Forum

15 Feb 2019: “SERIS and Ruxing Technology aim to develop 
commercial metallisation pastes to enable above 24 percent low-cost 
solar cell production” in Photon

19 Feb 2019: “Singapore’s SERIS to use Guangzhou Ruxing 
Technology’s metallisation pastes to target 24% average efficiency 
of monoPoly™ solar cells to enable low-cost mass production” in 
Taiyang News

21 Feb 2019: “SERIS aims for 24% efficiency for mono PERC cell” 
in PV magazine

11 Apr 2019: “This floating solar farm is a dam clever climate change 
weapon” in WIRED

24 Apr 2019: “Advancing solar in Singapore: Professor Armin Aberle” 
in CEO Magazine, May edition

25 Apr 2019: “Advancing solar in Singapore: Professor Armin Aberle” 
in NUS News/Research-Innovators

4 May 2019: “Taking the fight to climate change” in the ASEAN Post

16 May 2019: “Floating the idea of putting solar panels in the water” 
in The Irish Times

16 May 2019: “Intersolar 2019: Floating solar frontrunners claim first 
victories” in PVTECH

6 Jun 2019: “Singaporean water utility in push for 50MW-plus floating 
PV” in PVTECH

6 Jun 2019: “PUB to deploy large-scale solar panel system at Tengeh 
reservoir” in Channel NewsAsia 

17 Jun 2019: “World’s largest floating PV testbed” in MediaCorp 
Channel 8, “全民出来走走”（SG Explorers)

17 Jun 2019: “SERIS reaffirms TW-scale potential for floating PV as 
global installations surpass 1.3 GW” in PV Magazine

4 Jul 2019: “Singapore preps SE Asia’s ‘largest public floating solar 
tender’” in PV Magazine

23 Jul 2019: “Singapore Solar Energy Profile” in Solar Magazine

23 Jul 2019: “Eni plans Italy’s first utility scale floating PV plant of 14 
MW” in PV Magazine

24 Jul 2019: “Could solar energy sharing between Australia and 
Singapore be a model for other regions?” in Eco-Business

27 Jul 2019: “MD & CEO of DEWA leads delegation to Singapore” 
in MENA Herald

1 Aug 2019: “Floating solar photovoltaics” in MESIA Insight 
Newsletter Aug 2019 snapshot of the month

13 Aug 2019: “Kids vs Experts EP1: Can Singapore Be 100% Solar-
powered?” in Temasek Digital

16 Aug 2019: “Fish farms are now hosting almost 9% of China’s solar 
power panels” in Bloomberg terminal 

28 Oct 2019: “System to forecast solar energy generation to be rolled 
out end of 2020”, video in Channel NewsAsia

29 Oct 2019: “Singapore to ramp up solar energy production to 
power 350,000 homes by 2030” in The Straits Times 

31 Oct 2019: “REC Group kicks off mass production of its ground-
breaking Alpha solar module in Tuas, Singapore REC Group” in Agility 
PR Solutions

31 Oct 2019: “预计明年第二季投入运作 实里达及勿洛蓄水池将铺
太阳能板”in Lianhe Zaobao

4 Nov 2019: “World Bank, SERIS take aim at floating PV hurdles with 
standardisation push” in PVTECH

7 Nov 2019: “More solar panels may not lead to cheaper electricity 
bills: Expert”, video in Channel NewsAsia

11 Nov 2019: “Put your hands on a floating PV system” in PV 
Magazine

19 Nov 2019: “How the Philippines can lead in floating solar 
technology in Asia” in EcoBusiness

11 Dec 2019: SERIS featured in Mediacorp Vasantham, Ethiroli 
Season 16

11 Feb 2019: SERIS partners with Ruxing Technology to develop 
commercial metallisation pastes to enable above 24% low-cost 
monoPoly™ solar cell production

12 Feb 2019: 奥特维与新加坡太阳能研究院合作开发新型抗光衰设
备 (press release by Autowell)

17 Jun 2019: “Where Sun Meets Water: Floating Solar Market 
Report”, published by the World Bank Group in collaboration with 
ESMAP and SERIS

7 Nov 2019: “Where Sun Meets Water: Floating Solar Handbook for 
Practitioners”, published by the World Bank’s ESMAP in collaboration 
with SERIS
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Editorial Boards of journals
• Photovoltaics International, UK (Prof Armin ABERLE, member of 

the Editorial Advisory Board)
• Progress in Photovoltaics, Wiley, UK (Prof Armin ABERLE, 

member of the Editorial Board)
• Reviews of Solar Energy, World Scientific Publishing, Singapore 

(Prof Armin ABERLE, member of the Editorial Advisory Board)
• Solar RRL, Wiley-VCH Verlag, Germany (Prof Armin ABERLE, 

member of the Editorial Board)
• The Renewables Journal on Wind, Water and Solar, Springer, 

Germany (Dr Thomas REINDL, member of the Editorial Board)
• Organic Electronics, Elsevier, The Netherlands (Prof Peter HO, 

Associate Editor)
• Journal of Renewable & Sustainable Energy, AIP, USA (Dr James 

Matthew BRIGHT, Associate Editor)

Committees
• Academic Committee of the Asian Photovoltaic Industry 

Association (APVIA) (Prof Armin ABERLE, Executive Chairman)
• Academic Committee of the Shanghai Green Energy Innovation 

Centre (Prof Armin ABERLE member) 
• Judging Committee of the APVIA Awards  2019 (Prof Armin 

ABERLE, Chairman)
• Advisory Committee, National Center for Photovoltaic Research 

and Education (NCPRE), Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) 
Bombay (Prof Armin ABERLE, member)

• Advisory Board of the ANU Energy Change Institute, Australian 
National University (ANU), Canberra (Prof Armin ABERLE, 
member)

• Expert committee member of the 1000Solutions project launched 
by the World Alliance for Efficient Solutions and Shanghai Green 
Energy Innovation Centre (Prof Armin ABERLE, member) 

• International Advisory Committee of the International Photovoltaic 
Science and Engineering Conference (PVSEC) (Prof Armin 
ABERLE, member)

• Technology expert for International Technology Roadmap for 
Photovoltaics (ITRPV) (Prof Armin ABERLE, Dr Thomas MUELLER)

• International Committee, IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists 
Conference, USA (Prof Armin ABERLE, member)

• International Scientific Committee of the European Photovoltaic 
Solar Energy Conference (EU PVSEC) (Prof Armin ABERLE, 
member)

• International Scientific Committee of SNEC 13th (2019) 
International Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart Energy 
Conference & Exhibition (SNEC2019), Scientific Conference 2019 
(Prof Armin ABERLE, Chairman; Dr Thomas REINDL, Dr Thomas 
MUELLER, Dr WANG Yan, Dr Abhishek KUMAR, Dr Mauro 
PRAVETTONI, members) 

• Organising Committee of the SNEC 13th (2019) International 
Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart Energy Conference & 
Exhibition (SNEC2019), Scientific Conference 2019 (Prof Armin 
ABERLE, Chairman)

• Scientific Committee of the International Conference on Silicon 
Photovoltaics (SiliconPV) (Prof Armin ABERLE, member)

• Final Evaluation Committee of the Technology Enterprise 
Commercialisation Programme (TECS), Spring Singapore (Dr 
Thomas REINDL, member)

• Scientific Advisory Committee - State Key Lab of PV Technology 
(Trina Solar), Changzhou, P.R. China (Dr Thomas REINDL, 
member)

• International Energy Implementing Agreement on Photovoltaic 
Power Systems, IEA-PVPS Task 14 (Dr Thomas REINDL, invited 
observer)

• International Energy Implementing Agreement on Photovoltaic 
Power Systems, IEA-PVPS Task 15 (Dr Thomas REINDL, Dr 
Veronika SHABUNKO, invited observer)

Participation In National 
And International 
Organisations 

• International Energy Implementing Agreement on Photovoltaic 
Power Systems, IEA-PVPS Task 16 (Dr Thomas REINDL, invited 
observer)

• Organising Committee of the 1st Building Integrated PV 
Conference & Exhibition 2019 (Dr Veronika SHABUNKO, 
Chairperson)

• Organising Committee of the International Floating Solar 
Symposium (IFSS) 2019 (Dr Thomas REINDL, Co-Chair)

• IEC Technical Committee TC82, Enterprise Singapore (Dr Thomas 
REINDL, Dr WANG Yan, Singapore representatives; Dr Mauro 
PRAVETTONI and Dr Veronika SHABUNKO as observers)

• National Mirror Committee for Solar Photovoltaic Energy Systems 
(IEC TC 82) Singapore (Dr Thomas REINDL, co-convenor)

• National Mirror Committee for Solar Photovoltaic Energy 
Components (IEC TC 82) Singapore (Dr WANG Yan, co-convenor)

• International PV Quality Assurance Task Force (PVQAT), Task 
Group 3 (Humidity, Temperature, and Voltage) (Dr WANG Yan, 
member)

• Clean Energy Committee of the Sustainable Energy Association 
of Singapore (Mr Eddy BLOKKEN, Dr Veronika SHABUNKO) 

• Energy Efficiency and Finance Committee of the Sustainable 
Energy Association of Singapore (Dr Veronika SHABUNKO, 
member)

• Working group for establishment of relevant national regulations 
and acceptable standards for innovative BIPV product in 
Singapore with governmental and regulatory bodies - SCDF, BCA, 
SGBC, NEA, HDB, NCCS, EDB, PMO (Dr Veronika SHABUNKO, 
Scientific Lead)

• International Building Performance Simulation Association 
(IBPSA) Singapore Chapter (Dr Veronika SHABUNKO, member)

• European Metrology Programme for Innovation and Research 
(EMPIR) Call 2019, Metrology for Energy (ENG) Review 
Conference, EURAMET (Dr Mauro PRAVETTONI, invited referee)

• Scientific Committee of the International Conference on 
Sustainable Energy-Water-Environment Nexus in Desert Climate 
2019 (ICSEWEN19) (Dr Mauro PRAVETTONI, member)

SERIS Memberships / 
Partnerships
• Asian Photovoltaic Industry Association (APVIA)
• International Solar Energy Society (ISES) – Silver Institution 

Membership
• Min-E Access: Minimum Electricity Access, Sustainable 

Development Knowledge Platform, United Nations (partner)
• Sustainable Energy Association of Singapore (SEAS)

Visitors To SERIS
10 Jan 2019   World Bank Group, USA

25 Jan 2019   ASEAN Teachers from the Youth Environmental 
Summit (YES) Conference

30 Jan 2019    Delegation from the Electrical Trades department of 
the Canberra Institute of Technology, Australia

14 Feb 2019 Student delegation from NUS Environmental Studies, 
Singapore

12 Mar 2019 Delegation from University of Oxford Department of 
Materials, UK

Outreach Activities
24 Jan 2019  Youth Environmental Summit (YES) 2019 Opening 

Ceremony (talk by Dr Stephen TAY)

9 Mar 2019 NUS Open Day

7 Aug 2019 Jurong Pioneer Junior College, Singapore (talk by Dr 
Mauro PRAVETTONI)

15 Nov 2019 E-hive, organised by Institute for Engineering 
Leadership at NUS (talk by Eddy BLOKKEN)

16 Nov 2019 UWCSEA Careers Fair, Singapore (Dr Stephen TAY 
as one of Industry panel speakers)
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15 Mar 2019 Delegation from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia and 
Majlis Perbandaran Kulai, Malaysia

3 Apr 2019 Delegation (teachers) from Methodist Girls’ School, 
Singapore

8 Apr 2019 Delegation from the Stevens Institute of Technology, 
USA

9 Apr 2019 Delegation from University of St Gallen, Switzerland

12 Apr 2019 Student delegation from Department of Chemistry, 
National University of Singapore (NUS), Singapore

6 & 24  Student delegation from Methodist Girls’ School,
May 2019 Singapore
21 Jun 2019 High-level governmental delegation from the Cà Mau 

Province, Vietnam

2 Jul 2019      Student delegation from Indonesia

19 Jul 2019    Delegation from Mapua University, Philippines

26 Jul 2019 Student delegation from NUS NGS program, 
Singapore

30 Jul, 1 and Student delegation from Republic Polytechnic,
2 Aug 2019 Singapore     

19 Aug 2019 Student delegation from Chung Cheng High School, 
Singapore

28 Aug 2019   Student delegation from Curtin Malaysia, Malaysia

5 Sep 2019 Delegation from Shell

6 Sep 2019 Delegation from the International Built Environment 
Week 2019, Singapore

9 Sep 2019 Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Trade and Industry 
(MTI), Singapore

1 Nov 2019     Delegation the Asia Clean Energy Summit (ACES 
2019) 

12 Nov 2019   Delegation of foreign government officials organised 
by MFA/NTU

26 Nov 2019 Prof Dr Armin Willingmann, Minister for Economy, 
Science and Digitalisation of the German State of 
Saxony-Anhalt, accompanied by the Ambassador, 
Embassy Federal Republic of Germany, Singapore 

Conferences / 
Exhibitions / Seminars / 
Workshops Organised/
Participated By SERIS
21 Feb 2019 Seminar on “Energy Competence for Sustainable 

Urban Development” organised by SERIS and the 
Ulm University of Applied Sciences (UUAS), Singapore

27-28  SERIS booth at the 6th InterMET Asia Conference &
Mar 2019 Exhibition, Singapore

2 Apr 2019 PV Roadmap Workshop I for government agencies, 
Singapore

3-5 Jun 2019 Scientific Conference at the SNEC 13th (2019) 
International Photovoltaic (PV) Power Generation and 
Smart Energy Exhibition & Conference, China

4-7 Jun 2019 SERIS’ booth at the Innovate4Climate Conference, 
Singapore

19 Jul 2019   PV Roadmap Workshop II for industry stakeholders, 
Singapore

24 Jul 2019 SERIS’ booth with innovative BIPV products at the 
Urban R&D Congress, Singapore, organised by 
Ministry of National Development (MND)

Teaching/Lectures At 
Universities 
Prof Armin ABERLE, for NUS Graduate School for Integrative Sciences 
and Engineering (NGS) Module GS6883A Interface Sciences and 
Engineering (Renewable energy part), AY18/19, Semester 2, National 
University of Singapore (NUS)

Prof Armin ABERLE, for Electrical and Computer Engineering Module 
EE4438 Solar Cells and Modules, AY18/19 Semester 2, National 
University of Singapore (NUS)

Prof Armin ABERLE, for NUS Graduate School for Integrative Sciences 
and Engineering (NGS) Module GS6883A Interface Sciences and 
Engineering (Renewable energy part), AY19/20, Semester 1, National 
University of Singapore (NUS)

Dr Veronika SHABUNKO. Guest lecture for Department of Buildings 
at School of Design and Environment, Module PF 4305 “Green 
Development”, invited by Prof WONG Nyuk Hien, National University 
of Singapore (NUS), 13 Feb 2019

Dr Veronika SHABUNKO. Guest lecture for Department of 
Buildings at School of Design and Environment, Module BPS 5227 
“Maintainability and Green Facility Management”, invited by Prof. 
CHEW Yit Lin Michael, National University of Singapore, 20 Feb 2019

Dr Veronika SHABUNKO. Guest tutor (tutorial on real-world BIPV 
façade application for module BPS 5227 “Maintainability”), at the 
Department of Buildings, School of Design and Environment, National 
University of Singapore (NUS), 14 Mar 2019 

Dr Veronika SHABUNKO. Guest critic, for final project assessment 
for AR 5959F “Carbon Neutral Architecture in Asia” in Department of 
Architecture at School of Design and Environment, invited by Asst. 
Prof Abel E. TABLADA DE LA TORRE (Dr), National University of 
Singapore (NUS), 27 Mar 2019

Eddy BLOKKEN. Solar: A cornerstone to a sustainable energy 
supply, CM4282: Energy Resources. Guest lecture for Department of 
Chemistry at the National University of Singapore (NUS), 5 Apr 2019

Dr ZHANG Ji. Renewable Energy and Sustainable Architectural 
Design. Guest lecture in School of Design and Environment, Module 
AR2723 “Strategies for Sustainable Architecture”, invited by Dr YUAN 
Chao, Department of Architecture, National University of Singapore 
(NUS), 5 Apr 2019

Prof Armin ABERLE. Renewable (solar) energy – towards a sustainable 
global energy system. Guest lecture at LKY School of Public Policy, 
National University of Singapore (NUS), 12 Nov 2019

25-26  1st Building Integrated PV Conference & Exhibition
Jul 2019  2019: Solar Architecture towards Sustainable Cities, 

Singapore 
4-6 Sep  SERIS showcased developments at the BIPV COE 

and innovative digital-printed BIPV samples, as part 
of the NUS booth, at the exhibition organised by the 
Building and Construction Authority, at the inaugural 
International Built Environment Week (IBEW) 2019, 
Singapore

30-31  SERIS’ booth at the Asia Clean Energy  Summit (ACES 
Oct 2019  2019), Singapore

31 Oct-1   International Floating Solar Symposium (IFSS 2019), 
Nov 2019  Singapore

15 Nov 2019 SERIS’ mini-booth at E-hive, organised by Institute for 
Engineering Leadership at NUS

26 Nov 2019 SERIS’ booth at the U-Solar Programme Launch, 
Singapore 

16 Dec 2019 Student delegation from UWCSEA, Singapore

2019 
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List Of Patent 
Applications Filed In 
2019 
Rolf STANGL, Puqun WANG, Zhi Peng LING. A contact passivated 
all-back-contact solar cell, requiring close to zero alignments in order 
to process. Non-provisional application no.  10201901881V (filing 
date 1 Mar 2019)

Rolf STANGL, Thway MAUNG, Zhi Peng LING, Xin Ren Samuel 
NG, Fen LIN. Double-side passivated contact solar cell, deploying a 
tunnel junction, suited as bottom cell for thin-film on silicon tandem 
integration, and process to realise such solar cell. Non-provisional 
application no.  10201902849W (filing date 29 Mar 2019)

Muhammad Arifeen WAHED, Thomas REINDL. Floating solar power 
plant with storage for water desalination. Non-provisional application 
no.  10201905442Q (filing date 14 Jun 2019)

Muhammad Arifeen WAHED, Thomas REINDL. Adjustable floating 
platform for solar power plants. Non-provisional application no.  
10201905443W (filing date 14 Jun 2019)

Jiancheng, Donny LAI, Ying HUANG. Time-efficient laser ablation 
geometry and pattern for manufacturing a solar cell with local back 
contacts. PCT application no.  PCT/SG2019/050423 (filing date 27 
Aug 2019)

Zhi Peng LING, Rolf STANGL, Puqun WANG. Process to realise a 
front & back contact passivated silicon bottom solar cell suited 
for two terminal thin-film on silicon tandem device integration and 
corresponding solar cell device architecture. PCT application no.  
PCT/SG2019/050464 (Filing date 17 Sep 2019)

Publications 
Book Chapter
Ling, Z.P., Xin, Z., Wang, P., Sridharan R., Ke, C.M., Stangl, R., 
Double-sided passivated contacts for solar cell applications: An 
industrially viable approach towards 24% efficient large area silicon 
solar cells. Intech Open, Silicon Materials. Published: 27 Mar 2019, 
doi: 10.5772/intechopen.85039

IEA-PVPC reports
SHABUNKO, V. (as one of the co-authors). Executive summary: “BIPV 
research teams & BIPV R&D facilities. An international mapping, 
second version. Report IEA-PVPC T15-05:2018. Published in Jan 
2019

SHABUNKO, V. (as one of the co-authors). Full report: “BIPV research 
teams & BIPV R&D facilities. An international mapping, second 
version. Report IEA-PVPC T15-05:2018. Published in Jan 2019

Journal papers 
Zhang, J., Xu, L., Shabunko, V., Tay, S.E.R., Sun, H., Lau, S. 
S.Y., Reindl, T. Impact of urban block typology on building solar 
potential and energy use efficiency in tropical high-density city. 
Applied Energy, 240 (2019), pp. 513-533, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
apenergy.2019.02.033

Chang, R., Cao, Y., Lu, Y., Shabunko, V. Should BIPV technologies be 
empowered by innovation policy mix to facilitate energy transitions? 
Revealing stakeholders’ different perspectives using Q methodology. 
Energy Policy, 129 (2019), pp. 307-318

Yacob Ali, J.M., Shanmugam, V., Khanna, A., Wang, P., Nagarajan, 
B., Tabajonda, R.V., Perez, D.J., Aberle, A.G., Mueller, T. Analysis of 
nanosecond and femtosecond ablation of rear dielectrics of silicon 
wafer solar cells. Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells, vol. 192, 
(2019), pp 117-122, doi: 10.106/j.solmat.2018.12.002 

Padhamnath, P., Wong, J., Nagarajan, B., Buatis, J.K., Ortega, L.M., 
Nandakumar, N., Khanna, A., Shanmugam, V., Duttagupta, S. Metal 
contact recombination in monoPolyTM solar cells with screen printed & 
fire-through contacts. Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells, vol. 192 
(2019), pp 109-116, doi: 10.106/j.solmat.2018.12.026 

Xue, H., Birgersson, E., Stangl, R. Correlating variability of modeling 
parameters with photovoltaic performance: Monte Carlo simulation 
of meso-structured perovskite solar cell. Applied Energy, vol. 237 
(2019), pp. 131-144 

Nandakumar, N., Rodriguez, J., Kluge, T., Große, T., Fondop, 
L., Padhamnath, P., Nagarajan, B., Konig, M., Duttagupta, S. 
Approaching 23% with large-area monoPolyTM cells using screen-
printed and fired rear passivating contacts fabricated by inline PECVD. 
Progress in Photovoltaics, vol. 27, Issue 2, (2019), pp 107-112, doi.
org/10.1002/pip.3097 

Li, W., Yan, X., Aberle, A.G., Venkataraj, S. Effect of sodium diffusion 
on the properties of CIGS solar absorbers prepared using elemental 
Se in a two-step process. Scientific Reports vol. 9, article number: 
2637 (2019) 

Low, Q.H., Loo, N.W.X., Calle-Vallejo, F., Yeo, B.S. Enhanced 
electroreduction of carbon dioxide to methanol using zinc dendrites 
pulse-deposited on silver foam. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 58 (2019), pp. 
2256-2260 

Sharma, R., Ang, P.C., Li, J.B., Aberle, A., Huang, Y. Role of post-
metallisation anneal sequence and forming gas anneal to mitigate 
light and elevated temperature induced degradation of multicrystalline 
silicon solar cells. Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells 195 (2019), 
pp. 160-167 

Luo, W., Chen, N., Ke, C., Wang, Y., Aberle, A.G., Ramakrishna, S., 
Duttagupta, S., Khoo, Y.S. Investigation of polysilicon passivated 
contact’s resilience to potential induced degradation. Solar Energy 
Materials and Solar Cells, vol. 195, (2019), pp 168-173, doi.
org/10.1016/j.solmat.2019.02.038

Lai, D., Tan, C.S., Ke, C.M., Ho, J.W., Ang, P.C., Kam, Z.M., Aberle, 
A.G., Huang, Y. Optical design considerations of rear-side dielectric 
for higher efficiency of PERC solar cells. Optics Express vol. 27(12), 
A758-765 (2019), https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.27.00A758 

Nagarajan, B., Shanmugam, V., Raj, S., Yacob Ali, J.M., Aguilar, 
M.L.O.,  Garcia, I.J.,  Rodriguez, J.,  Aberle, A., Duttagupta, S. 
Impact of light soaking on p-type boron and indium doped passivated 
emitter and rear solar cells on Czochralski-grown silicon. Solar RRL 
(2019), issue 1900027, pp. 1900027(1)-1900027(6), doi: 10.1002/
solr.201900027

Yan, X., Chen, N., Suhaimi, F.B., Zhang, L., Gong, X., Zhang, X., 
Duttagupta, S. Design, fabrication, and analysis of double-layer 
antireflection coatings (ARC) for industrial bifacial n-type crystalline 
silicon solar cells. Applied Optics, vol. 58(15), (2019), pp. E1-E6, 
https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.58.0000E1

Sreejith, K.P., Sharma, A.K., Kumbhar, S., Kottantharayil, A., 
Basu, P.K. An additive-free non-metallic energy efficient industrial 
texturisation process for diamond wire sawn multicrystalline silicon 
wafers. Solar Energy 184 (2019), pp. 162-172 

Basu, P.K., Kumbhar, S., Sreejith, K.P., Yadav, T.S., Kottantharayil, 
A., Arora, B.M., Narasimhan, K.L., Sharma, A.K. Active area cell 
efficiency (19%) monocrystalline silicon solar cell fabrication using 
low-cost processing with small footprint laboratory tools. Bulletin of 
Material Science 42:33 (2019), https://doi.org/10.1007/s12034-018-
1711-2 

Ananthanarayanan, D., Wong, J., Wang, E-C., Chen, N., Ho, J.W., 
Aberle, A.G. Determination of metal-induced recombination of n-type 
bifacial Si solar cells using special print patterns. IEEE Journal of 
photovoltaics, vol. 9, no. 3, (2019), pp.643-651 
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Teo, B.H., Khanna, A., Shanmugam V., Aguilar, M.L.O., Delos 
Santos, M.E., Chua, D.J.W., Chang, W.C., Mueller, T. Development of 
nanoparticle copper screen printing pastes for silicon heterojunction 
solar cells. Solar Energy 189 (2019), pp. 179-185

Yadav, T.S., Sharma, A.K., Kottantharayil, A., Basu, P.K. Comparative 
study of different silicon oxides used as interfacial passivation layer 
(SiNy:H / SiOx /n

+-Si) in industrial monocrystalline silicon solar cells. 
Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells 201 (2019), 110077, https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2019.110077 

Peters, I.M., Rodriguez-Gallegos, C.D., Sofia, S.E., Buonassisi, T. The 
value of efficiency in photovoltaics. Joule, vol. 3 (2019), pp. 1-16, doi: 
10.16/j.joule.2019.07028

Dewi, H.A., Wang, H., Li, J., Thway, M., Sridharan, R., Stangl, R., Lin, 
F., Aberle, A.G., Mathews, N., Bruno, A., Mhaisalkar, S. Highly efficient 
semitransparent perovskite solar cells for four terminal perovskite-
silicon tandems. Applied Materials & Interfaces, vol. 11:37 (2019), pp 
34178-34187, doi: 10.1021/acsami.9b13145

Lau, S. K., Zhao, Y., Lau, S.S.Y., Yuan, C., Shabunko, V. An 
investigation on ventilation of building-integrated photovoltaics 
system using numerical modeling. J. Sol. Energy Eng. Feb 2020, 
142(1): 011016 (9 pages). Paper No: SOL-18-1577, https://doi.
org/10.1115/1.4044623 (available online 7 Sep 2019)

Chen, N., Wang E-C,  Yan, X., Shanmugam, V.,  Nagarajan, B.,   
Zhang, L., Gong, X., Zhang, X., Wang, Q., Jin, H., Duttagupta, S. 
Development of bifacial n-type front-and-back contact cells with 
phosphorus back surface field via mask-free approaches. Physica 
Status Solidi A, vol 216(22), (2019), https://doi.org/10.1002/
pssa.201900238

Verbois, H., Blanc, P., Huva, R., Saint-Drenand, Y-M., Rusydi, A., 
Thiery, A. Beyond quadratic error: Case-study of a multiple criteria 
approach to the performance assessment of numerical forecasts 
of solar irradiance in the tropics. Renewable and Sustainable 
Energy Reviews, vol 117 (2020), 109471, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
rser.2019.109471 (available online 29 Oct 2019)

Zhao, X., Tan, Z. Large-area near-infrared perovskite light-emitting 
diodes. Nat. Photonics (2019), doi:10.1038/s41566-019-0559-3 
(available online 2 Dec 2019)

Papers in PV Industry magazines / journals 
Shabunko V., Reindl T. Desempenho termico de fachadas com 
envidracamento fotovoltaico, FotoVolt journal, ISSN 247-1615, Ano 
4 N 20, Janeiro-Fevereiro de 2019   

Duttagupta, S., Nandakumar, N., Rodriguez, J., Shanmugam, V. 
The monoPolyTM technology platform: Rapid implementation of 
passivating contacts in PERC/T production lines, PVTECH, technical 
papers, Sep 2019 

Conference papers 
Ananthanarayanan, D., Wong, J., Aberle, A., Ho, J.W. Doped layer 
characterisation using accurate optical modelling of mid-infrared 
spectrometry. Proc. of the 46th IEEE Photovoltaics Specialists 
Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 2019 

Kaur, G., Dutta, T., Xin, Z., Ling, Z.P., Naval, M.J., Saifullah, MSM, 
Stangl, R., Danner, A. Ultra-thin LPCVD SiNx/n

+ poly-Si passivated 
contacts – a possibility? Proc. of the 46th IEEE Photovoltaics 
Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 2019 

Nandakumar, N., Rodriguez, J., Kluge, T., Grosse, T., Fondop, 
L., Nagarajan, B., Padhamnath, P., Konig, M., Duttagupta, S. 
Investigation of 23% monoPolyTM screen-printed silicon solar cells 
with an industrial rear passivated contact. Proc. of the 46th IEEE 
Photovoltaics Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 
2019 

Araki, K., Ji, L., Kelly, G., Agudo, E., Anton, I., Baudrit, M., Carr, A., 
Herrero, R., Kurtz, S., Liu, Z., Limpinsel, M., Lu, Z., Pravettoni, M., 
Robusto, P., Tobita, H., Wu, Q., Wu, Z., Yoon, S.,  Yamaguchi, M. 
Modeling and standardisation researches and discussions of the car 
roof PV through international web meetings. Proc. of the 46th IEEE 
Photovoltaics Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 
2019 

Ng, X.R., Liu, T.Y., Wang, P., Thway, M., Aberle, A.G., Stangl, R., 
Lin, F. Development of p+/n+ polysilicon tunnel junctions compatible 
for industrial screen printing. Proc. of the 46th IEEE Photovoltaics 
Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 2019 

Shabunko V., Reindl T. High-level financial assessment of coloured 
BIPV façade: Case study in Singapore. Proc. of the 46th IEEE 
Photovoltaics Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 
2019 

Stangl, R., Anand, G., Jaiswal, R., Rathi, S., Ke, C.M., Ren, Z., 
Buonassisi, T. Developing a web based PV simulation platform 
(targeting at machine learning combined with advanced device and 
process simulation to support process optimisation). Proc. of the 
46th IEEE Photovoltaics Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 
16-21 Jun 2019 

Ren, Z., Oviedo, F., Xue, H., Thway, M., Zhang, K.C., Li, N., Perea, 
J.D., Layurova, M., Wang, Y., Tian, S., Heumueller, T., Birgersson, 
E., Lin, F., Aberle, A., Sun, S., Peters, I.M., Stangl, R., Brabec, C.J., 
Buonassisi, T. Physics-guided characterisation and optimisation of 
solar cells using surrogate machine learning model. Proc. of the 46th 
IEEE Photovoltaics Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 
Jun 2019

Thway, M., Liu, T., Sridharan, R., Huang, M., Ng, X.R., Dewi, H.A., 
Wang, H., Bruno, A., Mathews, N., Duttagupta, S., Stangl, R., Chua, 
S.J., Aberle, A.G., Lin, F. Small-area passivated contact monoPolyTM 

silicon solar cells for tandem device integration. Proc. of the 46th 
IEEE Photovoltaics Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 
Jun 2019 

Wang, P., Sridharan, R., Ng, X.R., Khanna, A., Venkataraj, S., 
Stangl, R. Investigating industrial metallisation solutions for double-
side contact passivated biPoly solar cells. Proc. of the 46th IEEE 
Photovoltaics Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 
2019 

Chen, T., Lau, S.Y., Zhang, J., Xue, X., Lau, S.K., Khoo, Y.S. A design-
driven approach to integrate high-performance photovoltaics devices 
on the building façade. 2019 IOP Conf. Ser.: Earth Environ. Sci. 294 
012030, Sustainable Built Environment Conference, University of 
Tokyo, Japan, 6-7 Aug 2019

Lau, S.Y., Chen, T. Zhang, J., Xue, X., Lau, S.K., Khoo, Y.S. A new 
approach for the project process: prefabricated building technology 
integrated with photovoltaics based on the BIM system. 2019 
IOP Conf. Ser.: Earth Environ. Sci. 294 012050. Sustainable Built 
Environment Conference, University of Tokyo, Japan, 6-7 Aug 2019

Padhamnath, P., Buatis, J.K., Nandakumar, N., Nampalli, N., 
Nagarajan, B., Shanmugam, V., Aberle, A., Duttagupta, S. 
Characterisation of fire-through pastes on LPCVD poly-Si based 
passivating contacts in monoPolyTM solar cells. Proc. of the 36th 
European Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition, 
France, 9-13 Sep 2019
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Talks At Conferences, 
Workshops And 
Seminars 
(Speaker’s name underlined) 

Kumar, A. Solar energy deployment in urban environment. 2019 
Conference on Fundamental and Applied Science for Advance 
Technology (ConFAST), Indonesia, 21-22 Jan 2019 (keynote)

Paton, C. ‘Where sun meets water’ - floating solar growth potential. 
World Bank Solar Knowledge Exchange 2019, Morocco, 3-5 Feb 
2019 (invited talk)

Aberle, A.G. SERIS-ANU solar energy collaborations and Solarisation 
of Singapore, ECI Open Day, ANU, Australia, 12 Feb 2019

Aberle, A.G. Photovoltaics - Status & trends, 100% Renewables 
Workshop, Australia, 13-15 Feb 2019

Zhang, J. Urban morphology and building typology based 
environmental performance evaluation in high-density urban 
context. The Symposium on Design and Technology of Sustainable 
Architecture, Kanazawa University, Japan, 18 Feb 2019

Aberle, A.G. Solar energy -Gearing up for the conquest of the world. 
11th NUS Graduate School for Integrative Sciences and Engineering 
(NGS) Student Symposium, Singapore, 8 Mar 2019 (keynote)

Reindl, T. Solar Photovoltaics (PV)-global trends and deployment in 
Singapore. SP Group Knowledge Sharing Session, Singapore, 22 
Mar 2019

Reindl, T. Operational irradiance forecasting for advanced PV grid 
integration in Singapore. 6th InterMET Asia Conference & Exhibition 
2019, Singapore, 27-28 Mar 2019 (keynote)

Luo, W., Wang, Y. Potential-induced degradation in n-PERT and 
p-PERC+ bifacial silicon modules. 2nd Development Trend and 
Reliability of Photovoltaic Modules Seminar, China, 28 - 29 Mar 2019

Nandakumar, N., Rodriguez, J., Kluge, T., Groβe, T., Fondop, 
L., Nagarajan, B., Padhamnath, P., Konig, M., Duttagupta, S. 
monoPolyTM: 23% industrial screen-printed n-type cells with thin n+: 
polysilicon rear contacts. Silicon PV: 9th International Conference on 
Crystalline Silicon Photovoltaics, Belgium, 8-10 Apr 2019

Sridharan, R., Wang P., Ling, Z.P., Duttagupta, S., Stangl, R. Wet 
chemical etch-back of n+ polysilicon at the rear side of monoPolyTM 
c-Si solar cells. Silicon PV: 9th International Conference on Crystalline 
Silicon Photovoltaics, Belgium, 8-10 Apr 2019

Reindl, T. The dawn of floating solar - technology, benefits and 
challenges. World Conference on Floating Solutions (WCFS) 2019, 
Singapore, 22-23 Apr 2019 (invited talk)

Aberle, A.G. Solar revolution – towards a sustainable global energy 
system. 6th Annual Singapore Sustainability Symposium (S3), 
Singapore, 8-10 May 2019 (invited talk)

Liu, H. Issues encountered and new updates in the world’s largest 
floating PV testbed. Intersolar Europe, Germany, 13-15 May 2019 
(invited talk)

Liu, H. Potential of solar-hydro hybrid operation. World Hydropower 
Congress (WHC), France, 16-17 May 2019 (invited talk)

Kumar, D. S. Planning of distributed energy resources in Singapore. 
IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid (ISGT) 2019, China, 21-24 May 2019

Low, Q.H., Loo, N.W.X, Calle-Vallejo, F., Yeo, B.S. Enhanced 
electroreduction of carbon dioxide to methanol using zinc dendrites 
pulse-deposited on silver foam. 235th Electrochemical Society (ECS) 
Meeting, USA, 26 - 30 May 2019

Reindl, T. Floating Solar: The 3rd pillar of the global PV industry. SNEC 
13th (2019) International Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart 
Energy Conference & Exhibition, Shanghai, China, 3-6 Jun 2019 
(plenary talk)

Duttagupta, S., Nandakumar, N., Rodriguez. J. monoPolyTM 

technology platform for enabling passivated contacts in PERC/T 
production lines. SNEC 13th (2019) International Photovoltaic Power 
Generation and Smart Energy Conference & Exhibition, Shanghai, 
China, 3-6 Jun 2019 (invited talk)

Ling, Z.P., Xin, Z., Ke, C., Wang, P. Stangl, R. Double-sided passivated 
contacts for n-type mono silicon solar cells: large area cell efficiency 
potential >23%. SNEC 13th (2019) International Photovoltaic Power 
Generation and Smart Energy Conference & Exhibition, Shanghai, 
China, 3-6 Jun 2019

Thway, M., Liu, T., Sridharan, R., Huang, M., Ng, X.R., Duttagupta, 
S., Stangl, R., Chua, S.J., Aberle, A., Lin, F. Small-area, n-type 
monoPolyTM silicon solar cells for tandem applications. SNEC 13th 
(2019) International Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart Energy 
Conference & Exhibition, Shanghai, China, 3-6 Jun 2019 

Lai, D., Tan, C.S., Jin, S., Kam, Z.M., Aberle, A., Huang Y. Laser 
ablation optimisation for PERC solar cells. SNEC 13th (2019) 
International Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart Energy 
Conference & Exhibition, Shanghai, China, 3-6 Jun 2019

Padhamnath, P., Sew, K., Nagarajan, B., Nampalli, N., Nandakumar, 
N., Shanmugam, V., Aberle, A.G., Duttagupta, D. Analysis of 
LPCVD p+ poly-Si layers for applications in large area c-Si solar cells 
incorporating passivated contacts. SNEC 13th (2019) International 
Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart Energy Conference & 
Exhibition, Shanghai, China, 3-6 Jun 2019

Kumar, A. Holistic LCOE reduction for distributed solar PV systems 
in urban environment. SNEC 13th (2019) International Photovoltaic 
Power Generation and Smart Energy Conference & Exhibition, 
Shanghai, China, 3-6 Jun 2019

Pravettoni, M. Towards a definition of standard test conditions for 
vehicle integrated photovoltaics. SNEC 13th (2019) International 
Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart Energy Conference & 
Exhibition, Shanghai, China, 3-6 Jun 2019

Nandakumar, N., Rodriguez, J., Kluge, T., Grosse, T., Fondop, 
L., Nagarajan, B., Padhamnath, P., Konig, M., Duttagupta, S. 
Investigation of 23% monoPolyTM screen-printed silicon solar cells 
with an industrial rear passivated contact. 46th IEEE Photovoltaics 
Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 2019 

Ren, Z., Oviedo, F., Xue, H., Thway, M., Zhang, K.C., Li, N., Perea, 
J.D., Layurova, M., Wang, Y., Tian, S., Heumueller, T., Birgersson, 
E., Lin, F., Aberle, A., Sun, S., Peters, I.M., Stangl, R., Brabec, C.J., 
Buonassisi, T. Physics-guided characterisation and optimisation 
of solar cells using surrogate machine learning model. 46th IEEE 
Photovoltaics Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 
2019

Stangl, R., Anand, G., Jaiswal, R., Rathi, S., Ke, C., Ren, Z., 
Buonassisi, T. Developing a web based PV simulation platform 
(targeting at machine learning combined with advanced device and 
process simulation to support process optimisation). 46th IEEE 
Photovoltaics Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 
2019 
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Shabunko V. High-level financial assessment of coloured BIPV 
facades: case study in Singapore, 46th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists 
Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 2019 (invited talk and 
session chair)

Reindl, T. Where sun meets water: latest global development trends 
regarding floating solar, and research updates from the SERIS floating 
PV testbed in Singapore. Asia Clean Energy Forum (ACEF) 2019, 
Philippines, 17-19 Jun 2019

Aberle, A. Progress with crystalline silicon solar cells and modules 
at SERIS. 10th International Conference on Materials for Advanced 
Technologies (ICMAT 2019), Singapore, 23-28 Jun 2019 (invited talk)

Duttagupta, S., Nandakumar, N., Rodriguez, J. Towards 24% 
monoPolyTM silicon wafer solar cells with screen-printed and fired 
contacts. 10th International Conference on Materials for Advanced 
Technologies (ICMAT 2019), Singapore, 23-28 Jun 2019 (invited talk)

Sharma, R., Raj, S., Aberle, A., Huang, Y. Accelerated test method 
for quantifying light and elevated temperature induced degradation 
in multicrystalline silicon solar cells. 10th International Conference on 
Materials for Advanced Technologies (ICMAT 2019), Singapore, 23-
28 Jun 2019

Ananthanarayanan, D., Wong, J., Aberle, A., Ho, J.W. Doped silicon 
wafer layer characterisation using mid-infrared spectrometry. 10th 
International Conference on Materials for Advanced Technologies 
(ICMAT 2019), Singapore, 23-28 Jun 2019

Kaur, G., Xin, Z., Ling, Z.P., Sridharan, R., Stangl, R., Danner, 
A. Crafting passivating contacts with ultrathin-dielectric layers: 
considerations & lessons learnt. 10th International Conference on 
Materials for Advanced Technologies (ICMAT 2019), Singapore, 23-
28 Jun 2019

Kaur, G., Xin, Z., Ling, Z.P., Dwivedi, N., Stangl, R., Danner, A. Tunnel 
oxide/PEDOT:PSS passivated contacts-a low cost approach. 10th 
International Conference on Materials for Advanced Technologies 
(ICMAT 2019), Singapore, 23-28 Jun 2019

Ren, Z., Oviedo, F., Xue, H., Thway, M., Zhang, K., Li, N., Perea, 
J.D., Tian, I.P.S., Lin, F., Aberle, A., Sun, S., Peters, I.M., Brabec, C., 
Buonassisi, T. Coupling Bayesian networks and design of experiments 
enables root-cause analysis and process-window innovation for 
photovoltaic materials. 10th International Conference on Materials for 
Advanced Technologies (ICMAT 2019), Singapore, 23-28 Jun 2019

Verbois, H., Blanc, P., Huva, R., Saint-Drenan, Y-M., Rusydi, A. 
Beyond-RMSE analysis of Wrf parametrization for day-ahead 
irradiance forecasting. 6th International Conference Energy and 
Meteorology (ICEM) 2019, Denmark, 24-27 Jun 2019

Paton, C. Floating Solar – who, what, where and $$$? Solar & Storage 
Finance Asia, Singapore, 9-10 Jul 2019

Paton, C. Floating solar: designing a project effectively. Solar & 
Storage Finance Asia, Singapore, 9-10 Jul 2019 (as panellist)

Reindl, T. Increasing cost-competitive solar PV deployment in 
Singapore-challenges and research needs. Urban Sustainability R&D 
Congress 2019, Singapore, 24-27 Jul 2019 (invited talk)

Shabunko V. Economics of BIPV facades in Singapore. Building 
Integrated PV Conference & Exhibition 2019: Solar architecture 
towards sustainable cities”, Singapore, 25 Jul 2019 (invited talk)

Aberle, A.G. Solar revolution – towards a sustainable global energy 
system. NGS Inaugural Exposition for Integrative Sciences and 
Engineering, Singapore, 26 Jul 2019 (invited talk)

Duttagupta, S. State of the art, low-cost, 23.5% efficient monopoly 
cell process and platform. 29th Annual NREL Silicon Workshop, USA, 
4-7 Aug 2019 (invited talk)

Soibam, A.C., Thway, M., Lenka, T.R., Dey, K., Lin, F., Aberle, A.G. 
Device modeling for high efficiency lead free perovskite solar cell 
with Cu2O as hole transport material. International Conference on 
Advances in Functional Materials (AAAFM-UCLA 2019), University 
California, USA, 19-22 Aug 2019 

Shabunko V. Building world-class sustainable data centers: can solar 
be used to power a data center? Data Centre Dynamics Conference 
(DCD-Singapore 2019), invited talk and panel discussion on “Energy 
Smart & Sustainable Infrastructure” led by Susanna Kass – United 
Nations Sustainable Development Group, Singapore, 18 Sep 2019 
(invited talk)

Shabunko V. De-mystifying BIPV in Singapore. Chain of sharing 
seminars among architects, building professional at Ascendas 
Singbridge, Surbana Jurong, DP Architects, JTC, DSTA, BCA, HBD, 
ID Architects, Singapore (4 Jan, 14-15 Feb, 3 Apr and 2 Aug 2019) 
(invited talk)

Reindl, T. Issues encountered in floating PV testbed. 1st Philippine 
Floating Solar Forum 2019, Philippines, 3-5 Sep 2019 (invited talk)

Liu, H., Kumar, A., Reindl, T. SERIS activities on analytical monitoring 
of rooftop and floating PV installation. Huawei Smart PV Workshop, 
Singapore, 6 Sep 2019 

Padhamnath, P., Nandakumar, N., Nampalli, N., Khanna, A., 
Nagarajan, B., Buatis, J.K., Shanmugam, V., Aberle, A., Duttagupta, 
S. Characterisation of fire-through pastes on LPCVD poly-Si based 
passivating contacts in monoPolyTM solar cells. 36th European 
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition, France, 9-13 
Sep 2019 

Reindl, T. State of the market & technology. Floating Solar Conference, 
Netherlands, 18-19 Sep 2019 (invited plenary talk)

Reindl, T. Solar potential analysis using 3D city modeling – the case 
of Singapore. 3D GeoInfo Conference 2019, Singapore, 24-27 Sep 
2019 (invited keynote)

Lai, D., Ng, S., Venkataraj, S., Lai, J., Yan, X., Aberle, A.G., 
Shanmugam, V. Lean PERC: Simplifying low-cost PV manufacturing. 
NUS Enterprise Customer Discovery (Shanghai Investors) seminar, 
Singapore, 3 Oct 2019

Duttagupta, S., Nandakumar, N., Rodriguez, J. State-of-the-art, 
low-cost, 23.5% efficient monoPolyTM cell process and technology 
platform. PVQAT Conference, China, 16 Oct 2019 

Reindl, T. The solarisation of Singapore: how to deploy PV in a 
megacity. International Green Energy Conference, China, 15-17 Oct 
2019 (invited keynote)

Khoo, Y.S. State-of-art PV module technologies: loss analysis and 
performance gains. PV Module Tech Conference, Malaysia, 22-23 
Oct 2019

Aberle, A. Highlights of technological progress with solar PV cells and 
modules. Asia Clean Energy Summit 2019, 30 Oct 2019, Singapore 

Shabunko V. Super Low Energy Buildings: Economic assessment of 
BIPV façades in the tropics, Session on Integrated Solar Technologies 
into the Building Envelope. 14th Conference on Advanced Building 
Skins, Bern, Switzerland, 28-29 Oct 2019 (invited talk) 

Duttagupta, S., Nandakumar, N., Rodriguez, J. 23.5% efficient 
SERIS’ monoPolyTM cell technology platform enabling > 345- watt 
module power. World Solar Congress, China, 31 Oct 2019 

Aberle, A. Progress with crystalline silicon solar cells and modules at 
SERIS. 29th International PV Science and Engineering Conference 
(PVSEC-29), China, 4-9 Nov 2019 (invited talk)
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Ge,J., Tang, M., Mueller, T. Insight of Hydrogen Plasma Etching on the 
Improvement of surface passivation in Silicon Wafer Heterojunction 
Solar Cells. 29th International PV Science and Engineering 
Conference (PVSEC-29), China, 4-9 Nov 2019

Huang, M., Liu, T., Thway, M., Yan, X., Aberle, A., Lin, F., Stangl, R. 
Application of laser-assisted dielectric patterning in the development 
of small-size silicon cells for 4T tandem applications. 29th International 
PV Science and Engineering Conference (PVSEC-29), China, 4-9 
Nov 2019 

Khanna, A., Padhamnath, P., Nandakumar, N., Lai, J., Ison, J., Wang, 
D., Sun, Q., Huang, M., Huang, S., Fan, B., Ding, B., Shanmugam, V., 
Duttagupta, S. Analysis of screen-printed metallisation of monoPolyTM 
cells. 29th International PV Science and Engineering Conference 
(PVSEC-29), China, 4-9 Nov 2019

Xin, Z., Ling, Z.P., Stangl, R., Ho, J.W. Investigation of the light 
soaking stability of contact-passivated solar cells employing ultra-
thin ALD AlOx as the tunnel layer. 29th International PV Science and 
Engineering Conference (PVSEC-29), China, 4-9 Nov 2019 

Yan, X., Chen, N., Suhaimi, F., Xu, M., Yang, J., Zhang, X., Wang, Q., 
Jin, H., Shanmugam, V., Duttagupta, S. Development of ultra-thin 
doped poly-Si layers for passivated contact solar cell applications. 
29th International PV Science and Engineering Conference 
(PVSEC-29), China, 4-9 Nov 2019 

Padhamnath, P., Khanna, A., Nandakumar, N., Rodriguez, J., 
Shanmugam, V., Duttagupta, S. monoPolyTM cell development at 
SERIS: current status and future perspective. Topcon Cells Industry 
Forum at PVSEC-29, China, 7 Nov 2019

Nampalli, N., Venkataraj, S., Christopher Subhodayam, P.T., Rajput, 
A.S., Gascou, T., Sew, K., Duttagupta, S. Annealing of silicon 
heterojunction solar cells: efficiency improvement and degradation 
mechanisms. 2nd Silicon Heterojunction Workshop, China, 11-12 
Nov 2019 (invited talk)

Kumar, A., Reindl, T. Floating solar: the 3rd pillar of the global PV 
industry. 9th Asia-Pacific Forum on Renewable Energy, South Korea, 
13-16 Nov 2019 (invited talk)

Kubis, M., Pyae, S. SERIS’ real-time analytical monitoring system. NI 
Days Asia, China, 14 Nov 2019 (invited talk)

Reindl, T. Global floating solar updates and a comparative assessment 
on Singapore. 4th ASEAN Solar + Energy Storage Congress & Expo, 
co-located with 1st Floating Solar ASEAN, Philippines, 14-15 Nov 
2019 (invited)

Budelier, B., Paquot, Y., Paton, C. Grid-connected solar electricity 
development in Myanmar: results from the pre-feasibility studies. 
Workshop organised by the World Bank for the Ministry of Electricity 
and Energy in Myanmar and their development partners, Myanmar, 
19 Nov 2019

Tan, C. A-B-Cs of installing & maintaining solar rooftops. U-Solar 
Programme Launch, Singapore, 26 Nov 2019 (invited talk and panel 
discussion)

Pravettoni, M. New challenges for spectral measurements in 
standard PV metrology. 8th PV-Outdoor-Spectral Measurement Mini 
Workshop, Austrian Institute of Technology in Vienna, Austria, 29 Nov 
2019 (invited talk)

Reindl, T. Smart grid floating solar. 5th ASEAN Smart Grid Congress, 
Malaysia, 3-4 Dec 2019 (invited keynote)

Tan, C. A-B-Cs of installing & maintaining solar rooftops, pros and 
cons of capex vs PPA. Educational Seminar for the Association of 
Aerospace Industries (Singapore) AAIS, Singapore, 6 Dec 2019 
(invited talk and panel discussion)

Posters At Conferences 
And Seminars
(Presenter’s name underlined) 

Bedrich, K.G., Khoo, Y.S., Wang, Y. Quantitative electroluminescence 
imaging of PV modules: low-frequency blur removal. NREL Reliability 
Workshop, USA, 26-28 Feb 2019

Chakraborty, S., Aberle, A.G., Huang, Y. Light induced degradation 
in quasi-monocrystalline silicon: gettering, dark annealing and trace 
element analysis. 11th NUS Graduate School for Integrative Sciences 
and Engineering (NGS) Student Symposium, Singapore, 8 Mar 2019

Sharma, R., Vajandar, S., Osipowicz, T., Li, J.B., Aberle, A., Huang, 
Y. Hydrogen diffusion from PECVD silicon nitride into multicrystalline 
silicon wafers: elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) measurements 
and impact on light and elevated temperature induced degradation 
(LeTID). Silicon PV: 9th International Conference on Crystalline Silicon 
Photovoltaics, Belgium, 8-10 Apr 2019

Stangl, R., Sridharan, R., Wang, P., Xin, Z., Nandakumar, N., Ling, 
Z.P. Different flavours of tunnel layers contact passivated cells. Silicon 
PV: 9th International Conference on Crystalline Silicon Photovoltaics, 
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XSolar-Hetero: a web-based PV simulation platform. Silicon PV: 
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Kaur, G., Xin, Z., Ling, Z.P., Stangl, R., Danner, A. Interface 
engineering of ultra-thin AIOx / PEDOT:PSS carrier selective contact 
for high efficiency (> 22.5%) Si-solar cells Silicon PV: 9th International 
Conference on Crystalline Silicon Photovoltaics, Belgium, 8-10 Apr 
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Kumar, D. S. Non-intrusive load monitoring using feed forward neural 
network. IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid (ISGT) 2019, China, 21-24 
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Ananthanarayanan, D., Wong, J., Aberle, A., Ho, J.W. Doped layer 
characterisation using accurate optical modelling of mid-infrared 
spectrometry. 46th IEEE Photovoltaics Specialists Conference 
(PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 2019 

Ng, X.R., Liu, T., Wang, P., Thway, M., Aberle, A., Stangl, R., Lin, 
F. Development of p+/n+ polysilicon tunnel junctions compatible 
for industrial screen printing.  46th IEEE Photovoltaics Specialists 
Conference (PVSC-46), 16-21 Jun 2019 

Thway, M., Liu, T., Sridharan, R., Huang, M., Ng, X.R., Dewi, H.A., 
Wang, H., Bruno, A., Mathews, N., Duttagupta, S., Stangl, R., 
Chua, S.J., Aberle, A.G., Lin, F. Small-area passivated contact 
monoPolyTM silicon solar cells for tandem device integration. 46th 
IEEE Photovoltaics Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 
Jun 2019 

Wang, P., Sridharan, R., Ng, X.R., Khanna, A., Venkataraj, S., 
Stangl, R. Investigating industrial metallisation solutions for double-
side contact passivated biPoly solar cells. 46th IEEE Photovoltaics 
Specialists Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 2019 

Kaur, G., Dutta, T., Xin, Z., Ling, Z.P., Naval, M.J., Saifullah, M.S.M., 
Stangl, R., Danner, A. Ultra-thin LPCVD SiNx /n

+ poly-Si passivated 
contacts - a possibility? 46th IEEE Photovoltaics Specialists 
Conference (PVSC-46), USA, 16-21 Jun 2019 

Verbois, H., Blanc, P., Thiery, A., Saint-Drenan, Y-M. Hybrid model 
for intra-day solar irradiance forecasting in tropical regions. 6th 
International Conference Energy and Meteorology (ICEM) 2019, 
Denmark, 24-27 Jun 2019
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Bedrich, K.G., Khoo, Y.S., Wang, Y. Quantitative electroluminescence 
imaging of PV modules: low frequency blur removal. 36th European 
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition, France, 9-13 
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Shabunko, V., Reindl, T. “Living Catalogue” for building integrated PV 
in the tropics. Advanced Building Skins, Bern, Switzerland, 28-29 Oct 
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Shabunko V. Super low energy buildings: economic assessment of 
BIPV façades in the tropics. Session on Integrated Solar Technologies 
into the Building Envelope.  14th Conference on Advanced Building 
Skins, Bern, Switzerland, 28-29 Oct 2019 

Nagarajan, B., Padhamnath, P., Nandakumar, N., Shanmugam, V., 
Rodriguez, J., Duttagupta, S. Optimisation of PECVD Aluminium oxide 
thickness for rear passivation of PERC solar cells. 29th International 
PV Science and Engineering Conference (PVSEC-29), China, 4-9 Nov 
2019
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